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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Poland Forest has a rich history, beginning in the 1930’s, as an “open system” mix of woods and
farmlands. This “open system” - means that the area was surrounded on all sides by more open
lands (whether farmlands or forests) where wildlife populations could easily migrate in and out of
lands (current Poland Forest) and water tables and vegetative growth was unrestricted by artificial
boundaries. Today, Poland Forest has become a closed system caused by land development and
utilization. It is surrounded on all sides by urbanization presenting issues of wildlife over-population,
land-locked access and water and vegetative stress from pollutants and citizenry usage.
Regardless of the issues, Poland Forest is a beautifully diverse and complex ecosystem. It
presents opportunities as well as difficult management challenges that are worth pursuing. This
plan provides factual land information useful for understanding past and current states of the land,
political information useful in overcoming conflicting schools-of-thought obstacles from various
stakeholders and, possible solutions and recommendations for next steps for resolution and a
mutually beneficial outcome.
Overview
In my experience of managing the natural resources on public lands over the last 40-plus years, I
have come to realize just how complex the natural systems really are that we see in nature. The
natural resources in a forest ecosystem have a recognizable order that maintains itself even after
natural or man-caused disturbances. The natural resources themselves can provide challenges at
times, but the management of them can be very successful in guiding and maintaining a
sustainable forest. Management of the forest becomes very complex when user perceptions
(objectives) have to be incorporated into a plan, especially on public lands. Unlike privately owned
properties where there is one basic view that will guide the management of a woodlot, public land
has as many objectives as there are actual and potential users. Each user will claim ownership of
the forest based on their particular environmental philosophy. The scale below shows the range of
philosophical views that determine objectives and guides the management and use of natural
resources:
Conservationist
Preservationist

Utilizationist

Those who are concerned with protecting the environment often use the words conservation and
preservation. These two terms are often confused and are used to mean the same thing, although
differences exist. Let’s take a look at the differences:
Conservation is the sustainable use and management of natural resources including trees and
other plants, wildlife, water, air, and earth deposits. Natural resources may be renewable or nonrenewable. The conservation of renewable resources like trees involves ensuring that they are not

consumed faster than they can be replaced (sustainability). The conservation of non-renewable
resources like fossil fuels involves ensuring that sufficient quantities are maintained for future
generations to utilize. Conservation of natural resources usually focuses on the needs and
interests of human beings, for example the biological, economic, cultural, and recreational values
such resources have. The rain forest for example, contains a wide range of biodiversity, providing
food stocks for local populations and a source of timber and medicines for other countries.
Conservationists accept that development is necessary for a better future, but only when the
changes take place in ways that are not wasteful. What the conservationist opposes is not the
harnessing of nature for mankind's progression, but the fact that all too often the environment
comes off the worse for wear.
Preservation, in contrast to conservation, attempts to maintain in their present condition areas of
the Earth that are so far untouched by humans. This is due to the concern that mankind is
encroaching onto the environment at such a rate that many untamed landscapes are being given
over to farming, industry, housing, tourism and other human developments, and that we our losing
too much of what is 'natural'. Like conservationists, some preservationists support the protection of
nature for purely human-centered reasons. Stronger advocates of preservation however, adopt a
less human-centered approach to environmental protection, placing a value on nature that does
not relate to the needs and interests of human beings. Deep green ecology argues that
ecosystems and individual species should be preserved whatever the cost, regardless of their
usefulness to humans, and even if their continued existence would prove harmful to us. This
follows from the belief that every living thing has a right to exist and should be preserved.
Utilizationist – individuals view things strictly for what they can get from the wood with little to no
regard at what happens to the woods long-term. It becomes all about profit instead of sustainable
practices that promote forest health.
So what does it all mean for you? A user will fall somewhere on the continuum between scale,
including each member of the Board. The challenge of establishing a management program that
includes timber management for the Poland Municipal Forest to meet council objectives, must
realize that there will be user individuals and groups that will contest your decision based on where
their identities fall on the scale above. To minimize the impact of resistance between groups, you
will need a well laid out plan accompanied by years of education to guide users into an
understanding and a view closer to the plan’s objectives. A management plan for a state or
federally owned land, which includes timber management, takes years of biological and political
research to establish the initial plan and subsequently years to implement through education.
This plan is only the beginning in an effort to guide you into a controlled path to reach your
objective. If forest management is your desire, patience and education will most likely be
necessary to eliminate misconceptions most people are taught or experienced about forest
management.
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Landowner Objectives
1. Preserve and protect the biodiversity of wildlife, especially less common species; but control
the over population of species (like deer) that negatively impact other species or the
environment. To create and maintain favorable food, cover, and water resources for game
and non game wildlife species.
2. Poland Forest is a bottomland. It should be maintained as naturally as possible. Measures to
control flash floods entering from outside would be valuable.
- To protect and enhance water resources in perennial streams by providing tree cover
along stream corridors.
- To reduce the potential of erosion by enhancing tree cover on highly erodable sites and
to implement good management practices that minimize the potential for erosion.
3. Reforestation: address the dead and dying ash tree species. Develop strategies to regenerate
native hardwood and other species. Attempt to minimize invasive species.
4. Invasive plants: Develop strategies to control and eliminate invasive plant species, if
possible. Concentrate on main trails and other high value areas first.

5. Aesthetics: Poland Forest is not to look like a manicured park, but rather woods. Forest
entrances and trails to be groomed, signed, and maintained for public use. Visual vistas from
main and minor trails to be developed and/or maximized.
6. Timber production: Create a "best practices" harvest plan regarding dead or dying ash and
other compromised and past mature trees.
- To maintain and improve the productivity of the woodland for timber production.
- To care for the woodland by doing the necessary work required to create and maintain a
healthy woodland.
- To develop and utilize the woodland resources so as to provide for income and to serve as
an investment.
7. Recreation: The forest is used for walking, bicycling, equestrian, and in limited areas
automobiles. Safety vehicles have access along main trails

General Woodland Description
RESEARCH: LOOKING BACK TO THE PROPERTY’S HISTORY
Understanding the present forest condition, use, and management direction requires a review of the
history. By researching historical photos, records and the trends of both land-use patterns, which define the
layout and structure of the present forest, and historical management objectives, recommendations, and
investment of time and resources, which defined the general philosophy guiding the development of this
forest, help us understand the present state of The Poland Municipal Forest.
Below is a list of historical events and photos and the management implications:
1916 - Judge Rose, Realty Security Co., and the Poland Manor Community Co. donated the first 50 acres,
which I believe the 1938 Vindicator referred to it as “the park”. This may be where the Poland
Village Park name came from. There were no indications of management in the records, except the
name implying it was only used for recreation.
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The parcels, that may have been the location of the 1916 property, are highlighted on the above map. It
seems as if this was referred to as the "Poland Village Park"; implying recreation only
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1934 - 1935 - Mrs. Henry Butler donated 150 acres (acreage uncertain since it varies in historical records),
known as "Butler Woods", to the village. Historical articles claim she donated the property to be kept as a bird
and wildlife refuge according to her deed. The following maps and photos indicate approximate location of
her property, and land-use patterns, which she would consider natural.

The parcels that may have been the location of the 1934 - 35 "Butler Woods"
are highlighted on the above map.
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1938 Photo of the Butler Woods
The area with the red-dashed boundary with the pale greenish fill is what had been fields prior to 1938 and
was in early pioneer stage of succession with crabapples and hawthorns when photographed. The darker
portion outside the reverting field was in woods and wetlands. Some areas in the woods appear to be
somewhat open caused by disturbance, possibly grazing or timber harvesting. Most of the woods were
concentrated along streams and wetland areas.
This shows what Mrs. Butler experienced, both openings, caused by agricultural disturbance, and forest
covers; surrounded by primarily open farm country. This is excellent for a diverse wildlife population,
especially birds. This is most likely what she viewed as natural.
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1938 - On October 3, 1938 the Poland Village Council under the guidance of Mr. Osborne Mitchell, Mayor
passed an ordinance combining the parklands (the 1916 donation) and the "Butler Woods" to
establish the "Poland Municipal Forest". The authority to create that forest was given under Section
5650-1 Ohio General Code (1930's) which stated:
"The governing body of any municipality, township, or county of this state shall have
power to accept donations of land suitable for the growth of timber which shall be
known as municipal, township, or county forests, and may manage the same on
forestry principles. The governing body of any municipality, township or county in
this state where funds are available or have been levied therefore may, when
authorized by a majority vote of the electorate voting at any general election,
purchase or obtain by condemnation proceedings, any tract of land suitable for a
forest which is conveniently located for the purpose, and under the direction of the
state forester shall manage the same on forestry principles. Such municipality,
township, or county is authorized to levy and collect an annual tax of not exceeding
three mills on the dollar of its assessed real estate valuation in addition to all other
taxes authorized or permitted by law to procure and maintain such forests."
The ordinance combining the parklands states as follows:
"That for the purpose of creating a municipal enterprise which shall be self sustaining, there is
hereby constituted THE POLAND Municipal FOREST."
Section 2 of the ordinance contains a description of five parcels of land comprising the said
Municipal Forest. Sections 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 of said ordinance read as follows:"
III.
The care and management of said Poland Municipal Forest shall be vested in a Board of
Commissioners, SIX in number, of whom one shall at all times be the Chief Forester of the
State of Ohio. The remaining Commissioners shall be appointed in rotation by the Mayor of•
Poland Village, by and with the consent of Village Council for a term of SIX years, the first
appointees hereunder to serve for a tenure of TWO years, and FOUR years and SIX years
respectively, as designated by the Mayor and Council of Poland Village, and all subsequent
appointees to serve for the full term of SIX years.
IV.
It shall be the duty of said Board of Commissioners to cooperate with the State Board of
Forestry at all times, and to so organize the planting and cutting cycles of forest trees, in
conformity with the recommendations and plans of said State Board of Forestry, as to derive
the maximum annual revenue from said forest and to apply the same to the care and upkeep
thereof, to the end that the said municipal forest may pay its own way, and relieve the
taxpayers of the burden and expense of its upkeep and management.
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v.
The Board of Commissioners aforesaid shall serve without compensation, but may fix and pay
such reasonable compensation to employees actually engaged in the service of the Board as
may be deemed proper. Books of original entry shall be opened by the Board of
Commissioners as of the day whereon the Board is organized for business, and such books
shall show in detail every item of expense incurred and every item of income received by the
Board of Commissioners. The books of original entry so kept shall be open at all times to the
Mayor and Council of Poland Village and to their duly appointed auditor, and shall likewise be
open to the State Auditor of Ohio and his deputies. Annual statements of income and expense
shall be issued by said Board of Commissioners at the close of each calendar year, one copy
of which statement shall be included in the minutes of Village Council and one copy shall be
posted upon the Village Bulletin Board at the City Hall.
VI.
The Board of Commissioners aforesaid shall have and is hereby given requisite power and
jurisdiction under G. C. 5650-1 to carry into effect the object for which said municipal forest is
created, and may promulgate and enforce such rules and regulations for policing said forest
and for conducting the management of same, as are found necessary. For a violation of any of
the rules so promulgated by the ATTORNEY GENERAL and the Board of Commissioners, for
maintaining order in said municipal forest and for protecting the same, a fine in the amount of
not less than ten dollars or more than one hundred dollars may be imposed by the Mayor's
Court of Poland Village, upon information and arrest as in case of a violation of Village
Ordinances.
VII.
The Board of Commissioners shall organize by electing one of its members chairman, one vice
chairman and one of its members secretary and treasurer, the persons so chosen to serve for
a period of TWO years. The Treasurer shall give an official bond in such amount as may be
fixed by the Board.
VIII.
Suitable trails for driving, riding and walking through said municipal forest shall be opened by
the Board of Commissioners, and picnic grounds and amusement grounds shall be provided
and properly marked for the convenience of the public at such locations as the Commissioners
may select.
IX.
This Ordinance shall be submitted to and approved by the State Board of Forestry, and
acceptance by the Chief Forester of Ohio of appointment to membership on the Board of
Commissioners of the Poland Municipal Forest shall constitute an agreement for the
continuation of said municipal forest for a period of not less than twenty years. PROVIDED,
HOWEVER, that the Municipality of Poland and the State Board of Forestry may at any time,
by mutual consent abandon the said enterprise
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Research (continued)
The first meeting of the Board of Commissioners was held on October 14, 1938. Those attending
were State Forester O. A. Alderman, who was the second Chief of the ODNR Division of Forestry,
Rev Robert Cambell, Mrs. Grace Butler, Merle Schaefer, Harold G. Bickler, and James B. Thompson.
NOTE: In order to clarify the position of O. A. Alderman, he was the second Chief of the Bureau of
Forestry out of the Ohio Agricultural Research Station in Wooster. In 1949 he became the first Chief
of the Ohio Department of Natural Resources Division of Forestry and relocated in Columbus. It must
also be emphasized that Mrs. Grace Butler was on the board and involved in setting the initial
direction of the management of the Municipal Forest, indicating she approved of the sustainable
forest management established by the new ordinance. The Youngstown Vindicator Newspaper
Article on October 24, 1938, (article included in the historical folder on the addendum CD) titled "First
Municipally-Owned Woods in Ohio Will Be Developed as Picnic Grounds". By the title of the article
you already know what the view of the author was and what the readers will learn about the
perceived management direction of the Poland Municipal Forest; it was going to be a park. The
ordinance defined the main purpose of the forest in statement 4 to manage the forest cover under a
sustained yield program to support the Municipal Forest. Recreation was on section 8. Between the
newspaper article and the ordinance, a person should see conflicting views emerging.
The end of the same article explains that State Chief Forester O.A. Alderman would study the
problem of reforestation and the sale of available timber for forest upkeep.
"The sale of timber will be spread over a period of years to provide income to meet expenses.
Each time trees are removed, others will be planted. To some extent they will depend on natural
reforestation, Alderman said, but whenever necessary the commission will provide seedlings for
planting. The project is to be developed over a period of 20 years. The initial activity will be salvaging
old trees to make room for young growth. Later, plans will be made for clearing out unnecessary
brush and arranging recreational facilities."
NOTE: It was stated in a more recent article that this is not a park and cannot be managed as one.
All this was discussed and approved with Grace Butler as part of the Board. This may give us some
insight as to her view of the management of the forest in relation to her demands in the deed.
1940 -The National Youth Administration did the first work project planting several species of pine trees, the
erection of four foot bridges, construction of trail markers, erection of two shelter houses,
improvement of trails, and the construction of a parking area.
1941 - As O. A. Alderman explained, accurate forestry data was collected and the first plan, which included
cutting operations, was created.
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The photo above was taken on 3-25-1941 showing a forester from the Ohio Agricultural Research Station in
Wooster accurately measuring ash trees on the Poland Municipal Forest
to establish the first forest management plan.

1946 - An article in the "Ohio Forestry Association News Bulletin" gave recognition to the Village of Poland for
the unique ordinance they passed. They wrote, "This provides for the creation of the Poland
Community Forest ' for the purpose of creating a municipal enterprise which shall be selfsustaining… and providing for the care and management thereof.' Thus this forest is on record as
being the first of its kind in Ohio to be managed on the principle of "sustained yields". It is also the
first for which a plan was made exclusively for its management as a forest." A copy of that bulletin
is included in your addendums.
1949 - Notes were taken by O. A. Alderman stating:" We went over this piece of land which was cut over ten
years ago and they have some abandoned fields that they are going to clean out the Crataegus
(hawthorn) in order to plant pine on these various areas. They have at the present time planted
some pine in amongst the Thorn Apple or Crataegus (hawthorn) and the pines are coming along
o.k. but they would do better if the competition of these Thorn Apples were removed…
They have some blow down of large Hard Maple trees in their existing woodlot. It is a very beautiful
woodlot. They are going to make a cut in this area and take out some of the material for monetary
reimbursement."
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1955 - A letter from the ODNR Division of Forestry Farm Forester Jim Ball to OA Alderman explained the
advertising of the timber sale is included in your addendums. It was clear in the letter that the some
of the timber buyers had logged there before. The mature timber was marked by Herb Marturen
and the Farm Forester Jim Ball marked 10,800 bd. ft. (Beech, Hard Maple, Tulip Trees, and White
Ash) of blow-down in two areas. They were sold and harvested. The cash from the sale was used
to purchase some additional acreage. In a future visit the ODNR Division of Forestry found that not
all factions agreed with the harvest.
We see in the above historical record that both recreation and forest management was moving forward up to
this point.
1959 - The Poland Forest Foundation was organized as a non-profit corporation. The purpose of this
organization is for the soliciting, receiving, holding, and expending gifts and contributions of money
and property for the benefit of the Poland Municipal Forest as a public educational, recreational,
scientific, and benevolent enterprise.
Additional improvements were done that year on the recreational infrastructure. Funded primarily
by donations of material and money by individuals, the Garden Clubs, and companies several
improvements have been made over the years. The following is a list of those improvements:
- Fire lanes were constructed by The East Ohio Gas Company in lieu of the gas line right-ofway (Butler Trail) by the Village Council.
- Erection of the Mauthe Bridge that made it possible to cross Yellow Creek from the Manor
side and follow to College Street.
- In 1959 Frank Thacher improved several trails connected to the Mauthe Bridge for auto
traffic
This was the most improvements completed since 1940.
1962 - The Board planted 500 one-year old tree seedlings, 250 each of Red Gum and Sycamore. Some
areas on the west side of the forest were not planted due to the relocation of the South Avenue by
the Ohio Department of Highways. The relocation was the beginning of the construction Interstate680. From 1962 to 1970 the Board planted nearly 1,000 trees per year of tulip Poplar, White Pine,
and Red Pine.
Note: the forest management has focused primarily on tree planting and a higher level of recreation
development.
1970 - I received a copy of a paper titled "Forests and Forest Conservation" by Lorraine Switney, November,
1970, which was focused on the Poland Municipal Forest". In this article Ms. Switney appears to be
promoting a management direction in line with Mrs. Butler's original intent of a bird and wildlife
sanctuary. She approaches the management of this forest from a conservation perspective, first on
defining the forest, which included such terms as forest ecosystems and forest succession and
conservation management. The article is re-emphasizing the forest management direction the
original ordinance had intended 32 years before. The Poland Municipal Forest was to be managed
as a forest not a park.
This article is included in the addendums of this plan.
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1972 - The photo below shows the initial construction of I-680, which took approximately 13 to 14 acres from
the edge of the west side of the forest.

1972 Photo

1979 - Earnest J. Gebhart, Chief of Ohio Department of Natural Resources Division of Forestry was
requested to inspect the Poland Municipal Forest on 11/28/1979 and those participating were, Jim
Ball, Service Forester (formerly Farm Forester), Ralph Sievert, Urban Forester, and Don Richter,
head of the Division's Urban Forestry program. Also present was Randy Jones of the Boardman
Township Park District. It is interesting to see that a majority of the individuals reviewing your forest
were Urban Foresters, which their main focus is on street trees and green space (forests) used
mainly for preserved parks for recreation. This may have may have indicated that the Division of
Forestry viewed the Poland Municipal Forest as an urban forest (park)
In the memo Mr. Richter recognized the original intent of the area under the 1938 ordinance to
sustain it under a good forest management program, with the income being used to maintain and
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develop the area. He also mentioned the 1955 timber sale of the mature timber and that the cash
was used to purchase more acreage. It was added that there was a faction of individuals that did
not agree with the cutting of the timber. This changed the use of the forest to a more passive type
(recreation). He concluded that it would take a lot of talking and persuasion to create a change.
Mr. Richter considered the Poland Municipal Forest as "a very pleasant 'green space' that is
surrounded by an actively growing real-estate program with developers closing in on all sides.
Highway construction has made inroads along one side, so more and more; the area is becoming
an oasis surrounded by growth." He continues to discuss the use of the forest mainly as a low
profile recreation area and the few trees cut for safety and trail and stream clearing was the only
forest management activity.
The final conclusion and recommendation from the representative of the ODNR Division of
Forestry is made in one sentence. Mr. Richter wrote," However, the present low key concept for
use (nature walks, jogging, educational classes, and limited and controlled picnicking) and
retaining the area for quiet use appears to serve a useful purpose, and perhaps this is the way to
go." This memo is included in the addendums of this plan.
1983 - A 1983 Conservation Plan was developed by Gary Grey, U. S Soil Conservation Service, Jim Elze,
Service Forester for Mahoning County, Division of Forestry, ODNR, and Tom Henry, Biologist,
Division of Wildlife, ODNR, which included general recommendations for forest management
practices, wildlife habitat management, and erosion control. According to a recent conversation
with Jim Elze, retired ODNR Division of Forestry Service Forester for Mahoning County this plan
was initiated by a local "Tree Farmer" for the board.
Most of the plan still holds true for today, especially in the forest management practices and
erosion control. The problem I have is in the attached addendum to the wildlife plan titled: "Shrubs
for Recreation Planting". There are several shrub species that were not considered invasive at that
time, but, through research and experience they have been classified as invasive plants today.
Invasives are plants, animals, insects, and diseases that have been established into an ecosystem
and out compete what is natural and actually can change site conditions such as soil chemistry that
prevent the natural plant community to develop and can negatively impact wildlife habitat. The
invasives listed in the table are: Japanese Barberry, Autumn Olive, all the privets, all the
honeysuckles, Norway Maple, Russian Olive, American Holly, and Multi-flora Rose. Definitely cross
them off the list. My recommendation is to plant what is natural in our ecosystems.
That plan created three separate plans in one. I have learned working with many specialists in
natural resource management that integrating them together into one approach for the entire area
eliminates confusion and conflict. I have learned by doing proper forest management leads to a
healthier more diversified forest and wildlife populations while protecting the resources such as soil
and water. Rather than dividing forest mangement and wildlife areas separate, since the
mangement of both supports each other, I recommend the manage both areas together.
2014 - Jim Bissell, Curator of Botany, Director of Natural Areas, and Cleveland Museum of Natural History
found two globally rare plants and the rare wetland communities within Poland Forest that
supported both plants. The two globally rare plants are spreading globeflower (Trollius laxus laxus)
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and heartleaf plantain (Plantago cordata). The locations are identified on the management map for
protection. The museum relocated one of the globally rare species, spreading globeflower, two
years ago. The plant was severely grazed by deer. The day following discovery of the Ohio
endangered spreading globeflower, I returned to Poland Forest and placed a small cage around
the plant. In the fall of 2014, museum staff and volunteers placed a one-acre deer exclosure
around the single surviving spreading globeflower. The spreading globeflower is known from only
one other location in Ohio, a glacial fen in southeastern Ashtabula County which is owned by the
museum. There is only one population of spreading globeflower known within Pennsylvania. Five
populations of spreading globeflower were still extant in Pennsylvania when I discovered the
Ashtabula County population in 1983. The heartleaf plantain has not been observed for more than
20 years. The deer exclosure around the spreading globeflower also enclosed a drainage swale
where the heartleaf plantain was observed just over 20 years ago. I am hopeful release of deer
pressure may allow the heartleaf plantain to return from the seed bank. The deer exclosure is
located east of Butler Trail, north of Trillium Trail and south of South Pine Tree Trail Located on the
management map.
2014 - 2016 - Many, if not all, the Ash trees on Poland Municipal Forest have been killed by the Emerald Ash
Borer. An attempt to salvage the trees with a logging operation was met with resistance
and was not done.
FINDINGS
The history of Poland Municipal Forest shows the common struggle between sustainable forest
management and recreation on public land. The original intent of the Ordinance and the Board, which
included Mrs. Butler as a member of the first Board, was to manage this forest as a sustainable forest for
timber and wildlife, which would also support other public uses such as recreation, education, and aesthetics.
However the public had a different view of the forest. They saw primarily the recreation opportunity as the
1938 newspaper article referred to it as the "park". In all the past surveys on the use of public owned forests,
recreation has always been number one and timber management usually is last in public values. Even
though O.A. Alderman and the Ohio Agriculture Research Station in Wooster designed a forest management
plan for a sustainable forest, recreation became the forefront of the use of the Poland Municipal Forest
almost immediately
After reviewing the history, listening to various input sources from the public and the administration, and
studying the property and the recreation infrastructure, I believe the management of this forest has been
very open and lacking a unified vision for use. The first impression I got from the meeting at the first field
visit was that the main purpose of the Poland Municipal Forest was for public viewing of the Bluebells in the
spring. The main recreation infrastructure development has all been focused on the Yellow Creek and the
Bluebells. The forest’s timber and natural resource management was not a priority compared with recreation.
In other words, the public determined the management direction of most of the forest rather than the Board;
and the public preferred a preservationist approach (leave the forest alone). The Board appeared to agree
with the public's desire at that time. It appears that the initial forest management intent of the Ordinance, that
established this Poland Municipal Forest, was overruled for recreation and aesthetics. This assumption was
duly noted by all past forester's (who dealt with the forest) and was evidenced by their recommendations.
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With each user having his or her own interests take priority in the woods, we see an open type of
management approach which ultimately leads to chaos and conflict. Case in point: the issues that you
recently faced in the salvage of the ash trees killed by the Emerald Ash Borer is part of that conflict. As a
result, cutting trees has not been a part of this forest since 1955. To cut trees now under the ordinance will
cause concern and anger with many users. Most of this conflict is caused by a lack of understanding of sound
forest management practices. Not helpful to the cause of cutting trees is that for many years, students have
been taught that cutting trees is the destruction of a forest. So, when you want to cut trees, even for salvage,
the perception is that you are destroying the forest they enjoy, which is not true.
After O.A. Alderman, the foresters consistently recommended low-key recreation since generally the users
seem to prefer that use. From the objectives you listed on the landowner worksheet it appears you wish to
re-initiate sustainable forest management. Establishing sustainable forest management practices as an
objective at this juncture has to begin within the Board. First, all stakeholders need to understand what
sustainable forestry is and the value it brings. Secondly, the Board of Commissioners must take control of the
direction forest management. The way this is accomplished is to carefully define and agree on what this
particular forest is, what it is to become and how to get there – not by initiating timber cutting as a first
measure. Once that vision is created, it must be communicated to all user levels and marketed to get user
buy in. All educational efforts should therefore focus and promote that vision. This new thinking will take a
substantial amount of time to implement. As more users understand the value of sustained forestry then
proper forest management can begin.
The following are recommended initial steps for the Board to take control of the forest management and to
lead in the direction of the Poland Municipal Forest. These same steps are needed whether you choose to
establish a combination of sustainable forest management, recreational, and educational practices or if you
simply decide to focus on recreation and education only.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR MANAGEMENT DIRECTION, POLAND MUNICIPAL FOREST
The first step in targeting objectives for any activity – whether it be selling a product, growing a business,
starting a non-profit or establishing a use policy for a municipal forest, are the same - You must identify
your target and define what you want to accomplish. Poland Municipal Forest had conflicting identities
over the years depending upon with whom and with which group of interested parties you speak. Clearing up
the confusion and getting all parties to agree on a direction is the first and most basic of steps needed to
begin. This includes establishing a logo identity, a guiding vision and mission statement for current and future
use / development of the land. Recommended steps to establish a management direction for the forest are as
follows:
A. Brand the Forest with a Name: The name becomes a legal entity. It should reflect your primary
direction for the forest long-term. NOTE: This is challenging because people will try to give it a name
based on how they use it. Instead, the name should reflect the IDENTITY and VISION (futureorientation) developed by the board (or the board’s appointed task force) of how the forest will be
used moving forward.
a. For reference: Poland Municipal Forest - Is the original name given in the Municipal Forest
Ordinance in 1938, based on Section 5650-1, of the General Code of Ohio in 1938. The
portion donated in 1916 was referred to as a park. The ordinance combined the park and
the Butler Woods donation to form the Poland Municipal Forest.
b. The Poland Municipal Forest currently has conflicting names and unclear identities. It is
need of clarity.
i. FOR EXAMPLE: The following are names found in different references:
1. Poland Community Forest
2. Poland Woods
3. Poland Village Park
a. 1962 USGS Topographic Map and the Mahoning County Map
4. Property Ownership, Deed Restrictions, and Boundary Location and
marking
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ADDITIONALLY, the property’s use and allocations are also legally unclear
c. According to the records at the Mahoning County Auditor's office two parcels, shown on the
map above, are not owned by the Village of Poland. The parcels are:
1. Parcel #60-053-0-006.00-0

Owned by the State of Ohio

2. Parcel #36-054-0-034.00-0

Owner is unknown.

d. These parcels need to either be owned by the Village or have an agreement giving the right
to manage and use the property, especially if forest management is going to be done. If trees
are harvested, who receives the revenue made from that parcel? Do you have the right to
recreate on them? Etc.
e. Some deeds have clauses within them that dictate management restrictions the seller
wanted to maintain on the property. For example, according to historical references, Mrs.
Butler wanted the Butler woods to be managed for a wildlife refuge. All the deeds should be
reviewed for restrictions and considered in the overall plan.
f.

Visible property boundaries are very important when managing your land-uses and the
resources on your property to prevent trespass issues on or from your neighbors. According
to a historical record the property boundary was surveyed in 2005, when all the parcels were
annexed to the village. The lines between the surveyed corners should be well marked and
visible.

B. Resolve legal uses for the property – this is a key step in resolving conflicting perceptions of the
land
C. Next – Define and Adopt a Shared Mission, Vision, and Values (statements). Any entity should
clearly define who they are, what they do (mission) and what they aspire to be (vision). Defining a set
of values puts parameters around how they will get there (from three values and no more than five).
For example: The diverse groups may start with agreeing upon shared values like “ensure safety of
the publics within the forest” as a value. This in-turn helps define a mission “To safely provide public
activity within the forest” (which can be measured)
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a. Any good mission and vision statements are S.M.A.R.T. (specific, measurable, realistic and
timely)
i. SAMPLE Vision Statement for Poland Municipal Forest (3-10 year): To provide
community excellence through appreciation of forest lands.
ii. SAMPLE Mission Statement for Poland Municipal Forest (up to 5 years): To provide
community development, educational and recreational activities by utilizing selffunding, sustainable forest management practices
b. You can begin to see that a broad vision statement becomes more narrow and measurable
as expressed in the mission statement but is still broad enough to accommodate diverse
interests.
D. Establish a logo – A unique logo is a visual identity that represents the organization and its vision
and values. It helps the various audiences associate with it through experiences. Think: what would
Nike be without the swoosh or Cabela’s without the yellow script.

E. Create a long-range plan – Adopt a plan that sets goals that meet the vision and mission of the
forest. This can then be created with specific goals, objectives, timelines and budgets.

In Conclusion
The above strategy is only a starting point recommendation to begin moving down the path of a more
controlled approach to managing the forest and achieving desired objectives. The key is to have a plan
and to begin education that brings the utilizationist and preservationist into a closer conservationist
attitude. As individuals begin to understand and see the value of proper forest management in harmony
with the forest ecosystem, the forest management program can grow with less resistance and a shared
interest will take place.
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Overview Introduction
The current Poland Municipal Forest, as noted in this plan, is a complex property
representing a myriad of forest management challenges. To understand specifically what
those issues are and how they relate to stated objectives for this plan by board members, it
will be important to ensure there are no language barriers or misinterpretations of some
commonly used terms. Therefore, this section will serve as a kind of glossary of terms but,
specifically, how they relate to the Poland property. Following this format (1, 2, 3, etc.) We
see first – the stated common, dictionary definition; Second – we see the definition
expanded (a, b, c, etc.) which is specific to how it relates to the Poland property and its
objectives.

Glossary of key terms
1. Ecology - A primary and basic term as defined by Webster’s, Ecology is the
branch of biology dealing with the relations and interactions between organisms and
their environment, including other organisms.

a. Ecology includes the study of the relationships and interactions between the
living and the non-living. Air, light, water and soil make up the non-living
portion of the environment. If any of those factors are altered, either by a
natural or a man-caused disturbance or lack thereof, you will change what
can live on that site.
2. Ecosystem - Ecosystem is defined as a biological community of interacting
organisms and their physical environment.
a. Ecosystem of the Poland Municipal Forest is generally identified as a flood
plain. This means it is an area of low-lying ground adjacent to a river formed
mainly of river sediments and subject to flooding. The plant and animal
community that live within those conditions make up the ecosystem. Within
the floodplain there are numerous forest ecosystems in your forest based on
elevation and the frequency of disturbance by natural flooding or past
human disturbance such as agriculture.
3. Timber Stand Improvement - The intermittent timber stand improvement
treatments, such as crop-tree release thinning, cleaning, invasive plant
elimination, and grapevine control, between the harvests which are used only
to guide the forest composition, health, and quality.
a. This activity is used to promote the growth of intolerant, valuable, hard-mast
species (like Oak) and to maintain a healthy sustainable forest. A general
understanding of this process along with information on the tree species, the
diameter, and the quality of the trees in your woods will guide you into
managing your woods to best achieve your objectives. NOTE: Recreation,
on the other hand, has continual and sometimes intense disturbance, which
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Glossary of key terms (continued)
is why recreation infrastructure should be carefully laid-out and constructed
to minimize the impact to this forest. See the definition of disturbance next.
4. Disturbance - In biology, a disturbance is a temporary change in
environmental conditions that causes a pronounced change in an
ecosystem. NOTE: For the purpose of this management plan, we will be
focused only on the human-caused disturbance.
a. There are 2 types of disturbance: intermittent and continual. (both may be
natural or human-caused)
i. Human-caused intermittent disturbance - is any short-term activity
within the woods designed to improve the quality, composition, and
health of the woods. EX: Timber Stand Improvement (grape vine
removal, invasive control, crop tree release, site preparation and
planting, pre-commercial thinning etc.) When completed, the
ecosystem is left undisturbed for a period of years, such as 10 to 20
years, to develop and grow with the improved adjustments.
ii. Human-caused continual disturbance - is any activity outside the
scope of improving the quality, composition, and health of the woods
like recreation trails and access roads, etc. These human
disturbances are used much more frequent, sometimes daily,
causing, in some cases, severe disturbance to an ecosystem. That
is why it is very important; for the health of the ecosystems, that
recreation facilities are designed and laid out to minimize the area
impacted, many times called minimize the "foot print".
5. Improvement Cutting – Improvement cutting is a partial cut to “improve” a
stand by removing individual trees (stocking reduction) in even-aged or
uneven-aged stands that are defective, have poor form, are not favored
species, have poor growth, or may be damaged by insects, disease, or other
agents. Improvement cutting will improve overall stand health, growth, quality,
and value for the landowner.
6. Understory - A layer of vegetation beneath the main canopy of a forest.
7. Mid-Story – The layer of vegetation in a forest that consists of those trees
whose height is in between the heights of the smallest and tallest trees.
8. Overstory - The highest layer of vegetation in a forest, usually forming the
canopy.
9. Forest succession - Succession is the natural replacement of plant or animal
species, or species associations, in an area over time.
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Glossary of key terms (continued)
a. Stages of successions include (in order) grasses, brush and briars, the
pioneer stage (Dogwoods Hawthorne, Crab Apple, Largetooth Aspen,
Sassafras) the mid-succession stage (Red Maple, Ash, Tulip Poplar, Black
Cherry, Oaks) and the climax stage (the most stable stage includes Beech
and Sugar Maple). See addendum for full report on these stages of forest
succession.
b. When a forest is impacted, either by natural or human-caused disturbance,
many people view it as forest destruction because it is aesthetically
unpleasant. An example of disturbance is rotting or diseased trees falling,
cutting non-desired species allowing desired species to thrive, and other
issues covered in this plan. What this point of view can overlook is that
disturbance initiates a new, healthy forest. Once disturbance stops, Ohio
lands naturally revert back to forestlands through forest succession.
c. When we discuss forest succession, we are usually talking about
replacement of tree species or tree associations. Areas undergoing
succession pass through one or more intermediate stages until a final
climax stage is reached. The forest reversion, or forest succession,
progresses from grasses and shrubs to Blackberry and Multiform Rose to
the first trees (the pioneer species) such as Dogwood, Hawthorn,
Crabapple, Sassafras, Black Locust, and Largetooth Aspen.
d. As the soil on the site develops the latter stage species begin to move into
the mid-succession level. Most of the mid succession forest stage in this
area is Red Maple, Black Cherry, Tulip Poplar, and Ash. Additionally, other
species are blended in depending on the seed sources nearby.
e. The final stage, climax forest, begins to develop in the understory where
Sugar Maple and American Beech become established and progress up
through the overstory and begin to shade out the other species until they
take over the site.
f. Forest succession can be slowed down or reversed by constant
disturbance. Timber harvests have proven not to have enough disturbances
to stop succession, since after the harvest the transition to the next level of
succession tends to speed up with the increased light to the usually climax
regeneration on the forest floor. After trees are removed in a timber harvest,
the site is left undisturbed for 20 or more years to recover.
10. Pioneer Stage - The stages of primary succession include pioneer plants
(lichens and mosses), grassy stage, smaller shrubs, and trees. Animals begin
to return when there is food there for them to eat.
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Glossary of key terms (continued)
11. Mid-Succession Stage - Sun-loving, fast-growing pioneer plants are shortlived. As they grow, they change the forest environment, shading the forest
floor. A second group of plants finds the new environment compatible and
moves in to take over, replacing pioneer species. Secondary plants are semitolerant of shade, usually fast growing and longer-lived. These include red
maple, black cherry, ash, tulip poplar, white, and red oaks, and hickories. As
the secondary plants grow, they also will change the forest environment,
making it suitable for shade-tolerant, climax plants.
12. Climax stage - A relatively stable plant community which has a dominant
plant population suited to the environment. Shade-tolerant trees are beech
and sugar maple. Forests continually change as trees grow and die. Insects
invade old, decaying trees and create potential feeding, nesting, denning, and
escape areas for more than 40 species of wildlife. Though the forest may
reach a climax stage in succession, it's always changing - opening and
closing with patches created by natural and human-induced disturbances.
a. For the Poland Forest, tolerant species of Sugar Maple and Beech dominate the
site and are the climax species. These will reproduce successfully under their own
shade and will maintain the community under the current climatic conditions.
Intolerant trees cannot reproduce.
b. The climax stage on the elevated dyer sites in Poland Municipal Forest will be
Sugar Maple and American Beech.
c. Forest succession is inhibited as long as disturbance continues. The constant
frequent flooding on the lower sites of your forest is disturbance enough to
maintain the species composition of a more wet-site species association such as
Swamp White Oak, Pin Oak, Silver Maple, Sycamore, and ash (if it can survive
the Emerald Ash Borer).
Forest Management Considerations - The most preferred species (such as Red
Oak, White Oak, Black Oak, Black Walnut, and Black Cherry) in today's market
are in the mid-succession stage of forest reversion.
The general direction in forest management is to push the early succession to
mid-succession as soon as possible by thinning out the pioneer species as soon
as the mid-succession species have become well established to release them.
As the climax stage (American Beech and Sugar Maple) begins to move into the
understory a decision needs to be considered. Sugar Maple has a moderate to
good value in the timber market but not as productive for wildlife. American
Beech, on the other hand, is valuable for wildlife but not considered a high value
timber producer in this geographic region.
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Glossary of key terms (continued)
To keep the mid-succession species dominate on the site, especially the oaks, it
will require considerable time and money to fight the climax species back. Some
people are willing to make the investment to keep White Oak and Red Oak in their
woods. Others are satisfied with the climax species. That decision is yours. After
you are sure the grapevines and invasive plants are controlled, a general
recommendation is to release established good quality oak in both the
reproduction and the pole-size over story trees, along with good quality Black
Cherry and Black Walnut when found. This will help in keeping a component of
oak in the stand. If the climax species are just getting started to show up you may
want to eliminate them to keep the site available for the mid-succession species.
Where Sugar Maple and American Beech has become the main component of the
stand; manage for them rather than trying to reverse them back to midsuccession. Promote the Sugar Maple and American Beech in the stream buffer
areas for wildlife, unless they are interfering with a more valuable species such as
Black Walnut, Black Cherry, White Oak, or Red Oak.
13. Tolerant and intolerant species - Trees can be classified as tolerant and
intolerant species, which is based on the varying tolerance of light to establish
and grow into a healthy tree.
a. The very tolerant species can live and grow in shade, such as Sugar Maple,
American Beech, and Eastern Hemlock. Another way of defining these
species groups is the very tolerant and tolerant species are species that
require little to no disturbances survive and grow.
b. The intermediate to intolerant species are what we commonly find in
portions of our woods today from old fields and openings reverting back to
forests. They include White Oak, Northern Red Oak, Black Oak, Black
Walnut, hickories, Yellow Poplar, Black Cherry, Ash, American Sycamore,
Largetooth Aspen, Cottonwood, willows, and etc. The intermediate to very
intolerant species are species need light provided by natural or man-caused
disturbances to reproduce and grow.
14. Pristine forest – it is often mistaken by most individuals that the present
pristine forest has been that way forever and that it will remain that way as
long as we protect it. Most, if not all, forests in Ohio have been impacted by
man along with nature since the settlers moved into this region.
a. The Poland Municipal Forest also has been impacted by man along with
nature.
b. Looking at the 1938 photo, around the time when Mrs. Butler donated the
property, included in this plan and the old photos on the addendum CD from
the 1800's indicate that large portions of this area had been used for
agriculture (pasture) leaving open fields and fields with widely spaced trees;
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Glossary of key terms (continued)
along with some forested-covered areas. In addition the spacing of the tree
crowns in some of the forested areas in 1938 indicated the stand had been
thinned by timber harvesting. To support that observation timber companies
approached about the harvest in the 1950's remarked that they had
removed trees from that property in the past. So the pristine forest you have
today is the outcome of disturbance.
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Summary this section
When observing a forest it is important you study the overstory, the mid-story, and the
understory to understand what you have and how to approach managing it. It was
interesting to find that a majority of the very large trees scattered through the Poland
Municipal Forest are species of disturbance, such as White Oak, Red Oak, Tulip Poplar,
and American Sycamore. They all need disturbance to reproduce and survive on a site. In
stands where there are large trees of non-disturbance climax species American Beech and
Sugar Maple are portions of the forest that had been historically in forest with little to no
disturbance.
Since the 1950 light timber harvest, timber management has taken a back seat to
recreation and the forest has progressed through the forest succession process. Today the
understory is primarily seedling to small sawtimber Sugar Maple and Beech. As these
climax species replaces the overstory the stand will tend to become a monoculture (stand
of one species). There are a few examples of that on the property of pure stands of beech.
The problem with a monoculture is if an insect or disease attacks that particular species
you will have a big problem. You recently experienced an encounter of that when the ash
was killed by the Emerald Ash Borer. The Holden Arboretum is presently facing the loss of
their Beech due to an unknown disease.
The soils on your property are highly productive to grow trees, especially Red Oak, White
Oak, and Black Walnut. Since this is a flood plain, the limiting factor of the site is water and
the frequency and duration of flooding. Even the slightest elevation change such as 3 to 4
feet can change the species composition of the stand of trees and the plant community
(ecosystem). I took the time to map out the major low sites of the property. They were
determined by wetland plant species Skunk Cabbage and Sedges.
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Site Overview

Low Elevated Sites (Light blue filled area on the management map above) There are
approximately 164.925 acres of low sites. These low sites have small areas that are
elevated (islands) that I did not take time to map out. These low sites are annually
disturbed by seasonal flooding. That continual disturbance will slow down or prevent forest
succession. That is why there is still early-succession species such as hawthorns and
crabapples on those sites. The main tree species that will grow in those areas are Silver
Maple, Willow, elm, Swamp White Oak, Pin Oak, and ash, if the Emerald Ash borer will
leave them alone. Since the elimination of the ash by the borer, it was interesting to see the
Swamp White Oak and Pin Oak reproduction replacing them. This area also contains the
highest concentration of invasive plants such as Bush Honeysuckle, Autumn Olive, Privet,
and Burning Bush along with wetland invasives such as Phragmites.
Elevated Site (the areas with no color fill on the management map above)
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Site Overview (continued)
There is approximately 97.914 acres of elevated sites. There are small-scattered low areas
where water will pool for a short time on the elevated sites. They impact the recreation trails
more than the trees. Two types of species association exist on these elevated areas based
on past disturbance. Stands that had been maintained in forest cover with little disturbance
is primarily climax with American Beech and Sugar Maple. On areas that the forest had
been cleared and then used for agriculture, and through time, as agriculture disturbance
declined, forest reversion (forest succession) began. Depending on when the disturbance
stopped determines what level of succession we are at today. The most recent fields are
where there is early succession species Largetooth Aspen and Sassafras. Most of these
past-disturbed stands are presently at mid-succession, which is made up of primarily Red
Maple, Tulip Poplar, Ash, Black Cherry, White Oak, Black Oak, Red Oak, and American
Basswood among others. Many of these stands have the climax Sugar Maple and beech in
the understory beginning the transition. There are also portions where there is a mix of
climax and disturbance type species, which indicates the woods had been disturbed in the
past by a heavy timber harvest or, a more common use of the woods in the past was for
grazing. Grazing woods is not recommended.
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Site Overview (continued)
1938 Photo

The photo above is what the Poland Municipal Forest looked like several years after Mrs.
Butler donated the land. The red-dashed areas with yellow fill are areas that had recently
been fields and left to begin the forest reversion process. The darker areas outside the old
fields were in forest cover. The wood in the northwest corner appears to have had some
trees removed from the past, indicated by the even spacing of the crowns. Notice they used
both the low and elevated sites as fields.
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Site Overview (continued)
2013 Photo

As mentioned earlier in this plan, this forest is contained in a heavy urban condition. The
photo above shows the intensity of the urban impact on the Poland Municipal Forest. It is
nearly enclosed by urban development, which will impact and limit the natural development
of this forest.
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Objectives and Natural Resource Management Direction
Prior to starting this plan Rick Miller Forestry was provided with a list of your objectives you
wish to accomplish in this forest. The following is a realistic view and discussion of the
possibilities, limitations, and the challenges of accomplishing listed objectives.
Objective 1 - pages 11 - 12; Objective 2 – pages 12 - 13; Objective 3 – page 14;
Objective 4 – pages 15; Objective 5 – pages 15 - 16; Objective 6 – pages 16 - 23;
Objective 7 – pages 23 - 27; Conclusion – page 28
Objectives and discussions:
1. Objective: Preserve and protect the biodiversity of wildlife, especially less common
species; but control the over population of species (like deer) that negatively impact
other species or the environment.
Discussion: Biodiversity is defined as “the variability among living organisms
from all sources including, among other things, terrestrial, marine and other
aquatic ecosystems and the ecological complexes of which they are part; this
includes diversity within species, between species and of ecosystems.”
Biodiversity includes all ecosystems—managed or unmanaged. Sometimes
biodiversity is presumed to be a relevant feature of only unmanaged ecosystems,
such as wild lands, nature preserves, or national parks. This is incorrect.
Managed systems—be they plantations, farms, croplands, rangelands, or even
urban parks and urban ecosystems—have their own biodiversity.
The way we think the land should look often has more to do with personal and
social values than anything to do with biodiversity or science. We tend to idealize
nature, as if there is some perfect state that is exactly right for a given area of
land. There are actually thousands of different combinations of species at all
different stages of forest growth that are perfectly natural and sustainable in their
own right. There is nothing better about old trees than there is about young trees.
Perhaps the ideal state is to have forests of all ages, young, medium, and old in
the landscape. This will provide the highest diversity of habitats and therefore the
opportunity for the largest number of species to live in that landscape.
The biodiversity in the Poland Municipal Forest has been created by the past
disturbances of frequent flooding in the low areas, agriculture activities, past
timber harvesting and insect and disease outbreaks. The preservation approach,
which this forest has experienced since the 1950's, minimizing the disturbance to
the forest cover will decrease the diversity to two conditions, the lowland frequentflood wet lands and the elevated climax stands of Sugar Maple and Beech. To
increase and maintain biodiversity disturbance to the forest will be required, either
by natural insect and disease attacks and a severe weather event or by human
activity such as timber harvesting and timber stand improvement.
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Objectives (continued)
The disturbances are necessary to create a diversity of age groups, which
increases the biodiversity of wildlife.
In regards to the deer population, with the urban setting of this forest, as with all
urban forests and parks, population control will become a vital management
activity to protect the health of the herd and the forest ecosystem. In an urban
environment predators are eliminated for safety to the public. So there is nothing
to keep the continual reproducing population of deer from over running the
carrying capacity of the ecosystem, which is the maximum population (as of deer)
that an area will support without undergoing deterioration. The Poland Municipal
Forest is already experiencing some of that.
An interesting area in the forest to watch is the fenced in site (the area designated
on the management map with an orange-dashed perimeter) located nearly in the
center of the forest. Dr. James K. Bissell, Curator of Botany, Director of Natural
Areas, Cleveland Museum of Natural History constructed an 8 feet enclosed
fence to prevent deer from browsing the endangered plant species the spreading
globeflower (Trollius laxus laxus). Having the fenced in un-browsed area will give
you an opportunity to see how much impact the deer are having by visually
comparing it to the site outside the fence.
It has been found at most, if not all, parks and city forests, including Yellowstone
National Park, that an occasional organized hunt was necessary to maintain a
healthy deer herd and ecosystem. The Poland Municipal Forest has a no-hunt
policy. I would recommend you adjust the policy to have an organized hunt to
keep the population in check.
2. Objective: Poland Forest is a bottomland. It should be maintained as naturally as
possible. Measures to control flash floods entering from outside would be valuable.
Discussion: As discussed earlier, this forest is located in a sea of urban
development right to its borders. This presents a problem in that you have no
control of the amount of water flowing into this flood plain area and what
pollutants are carried in with it. For example meandering stream channels are
important for controlling the flow rate of the stream. In the surrounding properties
streams were straightened to accommodate more lots for homes, building and
industrial sites. By straightening the stream channels water will flow through faster
and unhindered, which increases the amount of water downstream. When it
reaches the meandering stream channels in the Poland Municipal Forest the
water slows down again and fills the stream channels faster, which increases the
amount of flooding. In addition, approximately 2 miles up the Yellow Creek is
Evans Lake and a short distance up Burgess Run is Burgess Lake both
seasonally releasing water down stream into the Poland Municipal Forest flood
plain. Your desire to control the flooding is not in your hands except to get
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Objectives (continued)
involved with watershed management groups. There are a number of stream
management addendums on the CD's included with this plan that I recommend
you read and become familiar with.
During the first field visit it was brought to my attention the bank erosion was
getting close to the sewer line running through the forest. I have included in the
reference material on the attached CD a stream bank management booklet from
Iowa. There are a number of solutions recommended in that reference. I
particularly like the anchored geotextile fabric with Willow posting, creating a more
natural protection.

The photo above is located in the southwest corner of the forest west of the Butler
trail. It shows a wet bottom area that most, if not all, the trees have died, including
hickory, and the herbaceous layer appear brown also. It appears that it might
have been caused by a chemical carried in from up stream. This is an example of
the other issue of being surrounded by urban development; pollutants being
carried into the Poland Municipal Forest from upstream, which is out of your
control. However, you can have the site investigated by Soil and Water to
determine if a pollutant has impacted the site and the possible origin.
It would be advisable to find out what the 100-year flood level is and construct any
future recreation infrastructures and emergency access roads above that level.
This would protect your investment if the flood would occur.
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Objectives (continued)
3. Objective: Reforestation: address the dead and dying ash tree species. Develop
strategies to regenerate native hardwood and other species. Attempt to minimize
invasive species.
Discussion: Ash is a mid-succession tree that has been on the decline for many
years as the stands move through the succession process. The Emerald Ash
Borer simply speeded up the process. There is ash reproduction on many sites,
but my experience has shown that they are no more resistant to the borer than
their parent tree.
It was interesting, but not a surprise, that during my field visit I found the new
forest beginning to become established. Where dead ash snags were standing I
found Swamp White Oak, Pin Oak, and ash reproducing in the bottom sedges. If
you wish to increase the number of seedlings growing in an area,
¾ First flag the reproduction that already exists. This will identify the sites you
do not need to plant.
¾ In areas where reproduction is lacking you need to prepare the site by
eliminating the plant competition. Apply an appropriate herbicide, such as
Glyphosate (Round up) in 4 feet wide strips 9 feet apart on center in the fall.
Be sure to follow the label since it is the law. Also purchase the seedlings in
the fall.
¾ In the spring as early as the frozen ground and water will allow to May 1st,
plant a mix of natural bare-root hardwood seedlings 9 feet apart in the
center of the treated rows.
The elevated sites reproduce naturally very well. The only time to consider planting
in those sites would be to introduce another species in the reproduction, such as
oak to replace some of the beech. This would require preparing the site by
eliminating the understory beech competition and planting Red Oak and White Oak
seedlings. Then the overstory trees need to be eliminated to provide sunlight to the
newly planted oaks.
Most of the sites to be reproduced are on the low areas since ash and its mortality
was greater there. The type of species that should be planted on the low sites
should be flood resistant species such as Swamp White Oak, Pin Oak, Sycamore,
Bur Oak, Willow, and, on slightly elevated sites, Black Walnut. The amount of
planting in the low areas should also be dependant on the frequency and duration
of the flooding. Most of the open areas will reproduce on their own, given time.
To minimize invasive plant species from the forest eliminate the existing seed
sources and do not plant species that are not natural on theses sites, both tree and
shrub.
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Objectives (continued)
4. Objective: Invasive plants: Develop strategies to control and eliminate invasive plant
species, if possible. Concentrate on main trails and other high value areas first.
Discussion: This objective presently should be the highest priority. All invasive
plants should be eliminated from the property. The following is a list of most of the
invasive plants found on the property:
Bush Honeysuckle (heavy)
Privet (heavy)
Burning Bush (heavy)
Autumn Olive (moderate)
Japanese Barberry (moderate)
Garlic Mustard (moderate)
Common Reed (Phragmites australis) (light)
By allowing these in your forest disrupts the ecosystems and reduces
sustainability of both plant and wildlife communities. The most effective approach
to the elimination of theses species is by application of an appropriate herbicide.
Details on the identification and the control of these invasives is in the attached
addendums and on the CD included with this plan. Most of these invasives can be
controlled by Glyphosate (Round up) and Triclopyr (Garlon 4 Ultra or Pathfinder
II)
5. Objective: Aesthetics: Poland Forest is not to look like a manicured park, but rather
woods. Forest entrances and trails to be groomed, signed, and maintained for public
use. Visual vistas from main and minor trails to be developed and/or maximized.
Discussion: This objective is a difficult one to meet. The same principle that has
been discussed throughout this plan is true here also; the range of perspectives on
what is aesthetically pleasing is as broad as there are potential users. What should
a woods look like? I have heard users at Poland Municipal Forest that want the
forest to remain just the way it is to everything dead should be removed and tops
chipped up to the forest should be managed for timber.
The answer to this was discussed at the beginning of the plan, you need to
establish your vision and direction for this forest and develop an educational
program to guide user's view of the forest to support your vision. Through education
and experience allow the facts to adjust their philosophical view of the forest and
the management of it. For example, the dead ash in the woods is first perceived as
devastation and ugly. An ecological fact is that those dead trees are providing a
food chain for wood peckers, which provide holes in the snag for cavity-nesting
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animals, while insects and fungus is breaking the wood down for compost for the
next tree. That tends to make that dead snag to be valued. Through knowledge and
understanding of the dynamic forest ecosystem you can bring the user from a
superficial aesthetic view of the forest to a deeper beauty that exists in the everchanging system, whether guided by man in forest management or by natural
processes when a woods is left untouched.
6. Objective: Timber production: Create a "best practices" harvest plan regarding dead or
dying ash and other compromised and past mature trees.
Discussion: You term "Best Practices" may be confused with the term "Best
Management Practices" we use in the timber industry. The portion of a timber
harvest that creates the most disturbance to a site are the haul roads, skid roads,
stream crossings, especially in wetland areas, which exposes mineral soil to
potential soil loss by erosion. The "Best Management Practices" gives guidance to
logging companies on the best approach to laying out a road system and
construction of the roads and stream crossings to minimize the impact to the forest
and the water resources on both well drained sites and wetland areas. I have
learned that these principles should also be applied to recreation trails; probably
even more so since recreation facilities are disturbed every year rather every 20
years for logging. The actual cutting and removing of the trees does little to no
damage to the forest.
There are multiple benefits from harvesting timber. Of course the obvious,
managing your forest for sustained yield and biodiversity is the first benefit. The
second benefit, with proper trail system planning, the skid road system can be laid
out to relocate poorly located trails to a multi-user trail system that is
environmentally sound and easier to maintain. When locating the skid
road/recreation trail consider the following:
•

Utilize the elevated sites as much as possible.

•

Avoid wet areas on the elevated sites

•

When crossing wet low areas select the location with the narrowest low site.
Utilize crossings that have already been constructed such as the Butler trail
and McKinley trail to minimize future infrastructure to maintain such as
culverts and, for recreation trails, bridges and board walks.

•

Skid roads / recreation trails should not be constructed in a 50 feet buffer on
both sides of a stream channels except at stream crossings. Minimize
stream crossings as much as possible.

Identify points of interest prior to locating the skid roads/ recreation trails to
protect those sites during logging and recreation activity. If the point of
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interest is a tree/s locate the skid road/ recreation trail several feet outside the
crown drip line to avoid damage to the roots.
The best time to locate the skid road/ recreation trail is in the spring before bud
break, when the standing water level would be the highest. This will allow you to
easily locate the wet sites to avoid when locating skid roads/recreation trails.
Harvesting trees out of Poland Municipal Forest is not a problem and the impact to
the site can be minimized using "Best Management Practices". The issue I find,
after reviewing the situation at your forest is the lack of an access point from an
acceptable public road to haul logs out. As mentioned before, this forest is almost
completely surrounded by residential development, unlike the last harvest in the
1950's. To run heavy semi loads of logs through residential neighborhoods may
tear the roads up and may not be appreciated. In addition, crossing the Yellow
Creek should not be permitted for either skid road or haul road. The only location for
the deck and the haul road, that seems to be reasonable, is at Walker Mill Road in
the southern end of the forest. However establishing a skid road to that site would
be impossible without running across private property where the A. P. Dearing and
Walker Meadow trails cut through. I would suggest, in order to make it possible to
log, you should acquire a right-of-way across the above mentioned property or
purchase it. If that is possible, an access road should be constructed from Walker
Mill Road to Butler trail using appropriate size culverts at stream crossings. Without
an access point timber production will not be possible.
It was recognized back in 1938, through the ordinance, the forest was to be
managed under the forest management principle of "sustained-yield" to financially
support the forest activities. "Sustainable yield" is the continuing supply of a natural
resource, such as timber, through scheduled harvests to insure replacement by regrowth or reproduction. It is my impression that your idea of achieving that is just to
harvest dead and dying trees. Unfortunately you do not make much money on logs
from dead trees, nor does it achieve your objective for biodiversity. The money to
support your program from timber production for the Poland Municipal Forest will
require cutting live trees in a way that will provide a mix of young and old to
maintain a sustainable flow of trees.
As has been discussed in this plan, the public's general view of the Poland
Municipal Forest is an urban green space for recreation (a park) that has not seen a
timber harvest since the 1950's. To be cutting trees at this point, whether for
cleaning up the woods or for fulfilling the 1938 ordinance, would be a political
disaster. It would generate a lot of hostility. I know, I experienced at Mohican
Memorial State Forest in the 1990's. The lesson I learned is that managing the
natural resources is very possible and valuable. The difficulty is in the management
of people and their environmental philosophical views on how Poland Municipal
Forest should be managed. In this situation I would recommend you delay any
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harvesting at this time until you have a firm direction (vision) on where you are
going with this forest and begin to educate and sell that vision to your users what
you are planning to do and why. Include various powers to be (organizations,
schools, churches, etc.) in the community in establishing this direction to begin their
education by getting them involved and get them on board with future management.
If the direction is still towards sustained yield through timber production after the
process of developing a more vision-based program for the Poland Municipal
Forest, there are strategies that should be completed to develop a very manageable
and productive timber management program. Management for timber production
has three main activities:
 Site preparation and tree seedling planting - should be done only
where reproduction is lacking or you wish to alter the species
composition in the future stand, such as reducing beech and
increasing oak. Then you should plant an appropriate natural
hardwood species for the site.
 Timber Stand Improvement - these are precommercial type treatments
to improve the growth and quality, maintain the health and
sustainability, and guide the species composition of the future stand.
This includes eliminating invasive species and grapevines, sanitation
cuts, and crop-tree release. In addition a site preparation treatment
can be used in the understory of a stand near maturity to provide a
site for a preferred natural reproduction to establish, either by natural
seeding or by planting, prior to the future harvest
 Timber harvests - when the stand reaches an average sawtimber size
of 14 inches DBH and above commercial harvests can begin. This
includes improvement thinning until the crop-trees reach a mature
diameter of approximately 26+inches DBH, at which time they should
be removed to provide light to the newly established regeneration (the
new forest).
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Management activities (pages 19-22) - these management activities are usually required
for a controlled sustainable forest for timber and wildlife. The following are the stages to
setting up a timber management program, especially on public lands.
1. Establish and mark legal boundaries and assure all parcels are under the

Village of Poland's ownership (See map on page 19)
2. Assure there are no restrictions in the deeds. Create management zones

based on any restrictions (See map and page 19)

3. Zones – see next page (See map and narration page 19-20)
4. Setup and conduct inventory (See page 21)
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A
B
C

Zone I

D
C

Zone II

E

From what I have found in my research I recommend dividing the property into two zones.
The zones should be as follows:
Zone I 163.518 acres outlined in red on the map above. This zone, if you decide to
go the route of the 1938 Ordinance, would be managed for a sustained yield of
timber. The elevated portion of this zone, which is approximately 95.783 acres, will
be the most manageable and productive for timber and wildlife. The remaining
67.735 acres are the lowland sites, highlighted in blue on the map above, which will
be the most difficult to manage due to the more frequent flooding. Timber removed
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from these low areas should only be done in the dry season of the year. The
available species and volume of timber from the wet sites will be determined by the
frequency of flooding and the length of time the flood waters remain. If flood waters
last 30 days or more timber production will decline due to mortality.
I have broken this zone into smaller management units (outlined in red on
the management map), which further gives more control and feasibility to
managing the resources. Each unit should have two inventories, one for the
elevated sites and the other in the low areas, measuring species
composition, diameter size classes, volume, and stocking level. At the same
time check for health issues. This can be done by separate management
plans for each unit.
Zone II 99.325 is the area along the Yellow Creek where most of the historical
recreation facilities exist and the famed Bluebells are located. The primary
management of this zone, as it has been since the beginning, should be for
recreation. The only natural resource management in this zone should be for safety
along the trails by removing trees within 100 feet of the trail or facilities that are a
potential hazard to recreation users and structures and stream bank management
to reduce erosion in areas where the recreation infra-structure is at risk.
There are some of the large over-mature trees, primarily White and Red
Oak, American Sycamore, and Tulip Poplar that are showing dieback on the
top of the trees (Top dieback). This is an indication the trees are stressed
with age and are beginning to die. Dead side branches are also common
but do not necessarily indicate loss of vigor. The Tulip Poplar should be
monitored since we have been experiencing several years of the Tulip
Poplar Weevil attacking the leaves (holes in the leaves). It is not usually
associated with mortality, but I have seen an increase in Tulip Poplar
mortality the last few years. With the very large poplar being already
stressed with age, they could be very vulnerable to the weevil attacks. In
addition Sugar Maples are being impacted by the Eutypella Canker, which
are the deep cankers on the trunks. The canker weakens the trunk of the
Sugar Maples and making them very vulnerable to breakage from wind. For
more details on these issues refer to the attached addendum. These are a
few of the main concerns along with tree form that pose a threat to facilities
and visitors.
The main concern should be trees within 100 feet of public corridors such as
trails and any recreation structure impacted by the above. The
recommendation would be to fell any tree posing a threat and utilize the
main trunk and lop the crown within three feet of the ground to maintain
aesthetic quality and to speed up the decaying process.
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In addition, in order to maintain a healthy forest the invasive plant species
should be eliminated from this zone.
The other concern in this zone is stream bank erosion along the meandering
Yellow Creek. I have attached a reference guide on the addendum CD
Titled " How to Control Stream Bank Erosion" from Iowa DNR. They have
very good recommendations. I would also check for guidance from Ohio Soil
and Water when developing a strategy in controlling this issue. For a long
term solution you may want to look at the techniques using anchoring geofabric on the banks and planting willow (live willow posts) through the fabric
for a more long-term solution for your eroding banks. They show several
treatments using this technique in the addendum mentioned above.
Set up and conduct an inventory as mentioned above (Specifically in Zone I). Each
management unit should be inventoried every 10 to 20 years. This inventory takes you
from a superficial view of the forest to a greater understanding of what is happening
and how to manage it. Foresters can visualize what should be done in particular stands
from education and experience. Since you are the management of the forest you need
this information to help you understand what you are doing and why so you can
educate your constituency of your management decisions.
You may want to consider using a free inventory program from the US Forest Service
called "SILVAH". It can be downloaded from the "SILVAH" web site. Hire a forester or
learn how to inventory yourselves. This program will provide you stand information and
recommendations based on years of research.
In addition to the inventory, this stage would be good point to begin the elimination of
the numerous invasives from each unit in Zone I and in Zone II. Herbicide will be
required to eliminate them. This should be done even if you decide not to manage for
timber. For more details on the identification and control of invasive species refer to the
attached addendums or contact a forester. The elimination of them is the beginning of a
healthier ecosystem for wildlife and a greater assurance for a sustained-yield timber
management program.
Finally during this stage you might want to do a light amount of timber stand
improvement to release young oak where found. Since timber harvesting is not
recommended for a while to allow an education process to help users to understand the
direction of your management vision and objectives and the general direction of your
stands is naturally transitioning into climax species American Beech and Sugar Maple
without disturbance, you may want to locate Red and White oak seedling size to 15
inches Diameter Breast Height (DBH which is 4.5 feet up the trunk from ground level)
and begin thinning around them to provide more light for their crown development. For
oaks that are seedling to 5 inches DBH remove competition from directly above them to
create a gap in the crown layer for them to grow up through. This silviculture treatment
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is referred to as "cleaning". For the oaks that are 5 inches DBH to 15 inches DBH
remove only the trees touching the crown of the oak trees to allow the oak crown to
expand and increase the growth of the tree and acorn production. This silviculture
treatment is referred to as crop-tree release. These treatments will not have a severe
visual impact but will help to promote oak in some stands for wildlife and future timber
management. Otherwise, as mortality removes oak out of the stands, the understory
beech and Sugar Maple will take over.
Through stage 3 and beyond begin to involve more user volunteers in the
field treatments along with training sessions on your vision and objectives
and how the treatments fit into the big picture. Guide them into
understanding that controlled disturbance, including cutting trees, will be
good for the forest ecosystem and wildlife. Help them see where the forests
in the Poland Municipal Forest came from and why they are what they are
today. From inventory information acquired in stage 3 help them see the
structure of the woods. Share the video “Trees Are the Answer with Patrick
Moore" to guide them in understanding disturbance and the dynamics of the
ecosystems. Do this for as many years as it will take to establish good
support from the users. You may want to consider focusing on the teachers
so they can guide the kids to support your efforts. The main focus of the
education should be to connect individuals and families with the forest and
your vision.
The education should gradually lead to stage 5 when timber harvesting
should begin. From the inventories a cutting strategy should be developed
for each area of Zone 1.
7. Objective: Recreation: The forest is used for walking, bicycling, equestrian, and in
limited areas automobiles. Safety vehicles have access along main trails.
Discussion: A good point to remember is that recreation is harder on a forest
ecosystem, due to the continual disturbance, than logging which occurs for a
short period of time and the site left undisturbed for at least 20 years. That is why
a well planned and designed recreation infrastructure (trails and facilities) to
minimize the impact to the forest ecosystems while meeting the needs of the
greatest number of users the forest area can handle. I recommend as the vision
and the management is developed and implemented redesign the trail system to
be used to connect the public to the message and management direction in which
you are guiding this forest while providing a safe and rewarding forest experience.
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The following are two organizations that are loaded with excellent training and
support for recreation trails, green space, and volunteer programs. Actually the
National Trails Training Partnership is part of the American Trails.
•

American Trails (http://www.americantrails.org/ee/)
Mission of American Trails
American Trails advances the development of diverse, high quality trails and
greenways for the benefit of people and communities. Through collaboration,
education, and communication, American Trails raises awareness of the value
these trail systems offer.
Vision Statement
American Trails envisions the nation’s public trails and greenways being
within reach of all people wherever they live, work, and play. This vision
ensures that:
¾ We connect people with the natural world by enabling those who
build, maintain, use, and dream of trails.
¾ We improve the nation’s quality of life, health, and well-being with
trails and greenways used for recreation and transportation.
¾ We invigorate communities financially by supporting trails that add
valuable amenities that spur economic development.

•

National Trails Training Partnership (http://www.americantrails.org/nttp/)
A wide variety of agencies and organizations nationwide have joined together
to promote opportunities for trails activists to learn up-to-date techniques in
trail planning, design, development, maintenance, and volunteer
management.

Your objective to have three user groups using the same trails will most likely lead to
controversy. During training sessions with the National Trails Training Partnerships I
experienced bikers and equestrian riders from across the country arguing about allowing
the other on the same multi-user trail. Bikes tend to spook horses. Bikers complain about
hikers disrupting their ride. Among other controversies, it was concluded they should have
separate trails. On your 260 acres, for each user group to have separate trails would have
a negative impact on the ecosystems and on the recreation experience. Based on the
vision of the forest you may want to reconsider which user group or groups fits into your
direction.
As I mapped out the forest for this plan I noticed a number of recreation issues you should
consider changing.
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They are:
¾ The main trails Bluebell Trail, McKinley Trail, Thatcher Trail, and Butler Trail are
designed for multi-user traffic, including vehicles, if necessary. The remaining
are single-user trails and would not accommodate much recreation traffic from
the users listed above. I would recommend using the resources provided by the
organizations listed above and additional addendums provided on the CD to
become informed on how to properly design and construct a trail system that
will meet your needs. A well designed trail system will minimize the impact to
the ecosystem and benefit the greatest number of users, including the
handicapped.
¾ All streams should have a 50 feet stream buffer keeping trails out of that area,
except at stream crossings. Stream crossings by trails should be kept to a
minimum.

Typical Cross-Section of Trail Near Flood plains

The numerous designated and undesignated (pink-dashed lines on the
management map) trails located along and within the banks of the perennial
streams in the Poland Municipal Forest should be closed permanently or closed
and relocated outside the buffer. A good technique used to close trails is to
brush over the trail you wish to close as far as the eye can see from the
entrance. The user will not see the trail and pass by. By removing the
disturbance the trail will revert back into forest.
¾ If a trail needs to cross through a low wet area an elevated board walk should
be constructed to minimize damage to these wetland ecosystems. These
crossings, as mentioned before, should occur through the narrowest lowland to
minimize disturbance and the cost of installation and maintenance of the
boardwalks. When establishing these structures it would be advisable to check
with Soil and Water for historical flood depths in this area. Then elevate the
board walks to survive the deepest floods.
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¾ While measuring the location of the trails I found the trail marking difficult to follow
and in some cases not sure where a trail ended and the other began. Other users
I ran into had the same problem.
I recommend after the trail system is redesigned and in the construction phase
include a good trail marking strategy. Avoid nailing objects to the trees. During the
laying out of the 30 mile mountain bike trail at Mohican Memorial State Forest the
local IMBA chapter used an excellent approach to marking the trail. They installed
a 4 feet T-post along the trail at strategic locations and put a very visible 4 to 5
inch PVC pipe over top of the post and buried it at the base. They even had a cap
on the top of the pipe. They then acquired lettering and trail information decals to
stick on the PVC pipe to guide the trail users. This is a more permanent and
easily maintained marking system.
Many public lands across the nation are relying on volunteer programs. There is
no better way to bring understanding and support to your forest management and
recreation direction than by getting people involved. This volunteer program will
not grow just because you have a forest. A strong volunteer group will be built on
your selling and commitment to your vision and direction of the Poland Municipal
Forest. People tend to attach themselves to a cause. As the new volunteers
become involved and see the positive outcome of their efforts, you build a strong
group that will support your forest management direction. The more they
understand the more they will be committed.
The volunteer group can and should support both the forest management and the
recreation portions of your program. There are many examples of volunteer
programs across the country. Visit the websites of the organizations above and
you will find solutions to your situation.
A great example of a volunteer program was shared at a National Trails Training
Partnerships training session. It consisted of a three level organization:
Level 1.

These were the VIP volunteers and the largest group. They were
trail users that wished to get involved. They are the eyes for your
program. After trained what to look for they would report what and
where they found an issue as they were using the trails. They also
would be the main work force when light work was necessary.

Level 2.

These would be individuals that were trained for a higher skill level
and physically capable to do heavier work and run small equipment
such as chainsaws. They would have training in herbicides and their
proper application and timber stand improvement. They would be
able to work on facilities.
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Level 3.

These would be individuals to run heavy equipment if necessary.
This would be the smallest group, which may include individuals and
companies that have equipment available as needed.

This is just an example. The organization that shared this said it was a great
success. There are many others ' which you should check out.
Poland Municipal Forest is a naturally beautiful, dynamic, and productive forest.
It would be a great place to blend the art and science of forest management
with the learning and enjoyment of recreation. I covered a lot of territory in this
plan. But the bottom line is leadership. The Board needs to set the direction
(vision) and lead the Poland Municipal Forest into that direction. Do you want to
hold true to the 1938 Ordinance or possibly another direction? Whichever way
you decide the forest will naturally continue in the direction it is heading in its
development.
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Conclusion
The key to success will be connecting, through education opportunities, families,
organizations, schools, and THE COMMUNITY to the wonders of this forest and the
benefits of conservation management. I would like to introduce you to two
organizations I have been acquainted with; the Wilderness Center
(http://www.wildernesscenter.org/) and recently, the Holden Arboretum
(http://www.holdenarb.org/home/). Both have been around a long time and are well
established. They both have a large following which provide support for their
programs. They connect people with the natural surroundings in a variety of ways.
Their education approach is very good. I suggest that you explore their programs.
Not to be like them, but to see how they reach out to the users from the surrounding
communities. As a suggestion, in your plans you might want to consider
establishing a visitor center at the picnic area at the College Street entrance, which
can serve as a learning center for the forest such as you will find at The Wilderness
Center.
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Poland Community Forest

Map Unit Legend
Mahoning County, Ohio (OH099)
Map Unit Symbol

Map Unit Name

BgB

Bogart loam, 2 to 6 percent
slopes

CdB

Acres in AOI

Percent of AOI
36.7

14.0%

Canfield silt loam, 2 to 6 percent
slopes

1.7

0.7%

CmB

Chili loam, 2 to 6 percent slopes

16.1

6.1%

CmC

Chili loam, 6 to 12 percent
slopes

2.7

1.0%

CoB

Chili-Urban land complex,
undulating

8.0

3.0%

Da

Damascus loam

1.9

0.7%

Fr

Frenchtown silt loam, 0 to 2
percent slopes

0.0

0.0%

GfB

Glenford silt loam, 2 to 6 percent
slopes

13.2

5.0%

JtB

Jimtown loam, 2 to 6 percent
slopes

25.3

9.6%

JwB

Jimtown-Urban land complex
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0.5%

Lb

Lobdell loam
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Orrville silt loam

15.1

5.7%

RaB

Ravenna silt loam, 2 to 6
percent slopes

0.3

0.1%

Sb

Sebring silt loam, 0 to 2 percent
slopes

18.9

7.2%

Wc

Wayland silt loam

66.7

25.3%

263.2

100.0%

Totals for Area of Interest

Natural Resources
Conservation Service

Web Soil Survey
National Cooperative Soil Survey
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Forestland Productivity---Mahoning County, Ohio

Poland Village Forest

Forestland Productivity
This table can help forestland owners or managers plan the use of soils for wood
crops. It shows the potential productivity of the soils for wood crops.
Potential productivity of merchantable or common trees on a soil is expressed as
a site index and as a volume number. The site index is the average height, in feet,
that dominant and codominant trees of a given species attain in a specified number
of years. The site index applies to fully stocked, even-aged, unmanaged stands.
Commonly grown trees are those that forestland managers generally favor in
intermediate or improvement cuttings. They are selected on the basis of growth
rate, quality, value, and marketability. More detailed information regarding site
index is available in the "National Forestry Manual," which is available in local
offices of the Natural Resources Conservation Service or on the Internet.
The volume of wood fiber, a number, is the yield likely to be produced by the most
important tree species. This number, expressed as cubic feet per acre per year and
calculated at the age of culmination of the mean annual increment (CMAI), indicates
the amount of fiber produced in a fully stocked, even-aged, unmanaged stand.
Trees to manage are those that are preferred for planting, seeding, or natural
regeneration and those that remain in the stand after thinning or partial harvest.
Reference:
United States Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service,
National Forestry Manual.

Report—Forestland Productivity
Forestland Productivity–Mahoning County, Ohio
Map unit symbol and soil
name

Potential productivity
Common trees

Trees to manage

Site Index

Volume of
wood fiber
Cu ft/ac

BgB—Bogart loam, 2 to 6
percent slopes
Bogart

Natural Resources
Conservation Service

Black cherry

—

Black walnut

—

Northern red oak

85

Sugar maple

—

—

Tuliptree

—

—

White ash

—

—

White oak

85

72.00

Web Soil Survey
National Cooperative Soil Survey

— Black walnut, Eastern white
pine, Northern red oak, Red
—
pine, Tuliptree, White ash,
White oak
72.00
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Forestland Productivity---Mahoning County, Ohio

Poland Village Forest

Forestland Productivity–Mahoning County, Ohio
Map unit symbol and soil
name

Potential productivity
Common trees

Trees to manage

Site Index

Volume of
wood fiber
Cu ft/ac

CmB—Chili loam, 2 to 6 percent
slopes
Chili

Black cherry

—

— Black walnut, Eastern white
pine, Northern red oak,
—
Norway spruce, Red pine,
Scotch pine, Tuliptree, White
72.00
ash, White oak, White spruce
—

Black walnut

—

Northern red oak

85

Sugar maple

—

Tuliptree

—

—

White ash

—

—

White oak

80

57.00

Black cherry

—

— Black walnut, Eastern white
pine, Northern red oak,
—
Norway spruce, Red pine,
Scotch pine, Tuliptree, White
72.00
ash, White oak, White spruce
—

CmC—Chili loam, 6 to 12
percent slopes
Chili

Black walnut

—

Northern red oak

85

Sugar maple

—

Tuliptree

—

—

White ash

—

—

White oak

80

57.00

Black cherry

—

Black walnut

—

Northern red oak

85

Sugar maple

—

— Black walnut, Eastern white
pine, Northern red oak,
—
Norway spruce, Red pine,
Scotch pine, Tuliptree, White
72.00
ash, White oak, White spruce
—

Tuliptree

—

—

White ash

—

—

White oak

80

57.00

—

—

Black cherry

—

Eastern cottonwood

—

Green ash

—

Northern red oak

80

— American sycamore,
Baldcypress, Eastern
—
cottonwood, Green ash, Pin
oak, Red maple, Swamp
—
white oak, Sweetgum
57.00

Pin oak

86

72.00

Red maple

—

—

Swamp white oak

—

—

CoB—Chili-Urban land
complex, undulating
Chili

Urban land

— —

Da—Damascus loam
Damascus

Natural Resources
Conservation Service

Web Soil Survey
National Cooperative Soil Survey
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Forestland Productivity---Mahoning County, Ohio

Poland Village Forest

Forestland Productivity–Mahoning County, Ohio
Map unit symbol and soil
name

Potential productivity
Common trees

Trees to manage

Site Index

Volume of
wood fiber
Cu ft/ac

Fr—Frenchtown silt loam, 0 to 2
percent slopes
Frenchtown

Black cherry

88

57.00 —

Northern red oak

89

72.00

Pin oak

92

72.00

Sugar maple

83

57.00

Tuliptree

93

100.00

White ash

85

86.00

Northern red oak

86

68.00 —

Tuliptree

96

Black cherry

—

Northern red oak

85

Sugar maple

—

Tuliptree

—

White ash

—

—

White oak

—

—

Black cherry

—

Northern red oak

85

Sugar maple

—

Tuliptree

—

White ash

—

—

White oak

—

—

—

—

— —

Black cherry

—

Northern red oak

87

Sugar maple

—

—

Tuliptree

96

100.00

White ash

—

—

White oak

—

—

GfB—Glenford silt loam, 2 to 6
percent slopes
Glenford

100.00

JtB—Jimtown loam, 2 to 6
percent slopes
Jimtown

— American sycamore, Black
cherry, Black locust, Eastern
72.00
white pine, Northern red oak,
Red pine, Scotch pine,
—
Tuliptree, White ash, White
—
oak

JwB—Jimtown-Urban land
complex
Jimtown

Urban land

— American sycamore, Black
cherry, Black locust, Eastern
72.00
white pine, Northern red oak,
Red pine, Scotch pine,
—
Tuliptree, White ash, White
—
oak

Lb—Lobdell loam
Lobdell

Natural Resources
Conservation Service

Web Soil Survey
National Cooperative Soil Survey

— Eastern white pine, Northern
red oak, Red pine, Tuliptree,
72.00
White ash, White oak
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Forestland Productivity---Mahoning County, Ohio

Poland Village Forest

Forestland Productivity–Mahoning County, Ohio
Map unit symbol and soil
name

Potential productivity
Common trees

Trees to manage

Site Index

Volume of
wood fiber
Cu ft/ac

Ov—Orrville silt loam
Orrville

Black cherry

—

Northern red oak

80

Pin oak

85

Sugar maple

80

— Eastern white pine, Green ash,
Northern red oak, Norway
57.00
spruce, Red pine, Scotch
pine, Tuliptree, White ash,
72.00
White oak, White spruce
57.00

Tuliptree

90

86.00

White ash

—

—

White oak

—

—

Pin oak

93

72.00 —

Swamp white oak

76

68.00

Yellow birch

70

43.00

Red maple

65

43.00 Arborvitae, White spruce

Sb—Sebring silt loam, 0 to 2
percent slopes
Sebring

Wc—Wayland silt loam
Wayland

Data Source Information
Soil Survey Area: Mahoning County, Ohio
Survey Area Data: Version 13, Sep 29, 2015

Natural Resources
Conservation Service

Web Soil Survey
National Cooperative Soil Survey
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Woodland Stand Description and Management Recommendations
Case Number: Poland Municipal Forest

Stand # A - 37.655Acres
Dominant Species: American Beech, Northern Red Oak, and Red Maple
Tree Regeneration: American Beech, Sugar Maple, Red Maple, andShellbark Hickory
Shrubs: bush honeysuckle, common spicebush , witch-hazel , and autumn olive or
Russian olive
Forest Type or Dominant Vegetation: Variable due to land use practices
Stand Diameter or Size Class: All size classes
Stocking Level: Fully-stocked Stand
Stand History: The historically woods is primarily on the eastern half of this unit. The western
half annd northern end is reverting forest from past disturbance prior to and in the 1930's. The
multiple-trunk trees indicates that timber has been removed from this woods in the distant past.
Topography: Riparian Area
The terrain of this stand lies adjacent to the stream or river corridor. The area is generally flat to
lightly sloping. The existing water table depth and soil type can influence the tree species found
in these areas. Riparian areas are important erosion, pollution control, and wildlife areas.
Invasive plants or insects impacting this stand: Bush Honeysuckle, Japanese Barberry,
Autumn Olive, and Privet (Japanese, Chinese, and Common)
Present conditions for you to consider:
This stand lies in a riparian zone. The riparian zone is the land area adjacent to streams and
rivers where the water affects the trees and the trees effect the water. Forests in these areas
protect water quality by stabilizing banks, shading the water, taking up nutrients, and filtering
pollutants. The extensive network of tree roots holds the soils of the bank in place, reducing
erosion and keeping the streambanks and shoreline stable. The shade helps reduce water
temperatures and maintain high oxygen levels that benefit many kinds of aquatic wildlife. Fallen
leaves and other organic debris deposited in the water provide "food energy" to aquatic life.
Due to various past land use practices, such as maintained grass openings, left to revert back to
forest or certain logging practices, such as, commercial clear cutting or diameter-limit cutting,
the residual stand is so variable that determining timber type is difficult in this unit at this time.
As the forest recovers the type will be more identifiable. This can be guided by the timber stand
improvement treatments you accomplish in the life of the stand, such as planting, cleaning, and
crop-tree release, to promote paticular type of species.
From field measurements this management unit has:
30.069 acres of elevated site
7.586 acres of wet lowland associated with Randy's Run.
A portion of the wet area in the southeast corner, extending to the eastern boundary of this unit
looks suspicious as a possible leach bed from a septic system. This unit would be very
manageable for timber, recreation, and wildlife.

There are two types of stands on the elevated sites; the historically wooded portion with
primarily American Beech and old disturbed woods that is presently Red Oak, Tulip Poplar,
Black Cherry, Red Maple, and Shellbark Hickory with some American Beech and Sugar Maple
reproduction in the understory. There are multiple-trunk trees in this stand, which are stump
sprouts from past timber harvesting.
This unit has some grapevines and invasives. This unit has fewer invasives than the other units
do because there is less area in lowlands. The invasives found in this unit are Autumn Olive,
most along I-680, Bush Honeysuckle, Privet, and Japanese Barberry. It should be priority,
whether the purpose for this stand is for timber and wildlife or recreation only, the invasives are
eliminated.
The site is very rocky with several wet pockets. Either avoid the wet pockets with the trails or
elevate the trail using techniques discussed in the trail maintenance addendums included on the
CD.
If timber management is the decided focus for this unit, I recommend a more detailed inventory
be done for this unit alone. The inventory should provide the stocking level, species composition,
diameter distribution, tree quality, reproduction, invasives, and health issues.
Past management activities completed in this stand: White Pine was planted along I-680 and
a few hemlock were recently planted along the Lower Mckinley trail.
Is a timber harvest recommended? No
Comments:

Woodland Stand Description and Management Recommendations
Case Number: Poland Municipal Forest

Stand # B - 22.865Acres
Dominant Species: Sugar Maple, American Beech, Northern Red Oak, White Oak, Yellowpoplar/ Tulip Tree, Hickory, Black Cherry, Basswood, Blackgum, and
Eastern Hophornbeam/Ironwood
Tree Regeneration: Sugar Maple, American Beech, Blackgum, and Eastern
Hophornbeam/Ironwood
Shrubs: red-osier dogwood, shrub willows spp. (all other willows not indicated in
tree codes), bush honeysuckle, and common spicebush
Forest Type or Dominant Vegetation: As listed in the Dominant Species
Stand Diameter or Size Class: All size classes
Stocking Level: Fully-stocked Stand
Stand History: This forest is a mix of historically wooded and forest reversion from past
disturbance.
Topography: Riparian Area
The terrain of this stand lies adjacent to the stream or river corridor. The area is generally flat to
lightly sloping. The existing water table depth and soil type can influence the tree species found
in these areas. Riparian areas are important erosion, pollution control, and wildlife areas.
Invasive plants or insects impacting this stand: Bush Honeysuckle, Privet, and Japanese
Barberry
Present conditions for you to consider:
This stand lies in a riparian zone. The riparian zone is the land area adjacent to streams and
rivers where the water affects the trees and the trees effect the water. Forests in these areas
protect water quality by stabilizing banks, shading the water, taking up nutrients, and filtering
pollutants. The extensive network of tree roots holds the soils of the bank in place, reducing
erosion and keeping the streambanks and shoreline stable. The shade helps reduce water
temperatures and maintain high oxygen levels that benefit many kinds of aquatic wildlife. Fallen
leaves and other organic debris deposited in the water provide "food energy" to aquatic life.
From field measurements this management unit has:
15.220 acres of elevated site with a mosaic of wet pools
7.645 acres of wet lowland associated with Randy's Run and Drake's Run.
The elevated stand has two stands from past lad uses. The eastern most portion has sawtimber
Sugar Maple with some American Beech and, as you progress west in this unit the species
composition transition to an old woods from past disturbance of some mature and over mature
Red Oak, White Oak, and some Tulip Poplar and Black Cherry with primarily Sugar Maple and
American Beech regeneration in the understory. In some areas the understory is Ironwood
(Hophornbeam), Black gum, and Shellbark Hickory. There is some Red Oak regeneration where
there are gaps in the overstory allowing light to the forest floor. There are multiple-trunk trees

scattered through this unit, which indicates there was a timber harvest in the distant past;
possibly the 1950 sale.
The lowland along Dake's Run has some Basswood, Ironwood (Hophornbeam), Red ozier
Dogwood, willow, Bush Honeysuckle, and grapevines.
This unit has some grapevines and invasives. This unit has fewer invasives than the other units
do because there is less area in lowlands. The invasives found in this unit are Bush Honeysuckle,
Privet, and Japanese Barberry. It should be priority, whether the purpose for this stand is for
timber and wildlife or recreation only, the invasives are eliminated.
If timber management is the decided focus for this unit, I recommend a more detailed inventory
be done for this unit alone. The inventory should provide the stocking level, species composition,
diameter distribution, tree quality, reproduction, invasives, and health issues.
Past management activities completed in this stand: Multiple-trunk trees indicate this unit had
received a timber harvest in the distant past, possibly the 1950 sale.
Is a timber harvest recommended? No
Comments:

Woodland Stand Description and Management Recommendations
Case Number: Poland Municipal Forest

Stand # C - 31.088Acres
Dominant Species: Northern Red Oak, Red Maple, American Beech, White Oak, Black Cherry,
Eastern Hophornbeam/Ironwood, Shellbark Hickory, and American
Basswood
Tree Regeneration: Sugar Maple and American Beech
Shrubs: unknown or not listed
Forest Type or Dominant Vegetation: As listed in the Dominant Species
Stand Diameter or Size Class: All size classes
Stocking Level: Fully-stocked Stand
Stand History: Prior to and into the 1930's most of this unit was open agricutlutural fields. It
appears on the historical photos that the forest reversion began in the early 1930's.
Topography: Riparian Area
The terrain of this stand lies adjacent to the stream or river corridor. The area is generally flat to
lightly sloping. The existing water table depth and soil type can influence the tree species found
in these areas. Riparian areas are important erosion, pollution control, and wildlife areas.
Invasive plants or insects impacting this stand: Bush Honeysuckle and Japanese Barberry
Present conditions for you to consider:
This stand lies in a riparian zone. The riparian zone is the land area adjacent to streams and
rivers where the water affects the trees and the trees effect the water. Forests in these areas
protect water quality by stabilizing banks, shading the water, taking up nutrients, and filtering
pollutants. The extensive network of tree roots holds the soils of the bank in place, reducing
erosion and keeping the streambanks and shoreline stable. The shade helps reduce water
temperatures and maintain high oxygen levels that benefit many kinds of aquatic wildlife. Fallen
leaves and other organic debris deposited in the water provide "food energy" to aquatic life.
From field measurements this management unit has:
14.870 acres of elevated site with a mosaic of wet pools
16.218 acres of wet lowland associated with Drake's Run and the Yellow Creek.
This stand is a mix of scattered larger oaks in the overstory mixed with mid-succession stand and
an understory of climax American Beech and Sugar Maple. This unit has young oak that could
be released. There is a small planting of White Pine adjacent to the Butler Trail.
This unit has some grapevines and invasives. This unit has a light invasive concentration. The
invasives found in this unit are Bush Honeysuckle, Privet, and Japanese Barberry. It should be
priority, whether the purpose for this stand is for timber and wildlife or recreation only, the
invasives are eliminated.
As was discussed in the overview, the wide wetland (lowland) on the southern end of this unit
appears to have a suspicious wide spread mortality. It may be possible chemical damage from
upstream. You may want to begin an investigation of the site. You might want to contact Soil &

Water to learn the proper channels of investigation. They have recently been moved to the
Department of Agriculture.
If timber management is the decided focus for this unit, I recommend a more detailed inventory
be done for this unit alone. The inventory should provide the stocking level, species composition,
diameter distribution, tree quality, reproduction, invasives, and health issues.
Past management activities completed in this stand: Planted White Pine plantation
Is a timber harvest recommended? No
Comments:

Woodland Stand Description and Management Recommendations
Case Number: Poland Municipal Forest

Stand # D - 60.404Acres
Dominant Species: Yellow-poplar/ Tulip Tree, American Beech, Northern Red Oak, White
Oak, Red Maple, Black Cherry, Swamp White Oak, Pin Oak, Basswood,
and American Hornbeam/ Musclewood
Tree Regeneration: Ash, Swamp White Oak, Pin Oak, and American Beech
Shrubs: common spicebush , bush honeysuckle, Privet (Japanese, Chinese, and
Common), and Burning Bush
Forest Type or Dominant Vegetation: As listed in the Dominant Species
Stand Diameter or Size Class: All size classes
Stocking Level: Fully-stocked Stand
Stand History: This unit was a major portion of the land donation by Mrs. Butler. The 1938
photo shows that most of the norhthern two-thirds of this unit was used for open agriculture
fields priot to and into the 1930's. Agriculture disturbance decreased and forest reversion began
in the 1930's.
Topography: Riparian Area
The terrain of this stand lies adjacent to the stream or river corridor. The area is generally flat to
lightly sloping. The existing water table depth and soil type can influence the tree species found
in these areas. Riparian areas are important erosion, pollution control, and wildlife areas.
Invasive plants or insects impacting this stand: Bush Honeysuckle, Privet (Japanese, Chinese,
and Common), Japanese Barberry, Burning Bush, Autumn Olive, and Common Reed
(Phragmites).
Present conditions for you to consider:
This stand lies in a riparian zone. The riparian zone is the land area adjacent to streams and
rivers where the water affects the trees and the trees effect the water. Forests in these areas
protect water quality by stabilizing banks, shading the water, taking up nutrients, and filtering
pollutants. The extensive network of tree roots holds the soils of the bank in place, reducing
erosion and keeping the streambanks and shoreline stable. The shade helps reduce water
temperatures and maintain high oxygen levels that benefit many kinds of aquatic wildlife. Fallen
leaves and other organic debris deposited in the water provide "food energy" to aquatic life.
From field measurements this management unit has:
24.114 acres of elevated site
36.290 acres of wet lowland associated with Drake's Run and the Yellow Creek.
This unit has the greatest proportion of lowland than the other units. Ash was a large portion of
the composition in these lowlands along with Swamp White Oak, Silver Maple, cottonwood, and
sycamore. Since the Emerald Ash Borer eliminated the ash overstory, scattered Swamp White
Oak, Pin Oak, and ash reproduction is showing up in the grass sedges. You may want to reenforce the natural reproduction where it is lacking and prepare the site by eliminating the grass
and shrub vegetative competition with glyphosate (Roundup) and planting a mix of Swamp

White Oak, Red Oak, Black Walnut, and some Pin Oak. Refer to the planting prescription for
more details.
The lowlands tend to have the highest concentrations of invasives. All the invasives listed in this
plan are in this area. All invasives need to be eliminated to maintain the quality and sustainability
of the natural forest.
The southern elevated portions of this unit, which has been in forest cover in known history, are
heavily composed of American Beech. The northern portions that are reverting forests from old
fields are a mix of natural mid-succession forest and planted hardwoods and conifers. The
planted species found were Red Pine (is in rapid decline and mortality, which is common for red
Pine at this age), White Pine, Norway Spruce, Tamarack (larch), and Tulip Poplar. I recommend
allowing the conifers to transition to hardwoods. After the invasives are eliminated and the
grapevines are controlled I would consider releasing oaks throughout this unit.
Several endangered plant species have been discovered in this unit, which have been located
with a GPS and identified on the management map in this plan. One of them is in a fenced in
area to prevent deer from browsing on the specimens. Avoid disturbing that area.
If timber management is the decided focus for this unit, I recommend a more detailed inventory
be done for this unit alone. The inventory should provide the stocking level, species composition,
diameter distribution, tree quality, reproduction, invasives, and health issues.
Definitely redesign and relocate the trail system in this unit to minimize the impact to the
lowland areas. Reduce the number of trails, locate them as much as possible on the elevated
sites, and cross the narrowest lowland sites using elevated trails such as board walks. Keep trails
out of the 50 feet buffer on both sides of the stream channels. Definitely mark the trails clearly.
Past management activities completed in this stand: In 1940 several species of pine were
plantd and between 1962 and 1970 White Pine, Red Pine, and Tulip Poplar.
Is a timber harvest recommended? No
Comments:

Woodland Stand Description and Management Recommendations
Case Number: Poland Municipal Forest

Stand # E - 11.506Acres
Dominant Species: not observed
Tree Regeneration: not observed
Shrubs: unknown or not listed
Forest Type or Dominant Vegetation: not oserved
Stand Diameter or Size Class: not observed
Stocking Level: not observed
Stand History: The 1938 photo reveals most of this unit had been disturbed prior to the 1930's
and still was maintained as open field. By the 1960's disturbance appears to have declined and
forest reversion had begun. This unit became a portion of the Poland Municipal Forest in 2006.
Topography: Riparian Area
The terrain of this stand lies adjacent to the stream or river corridor. The area is generally flat to
lightly sloping. The existing water table depth and soil type can influence the tree species found
in these areas. Riparian areas are important erosion, pollution control, and wildlife areas.
Invasive plants or insects impacting this stand: not observed
Present conditions for you to consider:
This stand lies in a riparian zone. The riparian zone is the land area adjacent to streams and
rivers where the water affects the trees and the trees effect the water. Forests in these areas
protect water quality by stabilizing banks, shading the water, taking up nutrients, and filtering
pollutants. The extensive network of tree roots holds the soils of the bank in place, reducing
erosion and keeping the streambanks and shoreline stable. The shade helps reduce water
temperatures and maintain high oxygen levels that benefit many kinds of aquatic wildlife. Fallen
leaves and other organic debris deposited in the water provide "food energy" to aquatic life.
This unit is considered all lowland and assoiciated with the Yellow Creek.
If timber management is the decided focus for this unit, I recommend a more detailed inventory
be done for this unit alone. The inventory should provide the stocking level, species composition,
diameter distribution, tree quality, reproduction, invasives, and health issues.
Past management activities completed in this stand: no management activity has been done
on this site.
Is a timber harvest recommended? No
Comments:

Treatment Summary By Year and Treatment
Case Number:

Name:

Poland Municipal Forest

Village of Poland Ohio

Address: 308 South Main Street
Poland

OH

44514

The following practices need to be completed by the dates shown in order to
meet the goals of the landowner for the stand shown. If this plan is being utilized
to qualify a property for either the Ohio Forest Tax Law property tax rate or the
CAUV property tax rate, the practices listed must be completed by the dates
shown in order to maintain the reduced tax rate. Ohio Forest Tax Law properties
are inspected every five years by personnel from the Division of Forestry.
Properties in the CAUV program may be inspected annually by the County
Auditors Office in the county where the property is located. Each management
plan is written to cover a specific time period and is not valid after that period is
over. In order to obtain an updated plan when it is needed in the future, the
manditory practices required in the first time period of the plan need to be
completed.
.

This plan expires on:

12/1/2026

MANDITORY TREATMENTS
Date
To Be
Completed

12/1/2026
Silvicultural Treatment mber Stand Improvement/Removing Invasive Spec

Timber Stand Improvement/Removing Invasive
Species
Invasive species are trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants that have been
introduced into the natural ecosystem with no competitors to control their
populations. They usually overwhelm the site and prevent natural plant
species to reproduce. Some will also change the soil chemistry to prevent
the desired reproduction to become established. These plants need to be
eradicated from this unit. This will usually require a chemical treatment
due to the aggressive nature of most invasives. For up-to-date
information on controlling your specific invasive go to the "National
Invasive Species Information Center -Manager's Tool Kit" web site at:
http://www.invasivespeciesinfo.gov/toolkit/controlplanspec.shtml.
Stand ID

A

Acres

37.66
Focus on the elimination of Bush Honeysuckle, Privet (Japanese,
Chinese, and Common), Japanese Barberry, Burning Bush, and Autumn
Olive.

B

22.87
Focus on the elimination of Bush Honeysuckle, Privet (Japanese,
Chinese, and Common), Japanese Barberry, Burning Bush, and Autumn
Olive.

C

31.09
Focus on the elimination of Bush Honeysuckle, Privet (Japanese,
Chinese, and Common), Japanese Barberry, Burning Bush, and Autumn
Olive.

D

60.40
Focus on the elimination of Bush Honeysuckle, Privet (Japanese,
Chinese, and Common), Japanese Barberry, Burning Bush, Autumn
Olive, and Common Reed (Phragmites).

E

11.51
Monitor for and eliminate all invasives.

OPTIONAL TREATMENTS
Case Number:

Poland Municipal Forest

The following practices completion are optional. They are recommended as
additional measures to improve the productivity and health of your woods and
adds more assurance of fulfilling the requirements for CAUV or OFTL incentives.
Again these are not required.

OPTIONAL TREATMENTS
Date
To Be
Completed

12/1/2026
Silvicultural Treatment

Boundary Marking

Boundary Marking
Boundary Marking needs to be maintained on this property. This needs
to be a top priority. Follow the instructions in the boundary marking article
included in your management plan.
Stand ID

Acres

A

37.66

C

31.09

D

60.40

E

11.51

OPTIONAL TREATMENTS
Date
To Be
Completed

12/1/2026
Silvicultural Treatment

Crop Tree Release

Crop Tree Release
This operation is the selection and release of desirable trees by removing
adjacent competing trees. A crop tree can be any tree that the land
manager wants to retain. In most cases, you should release a pole to
small sawtimber ( 6" to 14" tree at 4.5 feet) size tree that is a good quality
(good form and has been naturally pruned at least the first 16 feet of the
trunk) high value species, such as red oak, white oak, black oak, black
cherry, or black walnut. These trees are released by cutting the adjacent
trees whose crowns are touching the crown of the desired tree.
Stand ID

A

Acres

37.66
Focus on releasing Red and White Oaks

B

22.87
Focus on releasing oak if found.

C

31.09
Focus on releasing oak.

D

60.40
Focus on releasing oak.

E

11.51
Focus on the relase of oaks and, if found, Black Walnuts

OPTIONAL TREATMENTS
Date
To Be
Completed

12/1/2026
Silvicultural Treatment

Stream Buffer Zone

Stream Buffer Zone
There are streams and waterways, wetlands, or a pond in the woodland
that needs to be protected by buffering. The approximate area is 50 feet
from the stream on both sides of the stream channel or the edge of the
wetlands or pond. The vegetation in this buffer area will be used as shade
and a water filter for the waterway as well as for wildlife habitat. Refer to
the attached "Forested Buffer Strips - Guide No. 13" addendum in this
plan for further details.
American beech can be left in this area if it is not interfering with a good
quality commercially valuable species, such as oak, black cherry, or black
walnut. Individual trees can be removed from the buffer as needed;
however, residual tree cover should be kept over the site.
Permanent roads and trails should not be constructed in the buffer area.
Trees to be removed should be winched out of this area. If a road or trail
crossing is necessary it should be constructed at a 90-degree angle to the
stream and use a Best Management Practice, such as installing a proper
size culvert in the drainage. Refer to the "Best Management Practices"
manual, which has been provided.
Stand ID

A

Acres

37.66
Keep trails at least 50 feet away from the banks of Randy's Run and
consider constructing an elevated crossing, such as a bridge, across
Randy's Run connecting the east and west Beechwood trails. Eliminate
the undesignated trails (pink-dashed lines on the management map) that
run along and through Randy's Run by brushing them over, out-of-sight
out-of-mind.

B

22.87
Keep trails at least 50 feet away from the banks of Randy's Run and
Drake's Run. Eliminate trails that are in the buffer areasn by brushing
them over, out-of-sight out-of-mind.

C

31.09

OPTIONAL TREATMENTS
Date
To Be
Completed

12/1/2026
Silvicultural Treatment

D

60.40

E

11.51

Stream Buffer Zone

OPTIONAL TREATMENTS
Date
To Be
Completed

12/1/2026
Silvicultural Treatment

Timber Stand Improvement/Grapevine Control

Timber Stand Improvement/Grapevine Control
The primary objective of this operation is to improve the quality and value
of the timber stand by controlling wild grapevines in the stand. This
practice is one of the highest priority practices that can be accomplished
in a woodland. Refer to OSU Fact Sheet F-45 for instruction on how to
complete this practice. This is a continuous operation. As new vines
establish you need to treat them. There two ways to kill the vines and they
are:
- Mechanical treatment (just cutting the vine at the base and all loops)
- Cut and chemical application (cutting the vine at the base and all loops
and applying herbicide to the stumps)
Use mechanical only when you have a completely closed canopy (the
crowns are touching and completely shading the ground surface) and you
are not going to thin for at least 5 years. The stumps will sprout but the
shade will eventually kill them. This is by far the cheapest way of handling
this treatment. Use chemical when the canopy is not closed and light is
getting directly to the forest floor. Use Tordon RTU any time of the year
except in the spring when there is sap flow or when there is Tulip Poplar
nearby. The chemical can translocate through the roots and damage or
possibly kill the Tulip Poplar, which is very sensitive to Tordon RTU. Apply
Tordon RTU to the cut surface. During the spring or when Tulip Poplar is
near use PathfinderII (Garlon 4 and Penevator mix). This is a safe
chemical and breaks down in the soil, preventing it from translocating to
other trees. Apply this herbicide to the outerbark around the cut stump till
wet. On both chemicals be sure to thouroughly read and follow the label.
Refer to the attached addendum on grapevine control for a more detailed
discussion.
Stand ID

Acres

C

31.09

D

60.40

OPTIONAL TREATMENTS
Date
To Be
Completed

12/1/2026
Silvicultural Treatment

Tree Planting and Site Preparation

Tree Planting and Site Preparation
Pre-planting site preparation needs to be completed in this area.
Eliminate weeds, grasses, and undesirable tree competition prior to
planting. This practice can be done in the fall prior to planting or in the
spring. Fall site preparation is less expensive to implement. Herbicides
that can be used in the fall are less expensive than those that must be
used in the spring. Refer to the Tree Planting Addendums for specific
recommendations.
The primary objective of planting is to increase the desired
reproduction and to improve the species composition in an area. This
includes both planting in open areas, and under planting to reinforce a
stand with a low stocking level or poor species composition. Three
categories of planting may be included. These are machine planting,
hand planting, and direct seeding.
Stand ID

D

Acres

60.40
On the lowlands where gaps developed in the overstory crowns from the
ash mortality you may wish to plant tree seedlings where acceptable
natural reproduction is lacking. First, using colored flagging, locate
acceptable tree seedlings. This will identify areas lacking in reproduction.
Seedlings should be approximately 9 feet apart.
To prepare the site, lacking in an acceptable naturl tree reproduction, for
planting, in the fall, clear and treat the shrub stumps and the grasses and
forbs with an appropriate herbicide in 4 feet wide rows spaced 9 feet
apart on center This will prevent the vegetation from competing with your
planting. Also order your tree seedlings to be delivered in the spring. Plant
the seedlings as early in the spring as the ground or flood waters will
allow but no later than May first. Plant the seedlings in the center of the
prepared rows 9 feet apart. The species to consider planting would be
Swamp White Oak, Red Oak, Pin Oak and Black Walnut. Plant the Black
Walnut in pure stands on sites that are slightly elevated and are not
constantly flooded. Mix the oak during the planting.
For a 9' x 9' spacing it will require 538 seedlings per acre. To order your
trees determine the ares you wish to plant.
Contact your local ODNR Division of Forestry Service Forester for
assitance with this.
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Addendums

Woodland Resource Descriptions

General Soils Information –
Soil Drainage Class: Somewhat poorly drained to Moderately well drained
Site Class: (using Woodland Productivity): Good to Excellent
Soil Type(s) and General Description(s):
Wc - Wayland silt loam
This very deep, poorly drained and very poorly drained, nearly level or depressed parts of flood plains of
streams receiving runoff from uplands that contain some calcareous drift. These soils are in low areas or slackwater
areas on flood plains. It has moderately slow permeability, high available moisture capacity and a moderate
productivity potential. An apparent water table is at the surface or to a depth of 15 cm (0.5 ft) below the surface with
occasional ponding and it is subject to flooding. Native vegetation is red maple, alder, willow, and other trees
tolerant of wet sites. Some areas have been cleared and drained, and are used for growing pasture or crops.

Lb - Lobdell loam
The Lobdell series consists of nearly level long narrow areas in woodland. Rock fragments are
predominantly sandstone, siltstone, or shale. Lobdell soils are on nearly level flood plains receiving loamy alluvium
from upland areas of sandstone, shale, and low lime glacial drift. Moderately well drained. The potential for surface
runoff is very low or low. Permeability is moderate in the solum and moderate or moderately rapid in the underlying
material. Subject to rare to frequent, brief flooding. These soils have a deep rooting zone. Some areas of the soil are
used for cultivation, chiefly corn, small grain, hay, and improved pasture. Other areas are in woodland or permanent
pasture. The native vegetation consists of deciduous forest, chiefly beech, ash, elm, sugar maple, and sycamore. The
potential woodland productivity is excellent. The potential for seedling mortality is low. Young trees are subject to
flood damage. Hazard for off-road/trail erosion is slight. Soil rutting is severe due to low strength.

BgB - Bogart loam, 2 to 6 percent slopes
Bogart soils formed in Wisconsinan age stratified outwash deposits and are on convex slopes in areas of
low relief on stream terraces, beach ridges, and outwash plains. This moderately well-drained soil is formed in
sandy-gravelly glacial outwash. It has moderately rapid to rapid permeability, medium to low available moisture
capacity and a moderate productivity potential. The depth to an intermittent apparent water table is 1.0 to 2.0 feet
between November to April in most years. About one-half is cultivated. Corn, oats, and mixed hay are the main
crops. About one-fourth is forested with sugar maple, beech, and oak the dominant species. The remaining onefourth is used for pasture or for nonagricultural purposes. Erosion and droughtiness are the major limitations for
farming. The seasonal water table is a moderate limitation for some non-farm uses.

JtB - Jimtown loam, 2 to 6 percent slopes
This gently sloping, deep soil formed in Wisconsinan Age stratified outwash deposits on stream terraces,
outwash terraces, outwash plains, and beach ridges. Somewhat poorly drained. The depth to an intermittent apparent
water table is .5 to 1 foot between October and June in most years. Permeability is moderate or moderately rapid in
the solum and in the underlying material. This soil is used for row crops, pasture, and woodland. Native vegetation
is mixed hardwoods where ash, elm, sugar maple, and beech are dominant species. This soil is moderately well
suited to trees. The species tolerant of some wetness should be selected for planting. Removing the less desirable
trees, shrubs, and vines helps to reduce plant competition.

Sb - Sebring silt loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes
This very deep, nearly level, poorly drained soil is on slack water terraces along streams. It is on broad
flats and in depressions. Depth to the top of an intermittent apparent seasonal high water table ranges from 15 cm (6
in.) above the surface to 23 cm (9 in.) below the surface from October to June in normal years. Frequent brief
ponding occurs during periods of heavy rainfall and during spring snowmelt. Slightly more than half of this soil has
been cleared, but because of wetness, most areas are used for pasture. Some areas are cultivated, with corn, oats and
mixed hay being the main crops. Pin oak and swamp white oak are the dominant tree species in wooded areas. This
soil is well suited to woodland. Selecting water tolerant species for planting and propagation should be done in this
soil type. Plant competition needs to be controlled. Windthrow hazards are common in this soil type.

CmB - Chili loam, 2 to 6 percent slopes
The Chili series consists of very deep, well drained soils on outwash plains, terraces, kames, and beach
ridges. They formed in Wisconsinan age outwash deposits, mainly of non-calcareous sandstone and shale with a
large amount of quartz gravel. Commonly, the outwash is mantled with silt. This gently sloping, deep, well drained
soil is on terraces. It makes up the entire area of some terraces and the gently undulating or gently sloping parts of
others. Most areas having less than 12 percent slopes are cleared and used for general farming, specialty crops, or
pasture. Principal crops are corn, oats, wheat, and mixed hay. Steeper areas are mostly wooded, mainly to oaks and
hickories. Native vegetation was deciduous hardwood forest. This soil is well suited to woodland. Drought tolerant
species should be selected for planting. This soil is well suited to trees. Removing the less desirable trees, shrubs,
and vines helps to control plant competition.

Ov - Orrville silt loam
This nearly level, deep soil formed in alluvium and are on flood plain steps on flood plains. They formed in
alluvium from upland areas of low-lime drift, and from areas of sandstone, siltstone, shale, and limestone. It is
somewhat poorly drained with a root zone that is very deep.. The potential for surface runoff is low. Permeability is
moderate in the upper solum and moderate or moderately rapid in the lower solum and underlying material. The
depth to the top of an intermittent apparent seasonal high water table ranges from 0.5 to 1.0 foot from November to
May in normal years. Orrville soils are subject to occasional or frequent flooding. Use is dependent on frequency of
flooding and the accessibility. Areas in wider valleys are cropped to corn, soybeans, and hay. Narrow areas and
those dissected by old stream channels are in woodland and permanent pasture. The original vegetation was
deciduous forest. The soil is well suited to woodland. The trees that are tolerant of some wetness should be
propagated in this soil type. Plant competition needs to be controlled.

GfB - Glenford silt loam, 2 to 6 percent slopes
This gently sloping soil is formed in stratified Wisconsinan age glaciolacustrine or stream sediments
derived from materials high in sandstone and shale. Glenford soils are on terraces in valleys on till plains, lake
plains, and outwash plains. This soil is typically underlain by strata of sand and gravel. Moderately well drained
with moderately slow permeability. The substratum is soft and unstable when wet. Depth to the top of an
intermittent apparent seasonal high water table is from 30 to 61 cm (1.0 to 2.0 ft) from November to April in normal
years. This soil has a deep rooting zone that is strongly to very strongly acid.
Most areas have been cleared and used for cropland or permanent pasture. Corn, small grains, and hay are the
principal crops. Some areas are still in woodland. Many areas near cities are in nonagricultural uses. Native
vegetation was deciduous forest. This soil is well suited to woodland. Controlling plant competition should be done
by removing less desirable trees, vines, and shrubs in the woodland.

CoB - Chili-Urban land complex, undulating
In most places the soils of this complex have been disturbed in varying degrees by grading and digging
operations. Some areas have been undisturbed and are the same as the typical Chili soil. The texture of the soil
material is mostly sandy and gravelly. These soils have a moderate erosion and drought hazard.

CmC - Chili loam, 6 to 12 percent slopes
The Chili series consists of very deep, well drained soils on outwash plains, terraces, kames, and beach
ridges. They formed in Wisconsinan age outwash deposits, mainly of non-calcareous sandstone and shale with a
large amount of quartz gravel. Commonly, the outwash is mantled with silt. This sloping, deep, well drained soil is
on terraces. It makes up the entire area of some terraces and the gently undulating or gently sloping parts of others.
Most areas having less than 12 percent slopes are cleared and used for general farming, specialty crops, or pasture.
Principal crops are corn, oats, wheat, and mixed hay. Steeper areas are mostly wooded, mainly to oaks and
hickories. Native vegetation was deciduous hardwood forest. This soil is well suited to woodland. Drought tolerant
species should be selected for planting. This soil is well suited to trees. Removing the less desirable trees, shrubs,
and vines helps to control plant competition.

Timber Information:
Most of the properties in this region of Ohio had been cleared and maintained for agriculture up
until approximately the 1950's. Since, many of the fields were left undisturbed to revert back to
forest cover through a process known as forest succession. Forest succession is the natural
process of re-establishing a forest back onto disturbed sites, such as agriculture fields. The forest
development goes from open fields to a climax forest (the point at which the species composition
does not change and the ecosystem becomes the most stable). The primary climax forest in this
area is Sugar Maple-American Beech but can vary depending on natural disturbances such as
frequent flooding or frequent droughts. Sugar Maple and American Beech tend to be most
common because they are shade tolerant; they can become established and grow in the shade of
other trees. The forest reversion progresses from grasses and forbs to black berry and multiflora
rose to the first trees (the pioneer species) such as dogwood, hawthorn, crabapple, Sassafras,
Black Locust, and Largetooth Aspen. As the soil on the site develops the latter stage species
begin to move into the mid-succession level. Most of the mid succession forest stage in this area
is Red Maple, Black Cherry, Tulip Poplar, and ash, in addition other species are blended in
depending on the seed sources nearby. The final stage, climax forest, begins to develop in the
understory where Sugar Maple and American Beech become established and progress up thru the
overstory and begin to shade out the other species until they take over the site. On the dryer sites,
such as ridge tops and upper slopes and south and west aspects, oak and hickory are more
competitive and can remain on the site, unless American Beech moves in and takes over. This
process takes many years, possibly several hundreds of years, depending on the site
development, seed sources, and interference.
A general understanding of this process along with information on the tree species, the diameter,
and the quality of the trees in your woods will guide you into managing your woods to best
achieve your objectives. The most preferred species (such as Red Oak, White Oak, Black Oak,
Black Walnut, and Black Cherry) in today's market are in the mid-succession stage of forest
reversion. So the general direction in forest management is to push the early succession to midsuccession as soon as possible by thinning out the pioneer species as soon as the mid-succession
species have become well established to release them. As the climax stage (American Beech and
Sugar Maple) begins to move into the understory a decision needs to be considered. Sugar Maple
has a moderate to good value in the timber market but not as productive for wildlife. American
Beech, on the other hand, is valuable for wildlife but not considered a high value timber producer
in this area. To keep the mid-succession species, especially the oaks, dominate on the site it will
require considerable time and dollars to fight the climax species back. Some people are willing to
make the investment to keep White Oak and Red Oak in their woods. Others are satisfied with
the climax species. That decision is yours. A general recommendation is, after you are sure the
grapevines and invasive plants are controlled, to release established good quality oak in both the
reproduction and the pole-size over story trees, along with good quality Black Cherry and Black
Walnut when found. This will help in keeping a component of oak in the stand. If the climax
species are just getting started to show up you may want to eliminate them to keep the site
available for the mid-succession species. Where Sugar Maple and American Beech has become
the main component of the stand; manage for them rather than trying to reverse them back to
mid-succession. Promote the Sugar Maple and American Beech in the stream buffer areas for
wildlife, unless they are interfering with a more valuable species such as Black Walnut, Black
Cherry, White Oak, or Red Oak.

Timber production is practical and possible for this property. Portions of the woodlands are
stocked with a variety of marketable timber species that can produce valuable wood products
now and into the future. Timber stand improvement (TSI) management practices such as
grapevine and shrub, such as spicebush, control, cull tree & undesirable hardwood species,
especially American beech and ironwood, control invasives, and crop tree release will certainly
enhance the quality and value of your timber resources over time, and are important tasks to
implement in order to maximize the timber potential in your woodland. Quality potential is good,
especially with more grapevine and cull tree control implemented.

Wildlife – a general description of the wildlife habitat quality and potential:
Your forestland provides habitat for wildlife, including mammals, birds, and amphibians. Many
of the tree species are used by this wildlife for food, cover and nesting sites. Some of the more
valuable wildlife food trees species include oaks, beech, cherry, dogwood and hickory. Many
other tree species are critically important to certain species of wildlife.
Your property has Autumn Olive and Bush Honeysuckle, which were originally introduced into
our ecosystem for food and cover for wildlife. Researchers have discovered the food they
provide has little to no nutritional value for wildlife and they are spreading aggressively. They
are now considered invasive and need to be eliminated from the sites.
Cover, food and water are all necessary to attract wildlife. Different species use different cover
types, and maintaining a diversity of cover is key to attracting a wide variety of wildlife. A
mixture of sapling areas, pole areas and sawtimber areas will help meet the need for habitat
diversity. Small openings in the forest and/or open areas along woodland roads help provide
areas for birds and their young to come and catch insects. Openings can also be seeded to grass
and clover mixes to provide an additional variety of food. All this is accomplished with forest
management activities.
Please note all habitats don’t necessarily have to be present on your property…your neighbor’s
land may offer a habitat type different from what is available at your forest. You can extend
habitat benefits using complimentary cover types beyond your boundaries…the wildlife don’t
mind.
Water - a general description of the water resources on the property:
Poland Municipal Forest is in the main floodplain of the Yellow Creek, which can be protected
by proper buffering, following the labels on herbicides, and by using good Best Management
Practices. Mainly keep all access trails/roads on the elevated sites where possible and if an access
trail/road needs to cross a waterway use an appropriate size culvert installed properly as
explained in the Best Management Practices publication provided on the CD library or a bridge.
Trails/ roads crossing through a low wetland a boardwalk should be constructed to minimize
negative impacts from recreation and forest management activities on the sensitive wetland
areas. The impact on the water resources off the property will not be a problem.

Best Management Practices – maintaining the integrity and productivity of woodland sites:
Basic protection measures used to guard your forest soils against problems related to
soil/site limitations and equipment usage - rutting, excessive disturbance and
compaction, erosion, and sedimentation - are commonly referred to as Best
Management Practices (BMP'S). One very easy BMP landowners may use is simply to
limit heavy equipment access to dry weather periods. Hilly to steeply sloped terrain is
more subject to site disturbance and subsequent soil erosion and sedimentation. Forest
management often may still be accomplished on these steep areas with the use of
BMP's. Even when the forest terrain is nearly level to gently rolling, and where slope
does not present a hindrance to access for management activities, it is important to keep
the trails up away from the small drainages where possible. This helps protect water
quality by providing a buffer strip of undisturbed soil and leaf litter where any
sediment can be trapped before reaching the drainage, if some should get washed off
the path. During timber harvest activities, follow the Best Management Practices
outlined in the Ohio State University Bulletin #916 – BMPs for Erosion Control for
Logging Practices in Ohio. This booklet is available online at
www.ohiodnr.gov/forestry/ or at your local Division of Forestry office. Practically
speaking, the use of BMP’s to prevent soil loss is a sound agricultural practice that helps
maintain site & timber productivity . Also, implementing BMP’s helps you comply
with Ohio’s Agricultural Pollution Abatement Law (HB 88) standards for Silvicultural
Operations.

Forest Health –:
Generally your woodland shows good overall health and vigor. Three problems were noted
during the woodland review:
- The invasive plants Bush Honeysuckle, Autumn Olive, Privet, Japanese
Barberry, Burning Bush, Phragmites, and Garlic Mustard were found,
which you should plan to control.
- Control of the grapevines
Invasive plants are herbs, vines, shrubs, or trees which, having been introduced into this country
from other parts of the world, can negatively affect your forest community by out competing the
natural vegetation. This can and will impact the future health and production of your forest.
Below are general rules to consider when dealing with invasive plants:
-You must control the invasive plants prior to doing management work in your woods. Invasive
plants are drawn to openings/holes created in the woods; whether naturally or man caused.
- Determine the source of the infestation. If it were coming from a neighbor’s property,
controlling the invasive plants in your woods would be useless. The neighbor’s plants would
continue to seed in your property. Eliminate the source by working with the adjacent property
owner to control the neighbor’s invasive plants at the same time.
- When an opening has been created, make sure they are filled in immediately with preferred
plants.
- Control the invasive plants before they seed to prevent the population from getting too large
and more difficult and expensive to eliminate.
- Controlling the invasive plants may require several types of treatments and multiple
applications.
The emerald ash borer is an invasive insect from Asia that only attacks ash trees. The larvae eat
the living tissue of ash trees just underneath the bark. With a large enough infestation, this
process essentially chokes off the flow of water and nutrients within the tree which leads to the
tree’s mortality. This insect can spread naturally from tree to tree, as well as artificially through
the movement of ash material such as firewood. You can reduce the risk of losses by gradually
reducing the ash component of your woodlot. When doing a forest thinning or a crop tree release,
if you have a choice between an ash and another desirable species, you may choose to cut the ash
and let the other species grow. By gradually doing this ash reduction throughout your woods,
you can avoid any serious impact on your woods if the emerald ash borer does eventually get
there.The best thing you can do now is to stay informed. The following websites should be
checked periodically for the most up to date information on the emerald ash borer:
http://www.agri.ohio.gov/eab/
http://www.emeraldashborer.info/ /
http://ashalert.osu.edu/ /
http://www.ohiodnr.com/forestry/health/eab/tabid/5205/Default.aspx

A concern for the Sugar Maple is the Asian Longhorn Beetle, which has only been found in
Clermont County so far. The following websites should be checked periodically for the most up
to date information on the Asian Lonhorn beetle:
http://www.agri.ohio.gov/topnews/asianbeetle/
http://asianlonghornedbeetle.com/where-is-it/ohio/
A major insect pest that is a potential threat for the oaks in your woods is the European Gypsy
Moth. The following websites should be checked periodically for the most up to date information
on the European Gypsy Moth:
http://www.agri.ohio.gov/divs/plant/gypsy/gypsy-index.aspx
http://www.fs.fed.us/ne/morgantown/4557/gmoth/
Gypsy Moth in Ohio Landscapes, HYG-2173-98 - Ohioline
Recently a new disease pest is beginning to threaten the Black Walnut species in Ohio, the
Thousand Canker Disease, which is caried by the Walnut Twig Beetle. The following websites
should be checked periodically for the most up to date information on the gypsy moth:
http://www.thousandcankers.com/state-info.php?state=Ohio
http://ohioline.osu.edu/hyg-fact/3000/pdf/HYG_3313_13.pdf
Wetlands :
There are no designated wetlands on the property.
Threatened & Endangered Species:
Specific information on threatened or endangered species may be obtained by contacting the
Ohio Department of Natural Resources Division of Wildlife directly to access the "Ohio
Biodiversity Database":
ODNR - Division of Wildlife
2045 Morse Road, Bldg. G-3,
Columbus, OH 43229-6693
Phone: (614) 265-6452

Archeological/Historical Resources:
Historical and cultural resources are nonrenewable and can never be replaced once destroyed.
These resources provide us a unique glimpse into the past and a look at the people and how they
cared for the land. Good stewardship involves recognizing these resources and protecting them.
These resources should be conserved whenever possible when they are present on the property.

Recreation:
Each forest has a unique history and character…and this continues to build under your
stewardship. This forest could be used for picnicking or wildlife watching. Many landowners
find enjoyment in doing improvement work in their woods. Others find pleasure in watching the
birds. Some folks gain gourmet foods from the woods, gathering fruits, nuts, or wild mushrooms.
Flowering trees like dogwood, redbud and serviceberry, whenever present, add to the beauty of
the forest. Maintaining some trails will improve access and your opportunities for use of the
area. A walk in the forest provides a time of learning but it can also be a time to relax. The
woodlands can be a quiet place of solitude after a busy day at work, or anytime for that matter.
There are access trails on your property which may be used for recreation. It is important for the
integrity of the trails and the productivity of the forest sites that they are properly located and
Best Management Practices are used to prevent damage to sensitive ecosystems. Too many trails
can negatively reduce the sustainability and production of you forest. Planning your trail/road
system can reduce the amount of trails/roads, which reduces the impact on the growing sites, and
provides trails/roads that are easier to maintain and more available throughout the year (also
easier on equipment). Several considerations need to be given as far as location: 1. Minimize the
construction of trails/roads in the low wetland sites; if crossing is necessary, construct the
crossing at the narrowest wetland areas using methods that minimize the disturbance to the site
such as an elevated boardwalk. 2. Avoid wet pools when locating a trail. 3. Keep the trails/roads
out of the 50 feet buffer along stream channels. This will provide a good trail system for
recreational experience and also good access to make forest management easier while all the
time lessening the impact on the resources..
Aesthetics:
Forest aesthetics is often associated with older, more mature forests. However, it also has been
said that beauty is in the eye of the beholder. Many folks enjoy mature forests with big
trees…yet other folks find beauty in a young forest vibrant with the songs of early succesional
forest songbirds, or where they can take their favorite bird dog for an autumn hunt for ruffed
grouse. Forest stewardship management addresses these and other various aesthetic tastes, and
may weigh in visual goals of the neighbors. When you are weighing aesthetic goals, consider as
a "group" 1) visual aesthetics, 2) the aesthetics of a dynamic functioning forest ecosystem, and 3)
the particular wildlife species you hope to encourage at your property.
Other Resources:
Associated forest resources vary somewhat from forest to forest, but typically include a variety
of herbaceous plants present within the woodlands or old fields within a property. Spring,
summer, and fall wild flowers provide non-timber benefits to anyone who takes the time to enjoy
the blossoms. Along with the flowers, there is a vast array of insect life – pleasant and
sometimes unpleasant – that is essential to good ecosystem function. Native and non-native
honey bees and butterflies are examples of beneficial insects. Medicinal shrubs and herbs and
maple syrup are more examples of other beneficial forest resources.

Fire – identify hazards, fire breaks, safety zones, note dead trees from insects or disease, etc.:
Properties and homes in Ohio are not immune to the risks of fire and fire-related damage. Spring
and fall are Ohio's main "fire seasons". A step one may take to protect one's forest is to have a
system of paths that may double as fire breaks. For the home site, maintain good access for fire
vehicles, create a defensible space around your home and outbuildings by removing flammable
materials such brush, leaves, sticks, and twigs; remove these from roofs and gutters too.
Landscape around buildings with less flammable plants and materials, avoid evergreens by or
near the home, keep an outdoor water source, and avoid outdoor burning. For more information
on outdoor fire safety and fire safety around your home, Firewise brochures are available from
the Ohio Division of Forestry (toll-free 877-247-8733) or visit http://www.firewise.org. You
may also contact your local fire department with questions about Firewise and home safety
regarding wildfire.
Fire, continued…
Ohio Fire Laws: ORC 1503.18 regarding kindled fires prohibits outdoor open burning statewide
in unincorporated areas during the months of March, April, May, October, and November
between the hours of 6:00 am and 6:00 pm. ORC 1503.18 is administered by the Ohio Division
of Forestry; call toll-free 877-247-8733 with questions. OAC 3745.19 regarding outdoor burning
is administered by the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (EPA); EPA notification is
required for many types of open burns in Ohio. Call 614-644-2270 with questions, or visit
http://www.epa.ohio.gov/dapc/general/openburning.aspx.

Carbon Cycle – Healthy, sustainably managed forests can help to reduce atmospheric carbon:
When you as a forest landowner choose to maintain your forest land rather than convert it a nonforest use, you are making a significant contribution to the carbon sequestration equation; a
healthy forests sequester carbon. Forest landowners that hold an interest or focus upon the
carbon cycle have opportunities to enhance carbon sequestration on the property by conducting
various silvicultural practices that enhance the forest's ability to sequester carbon, and by reestablishing woodlands on non-forested land. Active forest managers may find opportunities for
carbon trading and participation in ecosystem service markets. For further information about
carbon sequestration, forestry, and carbon markets there are many organizations that offer carbon
credits to individual consumers, families, companies, etc. A few examples of "over-the-counter"
market organizations are Native Energy (http://www.nativeenergy.com/) and Terrapass
(http://www.terrapass.com/). Reference to these listed sites does not include an
endorsement.

Forestry Terms:
Consistent forestry terminology is essential to anyone interested and involved in the science,
management, and conservation of forests. The Society of American Foresters (SAF) offers a
great resource for such forestry terminology: “The Dictionary of Forestry”. This dictionary is
an excellent tool available for anyone to learn more about the language used in forestry. The
dictionary provides precision, clarity, and consistency in communication of forestry terms. You
may access “The Dictionary of Forestry” for free at SAF at
http://www.dictionaryofforestry.org/. If internet access is not available, one may
purchase a printed version from Society of American Foresters (toll free 866-897-8760).
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Number

Forest
Stewardship
Terminology

S

tewardship draws on various
disciplines—including ecology,
forestry, wildlife biology, and even
recreation. Some of the terms used
in discussions of forest stewardship
may be unfamiliar to you. The
following descriptions will help
you better understand forest
stewardship practices and aid in
communications between you and
natural resource managers. As you
work with resource professionals
in managing your land, you will
gain a deeper understanding and
appreciation of the forest resource
and its complexity.

1

Advanced regeneration—seedlings

or saplings present in the understory
before harvesting mature trees in the
overstory.

Aesthetics—forest value, rooted

in beauty and visual appreciation,
affording inspiration, contributing
to the arts, and providing a special
quality of life.

Afforestation—the establishment of
forest trees by planting or seeding an
area not previously forested.

Best management practices
(BMPs)—practices recommended by

Buffer strips—forestland left relatively undisturbed to lessen visual
or environmental impacts of timber
harvesting, usually along a road or
waterway.

Biological diversity—the variety of

Canopy—the upper level of a forest,
consisting of branches and leaves of
taller trees. A canopy is complete (or
has 100 percent cover) if the ground
is completely hidden when viewed
from above the trees.

agencies or organizations to control
pollution and erosion off a harvested
site.
plants and animals, the communities
they form, and the ecological functions they perform at the genetic,
stand, landscape, and regional levels.
Biological maturity—the point in the

Agroforestry—a cultivation

life cycle of a tree at which there is no
net biomass accumulation; the stage
before decline when annual growth
is offset by breakage and decay.

Allegheny hardwood type—a por-

Biological simplification—the
reduction of biological diversity
that results from altering the environment in ways that favor, either
directly (e.g., through management)
or indirectly (e.g., through pollution),
certain species over many others.

system combining agriculture and
forestry where trees and crops are
interplanted; not common to
Pennsylvania.

tion of the northern hardwood forest
in Pennsylvania, of which black
cherry, white ash, and tulip poplar
are major components.

Area sensitive species—plants or

animals with very specific habitat
requirements that are susceptible
to population decline when their
habitat is altered.

Aspect—the orientation of a slope
with respect to the compass; the
direction toward which a slope faces;
north facing slopes are generally
cooler than south facing slopes.
Basal area—a measurement of the

cross-sectional area of a tree trunk
in square feet at breast height. Basal
area (BA) of a forest stand is the sum
of the basal areas of the individual
trees, and is reported as BA per acre.

Carrying capacity—the maximum
amount of animal or plant life that
a particular forest environment
can support indefinitely without
ecosystem degradation, given the
limitations of food, shelter, competition, predation, and other available
resources; usually expressed in terms
of an individual species.
Clearcutting—a harvesting and

organisms in a particular population,
sample, or area; biomass production
may be used as an expression of site
quality. Biomass is also defined as a
wood product, usually in the form of
wood chips, for energy production.

regeneration technique that removes
all the trees, regardless of size, on an
area in one operation. Clearcutting
is most often used with species like
aspen or black cherry, which require
full sunlight to reproduce and grow
well, or to create specific habitat for
certain wildlife species. Clearcutting
produces an even-aged forest stand.

Biome—the largest ecological

Commercial forestland—see

Biomass—the total weight of all

unit, distinguished by an extensive
complex of terrestrial communities,
corresponding to a particular climatic zone or region, and associated
with an environmental region such
as the northern coniferous forest,
the Great Plains, the tundra, or as in
Pennsylvania, the eastern temperate
hardwood biome.

Board foot—a unit of wood 1 inch

thick, 12 inches long, and 12 inches
wide. One board foot contains 144
cubic inches of wood.

Bole—the main trunk of a tree.
Browse—portions of woody plants
including twigs, shoots, and leaves
used as food by such animals as deer.

timberland.

Community—a collection of living

organisms in a defined area that
function together in an organized
system through which energy, nutrients, and water cycle.

Conservation—the wise use and
management of natural resources to
ensure its existence and function in
perpetuity.
Consumptive activities—forest uses
which involve the removal of something from the site (hunting, fishing,
timber harvesting). Non-consumptive activities include hiking, bird
watching, and nature study.

Basal area

Clearcutting
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Corridor—a strip of wildlife habitat,
unique from the landscape on either
side of it, that links one isolated
ecosystem “island” (e.g., forest fragment) to another. Corridors allow
certain species access to isolated
habitat areas, which consequently
contributes to the genetic health of
the populations involved.

canopy

bole
Crown classes

Covert—a geographic unit of cover

for wildlife (usually game); for
example, a thicket or underbrush
sheltering grouse or deer.

Crop tree—a term traditionally
reserved to describe a tree of a commercially desirable species, with the
potential to grow straight, tall, and
vigorously. However, a crop tree
can be one selected for nontimber
purposes (varying with landowner
objectives), such as mast production
or den tree potential.
Crown class—an evaluation of an

individual tree’s crown in relation
to its position in the canopy and the
amount of full sunlight it receives.
The four recognized categories are:
dominant (D), codominant (C),
intermediate (I), and overtopped or
suppressed (S). (See figure above.)

ing practices in ecologically sensitive
areas, such as tropical rainforests.
Den tree—a tree with cavities in
which birds, mammals, or insects
such as bees may nest (also known as
cavity tree).
Diameter at breast height (dbh)—
the diameter of the tree measured
at 4.5 feet above ground level. The
abbreviation generally is written
without capital letters and without
periods.
Diameter-limit cut—a timber har-

vesting treatment in which all trees
over a specified diameter may be cut.
Diameter-limit cuts often result in
high-grading.

dbh—see diameter at breast height.

Disturbance—a natural or humaninduced environmental change
that alters one or more of the floral,
faunal, and microbial communities
within an ecosystem. Timber harvesting is the most common human
disturbance. Windstorms and fire are
examples of natural disturbance.

Deforestation—the unintentional or

Easement—the transfer of rights

Cull—a tree of such poor quality that

it has no merchantable value in terms
of the product being cut. However, a
timber cull tree may have value for
wildlife or aesthetics.

intentional conversion of land use
from forest to nonforest. Associated
with nonrenewable timber harvest-

of an individual tree or stand falls
below a desired alternative rate of
return.
Ecosystem—a natural unit com-

prised of living organisms and their
interactions with their environment,
including the circulation, transformation, and accumulation of energy and
matter.

Ecotype—a genetic subdivision of a

species resulting from the selective
action of a particular environment
and showing adaptation to that
environment. Ecotypes may be geographic, climatic, elevational, or soil
related. Red maples and northern red
oaks are both adapted to moist soils,
but can also be found on drier sites
where the genetic difference is their
enhanced ability to retain water.

Edge—the boundary between open
land and woodland or between any
two distinct ecological communities.

(usually development) associated
with the land to a conservancy or
public agency through purchase
or donation. Easements are
used as a conservation tool to
retain the natural resources on
land and reduce its likelihood
to be used in undesirable
ways.
Ecology—the study of interac-

dbh

tions between living organisms
and their environment.

Economic maturity—the point in

the life cycle of a tree or stand when
harvesting can be be most profitable,
i.e., when the rate of value increase

Den tree
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Genotype—growth or development
characteristics dependent on genetic
information. The genetic constitution
of an organism or a species in contrast to its observable characteristics.
Girdling—a method of killing

Even-aged stand

This transition area between environments provides valuable wildlife
habitat for some species, but can be
problematic for sensitive species, due
to increased predation and parasitism.
Emergent wetlands—a class of wetland dominated by grasses, sedges,
rushes, forbs, and other rooted,
water-loving (possibly broad-leaved)
herbaceous plants that emerge from
the water or soil surface; marshes are
an example.
Endangered species—species in
danger of extinction throughout all
or a significant part of their range.
Protection mandated by the United
States Endangered Species Act, 1973.
Epicormic branching—branching

lation decline when interior forest
habitat is fragmented or disturbed.
Forest inventory—the survey of a

forest landowner’s property. Inventories are conducted by sampling plots
to estimate average conditions across
forest stands. The summation of
stand data represents the inventory.
(See stand analysis.)

Forest recovery—the complex

natural process by which floral,
faunal, and microbial communities
respond to disturbance in the forest
ecosystem. More resilient ecosystems respond rapidly to disturbance,
returning to the pre-disturbance
ecological state within a relatively
short time period (perhaps decades
as opposed to centuries).

that occurs on the tree trunk after
other branches have developed higher; usually occurs from drastically
modified environmental conditions,
such as increased sunlight.

and use of forest resources to ensure
their health and productivity for
years to come.

Even-aged stand—a group of trees

Forest types—associations of tree

that do not differ in age by more than
10 to 20 years or by 20 percent of the
rotation age.

Extirpation—the eradication of a

species from a portion of its natural
range.

Forest—a biological community

dominated by trees and other woody
plants.

Forest health—the condition of a
forest, taking into consideration its
age, structure, vigor, and the presence of insects and diseases.
Forest interior dependent
species—animal species that depend

upon extensive areas of continuous,
unbroken forest habitat to live and
reproduce, and are susceptible to
higher rates of predation and popu4

Forest stewardship—the wise care

unwanted trees by cutting through the living
tissues around the bole.
Can be used instead of
cutting to prevent felling damage to nearby
trees. Girdled trees can
provide cavities and
dead wood for wildlife
and insects.

Girdling

Guild—species similar in their habitat needs as well as their response to
habitat changes (e.g., ovenbird and
woodthrush). One species in a guild
is often used to represent the others when developing a stewardship
management plan.
Habitat—the geographically defined

area where environmental conditions
(e.g., climate, topography, etc.) meet
the life needs (e.g., food, shelter,
etc.) of an organism, population, or
community.

Harvesting—the process of cutting,
removing, and processing trees from
the forest.
High-grading—a type of timber

species that commonly occur because
of similar ecological requirements.
Pennsylvania’s three major forest
types are oak-hickory, northern hardwoods, and Allegheny hardwoods.

harvesting in which larger trees of
commercially valuable species are
removed with little regard for the
quality, quantity, or distribution of
trees and regeneration left on the site;
often results when a diameter-limit
harvest is imposed.

Forested wetland—an area charac-

Horizontal structure—the spatial

terized by woody vegetation over 20
feet tall where soil is at least periodically saturated with or covered by
water.

Fragmentation—the segmentation
of a large tract or contiguous tracts
of forest to smaller patches, often
isolated from each other by nonforest
habitat. Results from the collective
impact of residential and commercial
development, highway and utility
construction, and other piecemeal
land use changes.

arrangement of plant communities; a
complex horizontal structure is characterized by diverse plant communities within a given geographic unit.

Improvement cut—any cutting
treatment used to alter species composition and tree spacing to realize
ownership objectives. Thinning is a
type of improvement cut.
Indicator species—species with
such specialized ecological needs
that they can be used for assessing
the quality, condition, or extent of

an ecosystem on the basis of their
presence and density, or the accumulation and effect of materials in their
tissues.

Niche—the physical and functional
location of an organism within an
ecosystem; where a living thing is
found and what it does there.

Private forestland (PFL)—forestland

Interfering plants—competing

Nonindustrial private forestland
(NIPF)—see private forestland.

Rare species—species which exist
only in one or a few restricted geographic areas or habitats or occur in
low numbers over a relatively broad
area.

plants that interfere with the germination and growth of desirable seedlings by casting dense shade across
the forest floor.

Land ethic—the principles and values guiding our use and treatment of
the land. Forest stewardship is a land
ethic. (See forest stewardship.)
Logger—the professional hired to
harvest trees from the forest.
Management plan—a document

prepared by natural resource professionals to guide and direct the use
and management of a forest property.
It consists of inventory data and prescribed activities designed to meet
ownership objectives.

Mast—all fruits of trees and shrubs

used as food for wildlife. Hard mast
includes nutlike fruits such as acorns,
beechnuts, and chestnuts. Soft mast
includes the fleshy fruits of black
cherry, dogwood, and serviceberry.

Maturity—see economic maturity and
biological maturity.
Microsite—the environment at a
small, localized area; includes biotic,
climatic, topographic, and soil conditions at the specific site.
Multiple use and value—a conceptual basis for managing a forest area
to yield more than one use or value
simultaneously. Common uses and
values include aesthetics, water,
wildlife, recreation, and timber.

Nonrenewable resource—a natural-

ly occurring resource whose quantity
is diminished by use.

Old-growth—forests that approxi-

mate the structure, composition, and
functions of native forests prior to
European settlement. They vary by
forest type, but generally include
more large trees, canopy layers,
standing snags, native species, and
dead organic matter than do young
or intensively managed forests.

Patch—a small area of a particular
ecological community surrounded
by distinctly different ecological
communities, such as a forest stand
surrounded by agricultural lands
or a small opening surrounded by
forestland.
Patch dynamics—the process of
recolonization by plant and wildlife
species following the creation of a
patch. Small patches and ones close
to a source of plant and animal species will be recolonized faster than
larger, more isolated patches.
Phenotype—outward appearance
or physical attributes of an organism
resulting from both the effects of the
environment and genetic makeup.
Pole stand—a stand of trees with
dbh ranging from 5 to 9 inches.
Population—a group of individuals

owned by a private individual,
group, or corporation not involved in
wood processing.

Reforestation—the re-establishment

of forest cover by natural or artificial
means on areas recently supporting
forest cover.

Regeneration—the replacement
of one forest stand by another as a
result of natural seeding, sprouting, planting, or other methods; also
young trees which will develop into
the future forest.
Regeneration cut—a timber harvest

designed to promote and enhance
natural establishment of trees. Evenaged stands are perpetuated by three
types of regeneration cuts: seed
tree, shelterwood, and clearcutting.
Uneven-aged stands are perpetuated by selecting individual or small
groups of trees for removal (e.g., the
selection system).

Release—removal of overtopping
trees to allow understory or overtopped trees to grow in response to
increased light.
Renewable resource—a naturally
occurring resource that is not reduced in quantity and ability for
future use as a result of current use.
Renewal—growth of a new forest

plant community.

of one plant or animal taxon (species,
subspecies, or variety).

Residual stand—trees remaining
following any cutting operation.

specially trained and educated natural resources managers who work
with landowners and the land to
achieve sustainable goals from wildlife to harvesting and regeneration.

Precommercial thinning—the

Neotropical birds—birds that breed

Preservation—a management phi-

Riparian zone—an area adjoining
a body of water, normally having
soils and vegetation characteristic of
floodplains or areas transitional to
upland zones. These areas help protect the water by removing or buffering the effects of excessive nutrients,
sediments, organic matter, pesticides,
or pollutants.

Natural resources professionals—

in the northern hemisphere during
summer months, and winter in tropical regions (e.g., woodthrush or barn
swallows). One-third of Pennsylvania’s breeding birds are neo-tropical
migrants.

removal of trees (sapling to pole
stage) to concentrate growth on
desired trees; usually does not
generate financial return.
losophy or goal which seeks to protect indigenous ecosystem structure,
function, and integrity from human
impacts. Management activities are
generally excluded from “preserved”
forests.

Rotation—the planned time interval

between regeneration cuts in a forest.
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Salvage cut—the removal
of dead, damaged, or diseased trees with the intent
of recovering value prior
to deterioration.

Skid trail—trails used infrequently
Shelterwood

Slash—branches, tops, and cull trees

left on the ground following a harvest. Although some of this material
can be used for firewood, slash may
be arranged in brush piles to provide
wildlife cover. Left scattered, slash
can protect seedlings and sprouts
from deer browsing and reduce soil
erosion.

Sapling—a small tree,
usually defined as being
between 2 and 4 inches
dbh.
Sawlog—a log large
enough to yield lumber.
Usually the small end of a sawlog
must be at least 6 to 8 inches in
diameter for softwoods and 10 to 12
inches for hardwoods.

Selective cut—a timber harvesting
treatment in which the largest, most
valuable trees are removed. Selective
cuts often result in high-grading.

Second growth—the forests re-

Shelterwood—a regeneration cut

established following the removal of
virgin (i.e., previously unharvested)
or old-growth stands. Most of Pennsylvania’s forests are either second
or third growth.

Seed tree cut—a regeneration cut
where mature trees are left standing
in a harvested area to provide seed
for regeneration of the cut-over site.

designed to stimulate reproduction
by removing all overstory trees. This
is achieved by a series of cuts over
several years. Gradual reduction of
stand density protects understory
trees and provides a seed source for
stand regeneration.

Silviculture—the art, science, and
practice of establishing, tending, and
reproducing forest stands.

Seedling—a young tree originating
from seed that is less than 4 feet tall
and smaller than 2 inches in diameter
at ground level.
Selection cut—a regeneration cut
designed to create and perpetuate
an uneven-aged forest. Trees may be
removed singly or in small groups. A
well-designed selection cut removes
trees of lesser quality and trees in all
diameter classes along with merchantable and mature high-quality
sawlog trees. Should be differentiated from “select” or “selective” cuts,
which often equate to high-grading.
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Snag—a standing dead tree with few

branches, or the standing portion of
a broken-off tree. Snags may provide
feeding and/or nesting sites for
wildlife.

Species—a subordinate classifica-

tion to a genus; reproductively isolated organisms that have common
characteristics, such as eastern white
pine or white-tailed deer.

Species richness—the number of
species present in a community or a
defined area.
Spring seep—a class of wetland

climatic, topographic, and soil conditions of an area; the environment at a
location.

created by groundwater emerging
on lower slopes in small pools surrounded by vegetation. These create
snow-free zones critical for wildlife
feeding during winter.

Site quality—the inherent productive
capacity of a specific location (site) in
the forest affected by available growth
factors (light, heat, water, nutrients,
anchorage); often expressed as tree
height at a given age.

Stand—a grouping of vegetation
sufficiently uniform in species
composition, age, and condition to
be distinguished from surrounding
vegetation types and managed as a
single unit.

Skid road—roads incorporating

Stand analysis—the inventory

Site—the combination of biotic,

Seed tree cut

to drag logs to skid roads.

water control and erosion structures
designed for frequent use by skidding equipment.

of stands by species composition,
average diameter, basal area, crown
closure, regeneration, interfering

Stand

Uneven-aged stand

plants, and tree quality to establish
a baseline for silvicultural prescriptions. Stand analysis should occur
before harvesting takes place.
Stewardship plan—a guide pre-

pared by an approved natural
resources professional that tells
landowners what their resources
are, what conditions they are in,
and what can be done to help them
achieve their goals.
Stream management zones—areas

adjacent to waterbodies where unique
management strategies are applied
to protect water quality and maintain
stream temperature through shading.
Zone width is normally 50 feet, but
varies according to site.
Stumpage—the commercial value of
standing trees.
Succession—the natural series of

replacements of one plant community (and the associated fauna) by
another over time and in the absence
of disturbance.

Sustainability—caring for the water

Timber cruise—the process of

Sustained yield—historically, a

Timberland—forestland producing or capable of producing crops
of industrial wood (more than 20
cubic feet per acre per year), and
not withdrawn from timber utilization. Formerly known as commercial
forestland.

Tending—the process of caring for

Timber stand improvement (TSI)—
a combination of intermediate treatments designed to improve growth
and composition of the forest; often
spoken of as TSI.

and wildlife that rely on forests and
working to ensure continuant and
improved health of forest resources
so that future generations receive the
same or increased benefits.
timber management concept in
which the volume of wood removed
is equal to growth within the total
forest. The concept is applicable to
nontimber forest values as well.
the forest in such a way to ensure its
sustainability while advancing the
owner’s objectives.

Thinning—removal of trees to

encourage growth of other selected
individual trees. May be commercial
or precommercial.
Threatened species—a species
likely to become endangered in the
foreseeable future, throughout all or
a significant portion of its range,
unless protected.

estimating the quality, quantity, and
characteristics of trees in a forest.

Tolerance—a characteristic of trees

that describes the relative ability to
thrive with respect to the growth
factors (light, heat, water, nutrients,
anchorage). For instance, a “shadetolerant” species may thrive at low
light levels.

Understory—the smaller vegetation
(shrubs, seedlings, saplings, small

Vertical structure

overstory

understory

herbaceous level
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trees) within a forest stand, occupying the vertical zone between the
overstory and the herbaceous plants
of the forest floor.

Virgin forest—a forest that has never
been harvested or altered by humans.
Watershed—a region or area defined

trees of various ages and sizes
grow-ing together on a site.

by patterns of stream drainage. A
watershed includes all the land from
which a particular stream or river is
supplied.

Urban forestry—the professional

Wetlands—areas which are either

Uneven-aged stand—a group of

management of natural resources
in and around urban areas, including trees and associated vegetation,
wildlife, and open space.
Vernal or autumnal ponds—a class

of wetland characterized by small,
shallow, temporary pools of fresh
water present in spring and fall,
which typically do not support fish
but are very important breeding
grounds for many species of amphibians. Some species completely depend
on such ponds; examples are spring
peepers and mole salamanders.

Vertical structure—the arrangement

of plants in a given community from
the ground (herbaceous and woody
shrubs) into the main forest canopy;
a complex vertical structure is characterized by lush undergrowth and
successive layers of woody vegetation extending into the crowns of
dominant and codominant trees.
(See crown class.)

transitional between land and water
(where the water table is at or near the
land surface) or areas of land which
are covered by shallow water (such
as marshes, swamps, bogs, and fens).
Although only 2 percent of Penn-

sylvania remains as wetlands today,
these areas fulfill an essential role in
our landscapes by maintaining water
quality, stabilizing shores and stream
banks, controlling floods and erosion,
and providing critical habitat to many
plant and animal species.
Wolf tree—a large, excessively

branchy tree which occupies more
space in the forest than surrounding
trees. Wolf trees have high wildlife
and aesthetic value, but little if any
timber value.

Woodland—see forest.

Prepared by Lynnette S. Wimer, graduate assistant in the School of Forest Resources; James C.
Finley, assistant professor of forest resources; Steven B. Jones, associate professor of forest
resources; and Ellen M. O'Donnell, stewarship associate. Revised by Allyson Muth, stewardship associate.
Cover illustration by Doug Pifer. Other illustrations by Nancy Pywell.
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The tree species listed below is a general pattern of succession during forest reversion of
many past disturbed sites in eastern Ohio. There are variations in this process due to
different site conditions. The two primary site factors affecting this successional process
are moisture availability and soil conditions; such as in a frequently flooded area the
species that will survive in that condition will be tolerant to flooding (sycamore).
Early Successional stage
Pioneer tree species (very intolerant):
largetooth aspen
black locust
sassafras
dogwood
hawthorn
crab apple
Mid-successional Stage
Seral tree species (increasing in tolerance as replacement continues):
Primarily:
red maple
ash
black cherry
tulip poplar
As seed is available, other species such as various oaks and hickories.
Climax Stage
Climax tree species (very tolerant):
sugar maple
American beech

OHIO
Forested Buffer Strips
Trees along streams are so
vital to the integrity of streams
in climates like Ohio’s, they are
given the name “forested buffer
strips.” This Ohio Stream Management Guide is designed to
give landowners, land managers and volunteer groups general guidance on the creation,
protection and enhancement of
forest areas along streams.

Guide No. 13

THREATS TO
FORESTED STREAM
BUFFERS

Encroachment — Meandering ribbons of trees often
show up on aerial photos.
Clearing trees has historically
occurred last along streams
and rivers leaving forested riparian strips winding through
farm fields and suburbs. From
a stream management perBENEFITS PROVIDED
spective, we are fortunate that
BY FORESTED
these areas are rough, steep
BUFFER STRIPS
and subject to flooding, making them generally less desirable for intensive land uses.
Streamside forests nurture
However, most forested buffer
Ohio’s streams. The stream
and it’s adjacent land (riparian Figure 1. A forested buffer strip as seen strips only remain today befrom the air.
cause of decisions made indearea) together form the most vipendent of stream benefits.
tal and diverse feature of Ohio’s landscape. Without trees in this land-water transition zone, streams Until the importance of riparian areas is undertypically become wide and shallow, habitat is de- stood, forested buffer strips will be extremely vulnerable to encroachment as adjacent land uses
graded and water quality drops.
become more intense. In fact, a major cause of
Riparian ecosystems with forest vegetation:
• remove pollutants from stream flows during pe- buffer strip loss and stream degradation continues to be encroachment.
riods of over-bank flow;
Overuse — Stream-side areas are often popu• reduce water temperatures by sheltering and
lar recreation areas, but overuse can reduce the
shading;
• provide wildlife habitat and protect and create integrity of the buffer through soil compaction and
vegetation loss. High use can coexist with water
aquatic habitat;
• provide detritus (leaves and woody debris), quality objectives and damage limited by estabwhich is the basic source of energy for the lishing trails and stabilized access points to the
stream. Trails parallel to a stream should be set
stream ecosystem; and
• reduce streambank erosion through the high away from the banks. Provide viewing and lounging access to the stream through branches of trail
durability of tree root mass.
which access the inside of meander bends. This

Figure 2. A forested buffer between a stream and other
land uses

will minimize impacts and leave the critical vegetation on the outside banks undisturbed.
Grazing — Forested buffers are degraded by
livestock. Not only is vegetation and soil damaged on the banks and uplands areas, but livestock trample and degrade the stream channel.
Typical impacts include wide shallow channels with
less cover, less shade, increased nitrates, increased turbidity, compacted soils and poor ground
cover and understory. One Ohio study cited a 40%
reduction in soil loss after livestock were fenced
from a stream.

PROTECTING STEAMSIDE FORESTS
Define the Buffer Strip Width — Riparian areas are definitive land forms. They are transition
zones between channels and uplands where the
land influences the stream and the stream influences the land. It is in this zone that ‘buffer strips’

Active floodplain area

2x bankfull
depth

Bankfull depth

Figure 3. Buffer strip width defined by the active
floodplain
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of forest vegetation have special importance for
the quality of streams. Riparian areas correspond
very well with the active flood plain. The active
floodplain is the area that would become flooded
if stream levels rose above the maximum bankfull
depth (see Figure 3). Estimations of riparian area
boundaries may also be based on floodplains
identified on federal Flood Insurance Rate Maps.
Lastly, county soil survey reports list soils ‘subject to frequent flooding’ which may help delineate some riparian areas.
It is not always feasible to base buffer strip
width on the riparian area. For example, highly
entrenched channels may have a riparian area
hardly wider than the channel itself and in other
places floodplains and riparian areas may be so
extensive that encroachment is inevitable. For
these conditions a generic minimum standard
may be useful. One such standard is based on a
dimension equal to two and one-half times the
bankfull channel width or 50 feet, whichever is
less (see Figure 4). This distance is then measured away from the bankfull channel to arrive at

B or C

B or C
A

A = bankfull width
B = 2.5x bankfull width
C = 50 ft.

Figure 4. Buffer strip width defined by a minimum
standard

the standard buffer width.
Fence livestock from the stream — Stream
fencing is a practice which keeps livestock away
from the stream channel. Stream fencing projects
often include stock tanks and water lines. Assistance for fencing livestock from streams may be
sought through:
• Ohio State University Extension, Grazing Coordinator, 614/ 397-0401.
• USDA-Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), Grazing Coordinator, 614/
653-1559.
• County offices for the NRCS and local Soil &
Water Conservation Districts, listed under
County Government in local phone directories.

Establish a Legal Easement — One of the
best ways to protect riparian areas is to establish
legal easements, also known as conservation
easements. Easements allow you to protect your
streamside forests without giving up ownership.
An easement is a legal agreement that protects a
land’s conservation value by restricting certain
actions which can be taken, even by future owners. Among other things, riparian protection easements can prohibit or restrict timber harvesting,
pesticide spraying and development in the buffer
strip. The landowner may receive or waive compensation. The easement is held by a legally qualified conservation organization (such as a land
trust) or a government agency. Conservation
easements can be tailored for each landowner and
situation, so may differ from property to property.
The following private organizations and public
agencies are among those who can provide you
information or assistance in creating a legal easement:
• The Trust for Public Land, 612/ 338-8494
• American Farmland Trust, 202/ 659-5170
• Land Trust Alliance, 202/ 638-4725
• The Nature Conservancy, 614/ 717-2770
• Ohio Department of Natural Resources, Division of Natural Areas and Preserves, 614/
265-6460
• Ohio Department of Natural Resources, Division of Soil and Water Conservation, 614/
265-6637
• Soil and Water Conservation Districts, listed
under County Government in local phone directories
Erect Visual Barriers — Easements alone are
only lines on paper which have proven to be ineffective against encroachment. One study found
that 90% of easement protected forested buffers
had been encroached upon to some extent, with
45% severely degraded. Visual barriers such as
fences or signs appeared to be most effective at
stopping encroachment.

REFORESTATION METHODS
Allow Natural Regeneration — Simply establishing a preservation area or “no-mow” zone may
be enough to allow natural forest regeneration if
there are some trees nearby to provide a seed

source. This may not work in areas without trees
which have been farmed or have managed turf.
Areas with intrusive species or dense turf may require some site preparation to improve regeneration potential.

Transplant Woody Plants — A number of
sources for trees exist including commercial nurseries, the ODNR Division of Forestry, and compatible sites where you obtain permission to harvest plants. A list of flood tolerant tree species is
found in Guide No. 08,Trees for Ditches. Planting
dormant cuttings such as willow posts and stakes
is discussed in Guide No. 07, Restoring Streambanks with Vegetation.
A combination of tree planting and natural regeneration may be a good choice for certain areas. For example, natural regeneration may be
adequate for the majority of a buffer strip but trees
may need to be planted adjacent to the stream to
expedite streambank stabilization or to restore a
tree canopy over the stream.
Species Selection:
• It is best to use a diverse mix of tree and shrub
species with an emphasis on native species.
• Species should be mixed randomly across the
site.
• In areas of partial shade, use a large proportion of shade-tolerant species.
• Ideally a mix of dominant tree species, understory trees and shrubs, and herbaceous plants
should be planted.
• In open areas, it may be useful to mix hardier
pioneer species (two-thirds) with later successional species (one-third) in recognition of the
difficult environment for new plants.
Pioneer Species

Later Successional
Species

Cottonwood
Box elder
Red maple
Ash (green)
Red osier dogwood
Gray dogwood
Silkey dogwood
Sycamore

Swamp white oak
Pin oak
Black walnut
Silver maple
Hawthorn
Black haw viburnum
Maple leaf viburnum
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Stocking Rates — Common reforestation
stocking rates are 600 -1,000 seedlings per acre
or 500 containerized stock per acre. If planting in
the fall or in high use areas, seedlings are generally not recommended. Seedlings are best planted
after the ground thaws and before April 14.
Soil Preparation — Depending on soil conditions, the site may benefit from pre-planting preparation, including lime and/or fertilizer, and disking
or plowing.
Stabilization — A cover of annual grains such
as wheat, rye or oats at 1 to 1 1/2 bushel per acre
may need to be planted to temporarily stabilize
soil during the establishment period. Perennial
grasses are not recommended because of their
competition with woody vegetation.
Maintenance — Within the first two years,
monitor at least monthly during the spring and summer. Once per month in the fall and winter should
be adequate. On these monitoring visits check the
planted sites for soil moisture, competing vegetation, mulch and pruning needs; maintain as
needed. Fertilizing is not recommended during the
first two years of plant growth.
Competing Vegetation — Competing vegetation is a critical factor to monitor for during the first
two years. Minimize competition from weeds and
grasses through hand weeding where feasible, or
mowing, mulching and use of selected herbicides.
References:
Mecklenburg, Dan, 1996, “Rainwater and Land
Development, Ohio’s Standards for
Stormwater Management, Land Development and Urban Stream Protection,” Ohio
Department of Natural Resources.
Lewis, S., J. Kopec, D. Rice, 1991, “Ohio’s
Streamside Forests: The Vital, Beneficial Resource,” The Ohio Department of Natural Resources, Division of Natural Areas and Preserves.
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Natural Stream Processes
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Streams in their natural state are
dynamic ecosystems that perform
many beneficial functions. Natural
streams and their floodplains convey
water and sediment, temporarily store
excess flood water, filter and entrap
sediment and pollutants in overbank
areas, recharge and discharge groundwater, naturally purify instreamflows,
and provide supportive habitat for diverse plant and animal species. The
stream corridors wherein these beneficial functions occur give definition to the
land and offer “riverscapes” with aesthetic qualities that are attractive to
people.
Human activities that impact stream
ecosystems can and often do cause
problems by impairing stream functions
and beneficial uses of the resource.
Solving stream management problems
requires knowledge and understanding
of the stream’s natural processes, and
since many problems originate beyond
the banks, a watershed approach is
required.
This Ohio Stream Management
Guide provides an overview of the
stream’s natural processes and of the
human impacts on stream ecosystems.
The information provided here can be

WATERSHED
BOUNDARY

used by land managers, watershed
groups, river conservationists, public
agency officials, and others to start a
thoughtful inquiry into the true source
of local stream management problems.
The material contained in this guide
makes evident that the source of many
stream problems is in the watershed,
far from the main stream channel. Landowners, local officials, and others concerned with streams need to work together across property lines and jurisdictional boundaries to find suitable
solutions to stream problems and to
implement practices to protect, restore
and maintain healthy stream ecosystems.

STREAMS ARE
DYNAMIC ECOSYSTEMS
Streams in their natural condition
typically exist in a state of dynamic equilibrium. When a stream is in dynamic
equilibrium, the amount of sediment
delivered to the channel from the watershed is in long-term balance with the
capacity of the stream to transport and
discharge the sediment. A balance also
exists between communities of aquatic
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Flowing water contributes significantly to erosion and the shaping of
land masses. During the evolution of a
landscape, stream characteristics develop including: drainage density,
stream order, and longitudinal profile
(Figure 1). Erosion in watersheds unaffected by human disturbances takes
place at geologic rates. During any
given year, the majority of waterborne
sediment is redeposited within the wa-
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organisms inhabiting a stream and the
biochemical processes that recycle nutrients from natural pollution sources,
to purifying the water. The natural
stream tends to maintain itself through
the flushing flows of annual floods that
clear the channel of accumulated sediments, debris, and encroaching vegetation. Extreme floods may severely disrupt the stream on occasion, but the
natural balance of the stream ecosystem is restored rapidly when it is in a
state of dynamic equilibrium.
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Figure 1. Drainage Basin and Longitudinal Profile Along Stream
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Figure 5. Cross Sections of Natural Channels Showing Velocity
Distributions
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centrifugal force (Figure 5). This redistribution of velocity and energy is an
essential part of meandering.
Streamflow involves expenditure of
energy wherein potential energy of the
water due to position and force of gravity is converted to kinetic energy of
motion. The energy equation expresses
the relationship between the elevation
head, velocity head and energy
disipation required to move water and
sediment. Energy dissipation include
those due to friction and expansion or
contraction of flow. Dissipation of energy by friction is determined by applying the Manning equation. Simultaneous solution of the continuity equation, energy equation and Manning
equation allows for calculation of water surface profiles and average velocities of flow (Figure 6).
Flow disturbances caused by channel obstructions, sinuosity, and channel roughness, create different forms
of large-scale turbulence that are important because of their connection to
channel erosion and sediment transport processes. All forms of turbulence
originate with boundary roughness, the
most important being sinuosity and alternation of pools and bars. The
strength of turbulence varies with
stream stage, increasing with each rising stage to a peak when streams develop maximum energy. Forms of largescale turbulence include: rhythmic
surges, bottom rollers, bank eddies,
vortex action, transverse oscillation,
helicoidal flow, standing waves, sand
ripple waves, and antidunes.
Boils are a form of large-scale turbulence that play a significant role in
the bank caving process. Boils develop
when streamflow encounters obstruc-
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where: n = Manning’s roughness coefficient, R = hydraulic radius
P = wetted perimeter, and S = friction slope
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Figure 6. Stream Channel Profile: Slope Relationships for Gradually
Varied Flow
tions or irregularities along the stream
bed causing water to surge vertically
to the surface. Stream bed material
adjacent to banks may be moved upward into the current by boils causing
deepening of the channel bed and increasing bank height. This leads to instability and slumping of banks when
flow recedes, thus removing hydrostatic
support from the bank (Figure 7).

Scouring of streambanks by fast moving water can cause “pop-outs” and
slab-type failures of material from near
vertical banks as well as undercutting
and toppling of streamside trees. Dense
root masses of streamside trees tend
to armor banks against scoring.

PARTIALLY CAVED BANK

TOP OF BANK

BOILS
BOILS

ALLUVIUM
SUSPENDED
SEDIMENT

CHANNEL BOTTOM
DEEPENING

(a) RISING STREAM STAGE,
FOLLOWING A PRECIPITATION EVENT

SLIP
SURFACE
FAILED MATERIAL

EROSION OF FAILED MATERIAL
BY STREAM CURRENT
(b) FALLING STREAM STAGE,
AFTER WATER LEVELS REACH THEIR PEAK

Figure 7. Stream Boil Turbulence Resulting in Bank Failure
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COMPLETE BANK FAILURE
(c) LOW STREAM STAGE,
NORMAL WATER LEVELS RETURN

SEDIMENT LOAD IN
STREAMS
Sediment production in watersheds
is generated by sheet, rill and gully erosion including mass wasting at gully
headcuts. Mass movement of material
by slow, down slope creep and landslides may also contribute to sediment
production. Eroded material that
reaches streams combines with material eroded from channel bed and banks
to create the sediment load—boulders,
cobbles, gravels, sand, silt, and clay
particles. The sediment load, dissolved
minerals, and organic matter in streams
constitutes the total solids load.
Dissolved minerals and suspended
sediment (material kept in suspension
by fluid turbulence) are important factors affecting the water quality of a
stream and often comprise a disproportionately large amount of the total solids load, but it is the bed load sediment
that is of primarily significance for channel stability. Bed load consists of material that is moved by sliding, rolling or
bouncing along the bed. Tractive force
developed by the stream acts in the
direction of flow on the channel bed and
banks, dislodging and moving material
downstream. Calculations can be made
to determine allowable tractive forces
and permissible velocities for stable
channels.
Stream power is the energy expended by the stream in discharging
water and sediment. The more energy
the stream has, the more sediment it
can carry. During floods, when a stream
has higher energy levels, it may erode
the bed and banks of the channel to
balance the energy and sediment load.
Straightening a meandering channel
generally increases stream energy and
the potential for erosion. Over a long
period of time, the majority of sediment

transported by a stream is carried by
the bankfull flows. Stream competence
refers to the sediment load a stream can
carry at bankfull flow.
When flood flows recede, stream
energy is dissipated and sediment is deposited. The deposits are of predictable
form and location such as the point bars
and crossing bars of meandering alluvial streams. These depositional features may undergo considerable disturbance during the passage of floods as
sediment is eroded, transported, and redeposited. In a stable sinuous channel,
straightening of the axis of flow occurs
during floods so that material on crossing bars and point bars may be eroded,
transported and redeposited downstream leaving depositional features
with new material but largely unchanged in form, size, and location (Figure 8).

BASE-FLOW
CHARACTERISTICS OF
STREAMS

During dry weather periods, flow in
natural streams is sustained primarily
by groundwater discharging from
quifers into the channels. These dry
weather flows, or base flows, typically
exhibit the chemical properties of the
groundwater. Streams flowing on bedrock generally have relatively low sustained base flows, whereas streams
formed in glacial outwash material consisting of sands and gravel have relatively high base flows. Streams flowing
across glacial till and along end moraines may receive moderate contributions of groundwater to sustain base
flows from sand and gravel lenses in
the glacial deposits. The natural baseflow regime of many streams is significantly altered by regulation caused by
reservoirs, stream
intakes, well fields,
wastewater treatCONCAVE BANK
ment plants and
POINT BAR ON
other facilities.
CONVEX BANK
A
B
The amount of
B
A
groundwater conTHALWEG
tributing
to
CROSSING BAR
streamflow varies
A - A = MEDIUM TO LOW FLOWS
along the channel
B - B = RISING FLOOD STAGES
and according to
Figure 8. Axis of Main Current Along a Sinuous Channel the hydraulic gradient in the contribut-

ing aquifer. When stream level is below
the bordering groundwater table, a positive gradient exists and groundwater flows
into the stream. If the bordering water
table declines below stream level, seepage may flow from the stream into the
aquifer. Water that seeps into streambanks during passage of floods is referred to as bank storage and returns
relatively quickly to the stream after high
flows recede.
Alluvial floodplains and riparian wetlands are significant groundwater source
areas that are effective in sustaining
streamflows during dry weather periods.
Good sustained base flow is highly beneficial to many forms of aquatic life. It
lessens the impact of water quality problems caused by concentration of pollutants and depletion of dissolved oxygen
during dry weather periods. In addition,
a stream with good base-flow characteristics that ceases flowing during
drought may continue to discharge water along its course through porous bed
material. This subsurface flow is important for survival of many aquatic animals
that normally inhabit the stream bed or
burrow into it during drought.

STREAM ECOLOGY AND
NATURAL PURIFICATION
PROCESSES
Natural streams are dynamic systems that convey, store, and transform
water, sediment, and organic matter.
The transformations involve: physical
processes—aeration, dispersion currents, sedimentation; chemical processes—photosynthesis, metabolism;
and biological processes—biological
flocculation and precipitation that act in
concert to naturally purify the water.
Aerobic purification processes require
free oxygen and are dominant in natural streams, although important anaerobic processes occur as well where free
oxygen is absent.
Organic matter and nutrients in
streams are decomposed and resynthesized through chemical reactions in association with aquatic organisms. The
material is transformed by the cycles of
nitrogen, phosphorus, carbon and sulfur in aerobic decomposition. These processes create biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) that depletes dissolved
oxygen in the water. Reoxygenation is
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effected through aeration, absorption AQUATIC MOLDS, BACTERIA, VIand photosynthesis. Riffles and other RUSES
natural turbulence in streams enhance
• true fungi (phycomycetes, fungi
aeration and oxygen absorption.
imperfecti)
Aquatic plants add oxygen to the water
• bacteria(streptococcus, escherichia
through transpiration. Oxygen produccoli, nitrosomanas, nitrobacter,
tion from photosynthesis of aquatic
beggiatoa)
plants, primarily blue-green algae,
• viruses (poliomyelitis)
slows down or ceases at night creating
a diurnal or daily fluctuation in dissolved
Streams in their natural state tend
oxygen levels in streams. The amount to maintain a dynamic balance between
of dissolved oxygen a stream can re- populations of aquatic organisms and
tain increases as water temperatures available food. The population dynamcool and concentration of dissolved sol- ics of the communities of aquatic orids diminish.
ganisms in stream ecosystems involve:
Fish and other aquatic organisms substrate utilization, the food web, nuthat utilize the dissolved oxygen in wa- trient spiraling, and the growth curve.
ter for respiration
Waste organic submay suffocate if oxy- Streams that are
stances in streams form
gen levels are sethe substrate on which
verely depleted. Ex- physically complex
microorganisms grow
cessive loading of and healthy have a
and become part of the
streams with organic
food web. Growth of mimatter and nutrients relatively high
croorganisms follows
from point and nutrient assimilative
sequent portions of the
nonpoint-source disgrowth curve including:
charges can create capacity, which is
nutriently unrestricted
significant biochemiexponential growth,
needed to maintain
cal oxygen demand
nutriently restricted
and reduce dis- good water quality.
growth, and stationary or
solved oxygen to
declining growth due to
critical levels. Nutrient enrichment of environmental conditions. Population
streams may cause algae to rapidly growth of the microorganisms is a metamultiply, bloom, die and decompose bolic response to food under specific
during low-flow periods resulting in se- stream conditions.
vere oxygen depletion and fish kills.
Nutrients circulate from surface to
Aquatic organisms that inhabit natu- substrate as they flow downstream and
ral streams may be grouped (from Fair, are continuously available to bacteria,
Geyer, and Okun, 1968) as follows:
algae, fungi, invertebrates, fish and
other aquatic organisms. The circulaAQUATIC PLANTS
tion, capture, release and recapture of
• seed bearing plants
nutrients is termed nutrient spiraling.
plants attached to stream bed or
The ability of a stream to assimilate
banks
nutrients and store them in the living
free floating plants (duckweed)
tissue of plants and animals is termed
• mosses and liverworts
its assimilative capacity. Streams that
• ferns and horsetails
are physically complex and healthy
• primitive plants (algae)
have a relatively high nutrient assimilative capacity, which is needed to mainAQUATIC ANIMALS
tain good water quality.
• vertebrates
The quality of water in a stream is
fish
manifest by its physical and chemical
amphibians
properties, and by the composition and
• invertebrates
health of the aquatic organisms that live
mollusks (mussels, snails, slugs)
in the stream. The presence of larvae
arthropods (crustaceans, insects,
of stoneflies, caddisflies, and dragonspiders, mites)
flies, for example, generally indicates
worms
good quality water; whereas, large
protozoa
populations of rat tail maggot, blood
6

worm, and sewage fungus indicate polluted water. Ecological interpretations
can be made based on what associations of organisms should be in the
stream, and recognition of abnormal
numbers, associations, and conditions
of living things. In other words, the condition or health of a stream ecosystem
is reflected by its biological integrity.
Biological integrity has been defined as
“the ability of an aquatic ecosystem to
support and maintain a balanced, integrated, adaptive community of organisms having a species composition, diversity, and functional organization
comparable to that of the natural habitats of the region.” (Karr and Dudley,
1981)
Survival of the many species of organisms found in natural streams depends on the integrity of the water resource. Five principal factors and some
of their important chemical, physical
and biological components that influence and determine the integrity of surface water resources (from Yoder and
Rankin, 1995) are as follows:
FLOW REGIME
precipitation and runoff, high- or lowflow extremes, velocity of flow, groundwater component, land use.
HABITAT STRUCTURE
channel morphology, pool-riffle sequence, bed material, gradient,
instream cover, canopy, substrate, current, sinuosity, siltation, riparian vegetation, channel width/depth ratio,
bank stability.
ENERGY SOURCE
sunlight, organic matter inputs, nutrients, seasonal cycles, primary and
secondary production.
CHEMICAL VARIABLES
dissolved oxygen, temperature, pH,
alkalinity, solubilities, adsorption, nutrients, organics, hardness, turbidity.
BIOTIC FACTORS
reproduction, disease, parasitism,
feeding, predation, competition.
The status of factors determining
the integrity of the stream resource depend in large measure on the condition of riparian zones, floodplains, valleys and watersheds. Vegetated ripar-

ian zones filter overland runoff, trap
sediment, and utilize phosphorus adhering to sediment particles. Groundwater near the surface in riparian
areas creates conditions that support
cyclical transformations of nitrogen,
phosphorus, carbon and sulfur. Denitrification of nitrates is one of these
important transformations. Vegetated
riparian zones, vital to the health of
streams, may nevertheless be overwhelmed by accelerated runoff, sediment, and pollution from mismanaged
watersheds. The health of stream ecosystems and the condition of riparian
zones, floodplains, valleys, and watersheds are interdependent.

HUMAN IMPACTS ON
STREAM SYSTEMS
Planned and unplanned changes in
one or more features of a stream ecosystem by human activity generally triggers additional changes in other stream
features that can disrupt the stream’s
natural processes, impair natural functions and result in loss of beneficial
uses. These negative consequences
are often unanticipated by people in the
watershed community.
Stream systems are impacted by
human activities that make use of
stream resources, and by human occupancy and use of floodplains and
uplands. Impacts can result from direct
disturbance of natural streams through
such things as channelization and point
discharge of pollutants to receiving waters. Impacts may also arise more indirectly through damaging land management practices and nonpoint-source
pollution in watersheds. In many situations, streams are responding in a complex manner to multiple disturbances
and sources of pollution that have occurred over a long period of time.
The most damaging impacts result
from changes in the basic structure and
functioning of the stream ecosystem.
(Doppelt, et al., 1993) These impacts
include the following:
• changes in water quantity and flow
regime by diversions, drainage
projects and land use changes (see
Figure 2);

• modification of channel and riparian
ecosystem morphology by channelization, damming, and removal of
streamside vegetation;
• degradation of chemical water quality by addition of contaminants;
• excessive nonpoint-source pollution
including siltation and nutrient enrichment;
• deterioration of stream substrate
quality and stability;
• destabilization of streambanks and
channel bottom directly by such things
as livestock grazing and instream mining or indirectly by land use changes
and damaging land management practices;
• separation of streams from their normal groundwater table and elimination
of riparian wetlands by dredging and
induced down cutting of streams;
• modification of normal water temperature regime by removal of tree canopy
or alteration of base flow regime;
• introduction of exotic species that disrupt the dynamic balance of the riverine ecosystem.
The cumulative results of damaging human impacts on stream systems
include the following:
• degradation of the physical, chemical and biological integrity of the water
resource;
• reduction of life-supporting complexity and diversity of the riverine ecosystem
• impairment of beneficial functions and
natural stream processes;
• loss of beneficial uses of stream resources, that is, water supply, recreation, fish consumption and aquatic life
uses.

STREAM MANAGEMENT
OBJECTIVES

objective of the Clean Water Act—to
restore and maintain the physical,
chemical and biological integrity of the
water resource and achieve full attainment for designated uses. Achieving
this overall objective will require that attention be given to all of the principal
factors influencing and determining the
integrity of the water resource, that is,
flow regime, habitat structure, energy
source, chemical variables and biotic
factors. An important first step in the
stream management process is defining specific management objectives.
Stream management objectives that
will apply in most situations include the
following:
• to increase public awareness of the
value of natural stream corridors and
their beneficial functions;
• to promote acceptance of streams as
dynamic systems that inherently flood
and meander;
• to affect wide-spread adoption of best
management practices in watersheds
in order to minimize human impacts on
stream ecosystems;
• to protect existing stream resources
from unnecessary degradation and
restore stream resources where appropriate and feasible;
• to work with the stream in an environmentally sensitive manner consistent with the stream’s natural processes;
• to have active citizen involvement in
stream monitoring, protection and restoration efforts.

WATERSHED
APPROACH TO STREAM
MANAGEMENT
When trying to understand the
stream’s natural processes and how
stream management problems might
be addressed, it is generally useful to
take a watershed perspective and look
at the stream as a system, both spatially and in time. Stream restoration
measures are more likely to succeed if

The overall objective of stream management coincides with the principal
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formulated with a good knowledge of
the past history of the stream, and an
accurate assessment of its current status and likely future tendencies. Factors affecting stream processes that can
be changed, such as land management
practices, must be distinguished from
factors that generally cannot be
changed—geology and climate. In most
cases, it is more beneficial to work with
the stream, rather than against it.
Management of stream resources
requires multi-disciplinary knowledge
of: (1) the climatic environment; (2) geologic factors, including soil conditions;
(3) surface water and groundwater hydrology; (4) stream channel hydraulics; (5) sedimentation; (6) fluvial geomorphology; (7) stream ecology; (8)
watershed management; and (9) social,
cultural, economic and political constraints. A team of knowledgeable individuals is generally needed to accurately assess the factors contributing to
stream problems and to find suitable
solutions. Stream management depends upon bringing together people
with a great diversity of interests, knowledge, and background of experience.
There are many stream management techniques and remedial action
measures for addressing specific problem areas. Management initiatives,
however, must do more than simply
treat symptoms of problems; they must
address the root causes of the problems to be of lasting effect. Success in
stream management requires a strategy for protecting existing stream resources from further degradation by
addressing the causes of problems
while selectively restoring impaired
channel reaches to the extent feasible
and appropriate. Implementation of
such basin-wide strategies may best be
accomplished through communitybased, watershed-ecosystem approaches. Above all, to be effective,
stream management activities and supportive public policies and programs
must be connected to how streams actually function.

8
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HOW TO MARK YOUR PROPERTY BOUNDARIES
It is highly recommended that you mark your boundaries with highly visible paint or posts.
In fact, it is required by law before your property is entered or retained under the OHIO
FOREST TAX LAW Program. It is also expected to be completed before a Management
Plan can be written for any CAUV cases.
Boundary marking is for your protection, to avoid trespassing and timber theft problems. If you
are unsure of exactly where the boundaries are, contact your neighbor. If it is still unclear,
then have a surveyor locate the lines for you. It could save you expensive litigation in the
future.
Paint on boundary trees is considered the minimal “permanent” marking tool allowable.
Ribbons do not qualify as permanent marking of boundaries. Posts can also be used.
Boundaries of the perimeter of the property need marked. Existing roads that are
property boundaries do not need to be painted along the road, but any intersection of
the property boundary with a road should be marked and easily seen from the road.
1. Purchase quality oil based paint. Boundary or Machinery yellow is recommended, but blue,
orange, and red work also. Boundary marking paint is available through some major paint
suppliers, Forestry Supply companies, or farm supply stores. Don’t use aerosol cans of spray
paint as they do not often last for very long.

2. Using a 3” or 4” inch brush, paint a blaze about the size of your hand on both sides of a
tree on the line at about eye level. Place the marks on either side of the tree in the
direction the line is going. If there is no tree on the line, locate a tree that is within 6 feet of
the property line and paint the dot facing the direction where the actual line is located.
With the neighbor's permission, paint some of the neighbors trees with the dot facing
towards your property and the trees on your property paint the dot facing towards the
neighbor's property. That will assure the boundary will be seen from any direction. On
rough bark trees, you may want to scrape the bark first. Just don’t go so deep you
damage the soft inner bark. With a good paint the marks would have to be refreshed every 5
years.
Or
An alternative to paint would be to locate points along the line, best done by a surveyor, at the
distance stated below and put a T-post in at the point. To make the post more visible put a
highly visible 4 feet PVC pipe over the T-post and bury the base of the PVC pipe. I have also
seen caps put over the tops. This would be more permanent. The only maintenance would be
to occasionally replace posts knocked out of place; just as in a fence line.
3. Move down the line about 40 to 50 feet, (66 feet is the maximum allowable distance
between marks for Ohio Forest Tax Law purposes) and paint another tree or place a post.
They need to be this close so they can be seen in the summer when everything is in full leaf.
4. At the corners, locate three reference trees around the corner post and paint three dots
aligned vertically up the trunk on the side of the tree facing the corner..
To keep from losing the line and have to hire a surveyor to relocate it again, it will be very
important to keep the line maintained. It helps to have a trail near the line to make it easier to
keep the line maintained.
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Controlling Non-Native Invasive Plants in Ohio
Forests: Bush Honeysuckle
Kathy Smith, Extension Program Director–Forestry
School of Environment and Natural Resources
Annemarie Smith, Invasive Species Forester
Ohio Department of Natural Resources
Division of Forestry

Amur, Morrow, and Tartarian honeysuckle (Lonicera spp.)

Bush honeysuckles are one of the first plants to green up in the spring
and easily dominate this woodland understory. Photo by Kathy Smith,
OSU Extension, School of Environment and Natural Resources.

The species known as “bush honeysuckle” are upright deciduous
shrubs with long arching branches,
are commonly 6 to 20 feet tall,
and have shallow root systems.
They were first introduced into
the United States in the mid to late
1800s from Europe and Asia for
use as ornamentals, wildlife food
and cover, and erosion control.
These non-native plants thrive
in full sunlight, but can tolerate
moderate shade, and are therefore
aggressive invaders of a variety of
sites including abandoned fields,
roadsides, right-of-ways, woodland edges, and the interiors of
open woodlands. Honeysuckle out
competes and shades out desirable
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native woodland species, and can form pure,
dense thickets totally void of other vegetation.
Reproduction and spread is by both sprouting
and seeds, which are disseminated primarily by
birds. While honeysuckle fruit is abundant and
rich in carbohydrates it lacks the high-fat and
nutrient-rich content that most of our native
plants provide migrating birds. Wherever invasive
honeysuckle shrubs displace our native forest
species there is a huge potential impact on these
migrating bird populations due to the reduction
in availability of native food sources.
The three most common bush honeysuckle
species found in Ohio, Tartarian (L. tatarica),
Amur (L. maackii), and Morrow (L. morrowii),
can be distinguished from each other by characteristics of their leaves and flowers. Tartarian
honeysuckle can hybridize with Morrow resulting in another invasive bush honeysuckle called
Bella (L. x bella) or showy fly honeysuckle. This
hybrid has characteristics of both parent plants
making positive field identification difficult.
However, for purposes of control, the non-native
bush honeysuckle species can be considered as
a group.
Identification
The bush honeysuckles leaf out earlier in the
spring and retain their leaves later into the fall
than most native trees and shrubs. To identify
non-native bush honeysuckle look for a shrub
with long arching branches and the following
characteristics:
• Leaves—1 to 3.5 inches long without teeth,
short stalked, arranged oppositely along the
stem; dark green with abruptly long-pointed
tip (Amur); or oval to egg-shaped, consistently
hairy on the underside (Morrow), or lacking
hair on the underside (Tartarian).
• Stems—grayish-brown, with short hairs on
young stems; older, larger stems have broad

ridges and grooves and appear striped; older
stems are hollow (native honeysuckle has a
solid stem).
• Flowers—fragrant tubular flowers (less than 1
inch long) appear along the stem in pairs from
early to late spring; Amur and Morrow typically
have white flowers that turn yellow as they age;
Tartarian has pale pink to crimson flowers.
• Fruits—small (1/4 inch) round berries in
clusters of 2 to 15; commonly red, occasionally orange to yellow. Fruit is produced from
mid-summer through early fall.

Amur honeysuckle. Photo by Annemarie Smith, ODNR
Forestry.

Honeysuckle fruit. Photo by Kathy Smith, OSU
Extension, School of Environment and Natural Resources.
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Undesirable Trees, Shrubs, and Vines Forestry
Fact Sheet F-45 and Herbicides Commonly Used
for Controlling Undesirable Trees, Shrubs, and
Vines in Your Woodland Forestry Fact Sheet F-45
Supplement-06.
Environmental note: Many of the following herbicides
are labeled to be mixed with a penetrating basal oil,
diesel fuel, or kerosene as their carrier agent. The
choice to utilize a methylated seed oil based basal oil
instead of diesel fuel or kerosene will result in a more
environmentally friendly practice. However, read the
label to ensure using a basal oil is appropriate for the
herbicide you have chosen.

Tartarian honeysuckle. Photo by Kathy Smith, OSU
Extension, School of Environment and Natural Resources.

Control Methods
When trying to control non-native invasive
bush honeysuckle, there are several methods that
may be considered. Which method is applied
depends on the size of the plants, the size of the
infestation, and a landowner’s comfort level with
the control method. The bush honeysuckles as
a group are shallow rooted plants that leaf out
before many of our native plants and lose their
leaves after many of our native plants. Both
of these characteristics give landowners some
flexibility in their choice of control options.
For a more detailed description of the methods
covered below see OSU Extension’s Controlling

Mechanical Control
If only a few small plants are present, they
can be pulled, dug, cut, or mowed fairly easily.
Pulling or digging of small plants is most effective if done following a rain and fairly easy
since the plants are shallow rooted. Cutting and
mowing is most effective when initiated in early
summer when food reserves are at their lowest.
In order to achieve control, pulling or digging
must be done so that essentially every root is
removed. While this is perhaps impossible, if it
is repeated frequently, small honeysuckle shrubs
can ultimately be eliminated once food reserves
are exhausted. The key to this type of control
method is to be vigilant.
Mechanical control alone is usually not a completely effective method of controlling medium
to large bush honeysuckle shrubs. Simply cutting the shrub off at the base will cause prolific
sprouting and increase the number of stems. An
effective strategy for controlling mature bush
honeysuckle will deaden both the above ground
portion and the root system, which eliminates
the potential for sprouting. This can be achieved
most effectively through the use of herbicides.
When honeysuckle infestations are so dense
that access to the area is limited, landowners
may elect to use some mechanical means of
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removing large plants and a large number of
plants. Whether using a skid steer, tractor, or
some other piece of equipment to pull the plant
out of the ground, realize that some follow-up
treatments will be needed. Care needs to be taken
that any damage to the residual forest stand is
minimal, and a follow-up application of a foliar
herbicide should be applied when the remaining
honeysuckle roots begin to sprout (see Table 1
for foliar herbicide options). Also, be cautious of
the timing of removal. These types of removals
may best be done when the ground is frozen
or at a minimum when the ground is not wet.
Removing vast amounts of plants may result in
large areas of disturbed soil and care should be
taken to minimize any erosion and compaction
potential created when the plants are removed.
Foliar Spraying
Foliar spraying is a method of control in which
diluted herbicide is sprayed directly on the leaves
of the targeted plants. This can be a very effective
method of controlling honeysuckle but should
only be used when the target plants are within
easy reach of the sprayer. Spraying directed at
less accessible plants can damage or kill valuable non-target plants through herbicide drift

or overspray. In addition, care needs to be taken
to ensure that herbicides are sprayed to wet the
foliage but not to the point of runoff.

Honeysuckle sprouts as a result of cutting off the shrub
at the ground. A follow-up foliar herbicide application
can now be applied. Photo by Kathy Smith, OSU
Extension, School of Environment and Natural Resources.

Bush honeysuckle leaves remain green and active late into fall (mid to late October) when most
native plant species have gone dormant. Foliar
applications of some herbicides can be used at
this time with little or no impact to non-target
species especially after the first hard frost in the
fall. Herbicides recommended for foliar spraying
of bush honeysuckle are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Herbicides recommended for foliar treatment of bush honeysuckle.
Herbicide

Example Brand Names

Comments1

glyphosate

Roundup, Accord, and other herbicides Apply solution of 2% herbicide in water (vol/vol)
containing at least 41% glyphosate
when leaves are green; add a surfactant if not in
herbicide.

2,4-D + triclopyr Crossbow

Wet foliage and stems with 1–1.5 gallons
Crossbow in 100 gallons water; spot spray with
0.25 pt (1/2 cup) Crossbow in 3 gallons water.

triclopyr

Apply solution 3–5% (vol/vol) of herbicide in water
when leaves are green.*

Garlon 3A, Tahoe 3A

*A surfactant at .25% vol/vol rate may be added to the various triclopyr formulations when foliar spraying.
These comments are not intended to be a substitute for the herbicide labels. To ensure the safe and effective use of the herbicides
recommended in this publication read the label and MSDS (Material Safety and Data Sheet).
1
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Cut Stump Herbicide Treatment
Cut stump treatments are a very effective
method for controlling many undesirable woody
shrubs and work well on bush honeysuckle. This
method involves cutting the shrub off close to
the ground and applying an herbicide to the cut
surfaces (and sometimes the bark) with a spray
bottle, paintbrush, roller, or wicking device.
Whether to use an oil or water soluble herbicide
depends on the timing of the herbicide application after the cut. Herbicides carried in water
should be applied to the outer 1/3 of the top of
the stump within minutes of making the cut.
Utilize an oil soluble herbicide when planning to cut and later return to treat the stumps.
Apply the oil soluble herbicide to the entire top
and sides of the cut stump but not to the point
of excessive runoff. Apply anytime as long as the
stumps are dry and not frozen.
Herbicides (both water- and oil-soluble) recommended for cut stump treatments of bush
honeysuckle are listed in Table 2. Late summer,
early fall, or dormant season applications have all
proven to be effective. Avoid applications during
sap-flow (spring) as this lessens the effectiveness
of the herbicide application.

A basal application of herbicide needs to be made to
the lower 12–18 inches of the honeysuckles’ stems.
Photo by Kathy Smith, OSU Extension, School of
Environment and Natural Resources.

Basal Spraying
A basal application for bush honeysuckle refers
to the spraying of a labeled herbicide mixed with
an oil based carrier on the lower 12–18 inches of
the stem. The herbicide is sprayed, ensuring that
the stems are wet but not to the point of run-off.
Basal treatments should only be applied when
the areas to be treated are dry and not frozen.
The basal treatments recommended in Table 3
should be applied during the dormant season

Table 2: Herbicides recommended for cut stump treatment of bush honeysuckle.
Herbicide

Example Brand Names

Comments1

glyphosate

Roundup, Accord, and
others

Apply 20% active ingredient to outer third of cut stem/stump
surface immediately after cutting.

2,4-D + picloram

Pathway, Tordon RTU

Apply undiluted to surface of cut stem immediately after cutting.

Tordon 101

Apply undiluted or diluted 1:1 with water.

2,4-D + triclopyr

Crossbow

Apply solution of 4% Crossbow in diesel fuel, fuel oil, or kerosene.

triclopyr

Garlon 4, Garlon 4 Ultra, Apply 20% Garlon 4 + 10% penetrate (e.g. Cide-Kick II) in diesel,
Tahoe 4E, Remedy, and fuel oil, kerosene, or basal oil (penetrate not needed with basal
others
oil).

1
These comments are not intended to be a substitute for the herbicide labels. To ensure the safe and effective use of the herbicides
recommended in this publication read the label and MSDS (Material Safety and Data Sheet).
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(winter or spring). Due to the arching nature
of bush honeysuckle shrubs, access to the lower
portion of the shrubs trunk is not always easy
to achieve. Care should be taken to ensure that
the chemical being applied is reaching the lower
portion of the shrub’s trunk and not merely being applied in its general vicinity.
Summary and Disclaimer
Label recommendations must be followed to
maximize the potential for successful control.
Just as important as the initial work is the follow
up. Several of the treatments detailed in this fact
sheet take time to completely deaden bush honeysuckle. Monitor treated plants for at least one
year to determine if complete control is achieved.
Any plants that re-sprout or are not completely

killed by the first treatment will warrant a follow
up treatment.
Herbicides, like all pesticides, are registered
and approved (labeled) for specific uses by the
Environmental Protection Agency. Approved uses
and application methods are listed and described
on the pesticide’s label. The herbicides listed in
this fact sheet were appropriately labeled at the
time of publication. Because pesticide labeling
may change at any time, you should verify that
a particular herbicide is still labeled for your
intended use. At the time of publication, copies
of most herbicide labels and MSDS could be
obtained online at the Crop Data Management
System web site (http:// www.cdms.net/manuf/
manuf.asp). Others are available through the
individual manufacturer’s web site.

Table 3: Herbicides recommended for basal spraying of bush honeysuckle.
Herbicide

Example Brand Names

Comments1

triclopyr + imazapyr

Garlon 4 and Stalker

Apply a solution of 15% Garlon 4 + 3% Stalker + 82% Ax-It
basal oil mixed by volume.

triclopyr

Garlon 4, Garlon 4 Ultra

Apply a solution of 20% Garlon 4 in basal oil (Ax-It or
Arborchem). Diesel fuel may also be used as a carrier but
this requires that a 10% penetrant (such as Cide-Kick II) must
also be added.

2,4-D + triclopyr

Crossbow

Apply a 4% solution of Crossbow in diesel oil, fuel oil, or
kerosene.

1
These comments are not intended to be a substitute for the herbicide labels. To ensure the safe and effective use of the herbicides
recommended in this publication read the label and MSDS (Material Safety and Data Sheet).
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sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, disability, or veteran status. This statement is in accordance with United States
Civil Rights Laws and the USDA.
Keith L. Smith, Ph.D., Associate Vice President for Agricultural Administration and Director, Ohio State University Extension
TDD No. 800-589-8292 (Ohio only) or 614-292-1868
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Autumn Olive (Eleagnus umbellata) and
Russian Olive (Eleagnus angustifolia)
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The Ohio State University
Annemarie Smith, Invasive Species Forester
Ohio Department of Natural Resources
Division of Forestry

A

utumn and Russian olive are non-native, upright,
deciduous shrubs that commonly reach heights
up to 20 feet tall. Both species are widely distributed
in the United States, since planting began in the
mid-1800’s to provide food and cover for wildlife,
ornamental use, road bank stabilization, erosion control, strip mine reclamation, and shelterbelts. These
shrubs form nitrogen-fixing root nodules, which allow them to grow on a wide variety of sites including
nutrient-poor soils. They are among the first plants
to leaf out in the spring and can grow vigorously in
full sunlight, which can allow them to aggressively
suppress native plants. Autumn and Russian olive
are commonly found invading woodland edges, the
interior of open woodlands, early successional woodlands, and abandoned agricultural fields. They do not
grow well in dense forests or wet soils.

Identification

The most prominent characteristic of both species
is the silvery scaling (Figure 1) that covers the young
stems, leaves, flowers, and fruits. This makes both
species conspicuous from a distance.

Figure 1. Autumn olive leaves, showing silvery leaf underside.
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Leaves
Autumn olive: elliptical to egg-shaped; 2 to 4 inches
long and ½ to 1¼ inches wide; dark green to grayish
green on upper surface with dense, silvery scales on
the underside. Leaves are arranged alternately along
stems and have un-toothed, wavy margins.
Russian olive: lance-shaped or oblong; 1½ to 3¼
inches long and 3/8 to ¾ inch wide; dull gray-green
above with dense, silvery scales coating both sides.
Leaves are arranged alternately along stems and have
un-toothed, wavy margins (Figure 2).

mature in fall. Single-seeded fruit are borne on short
stalks (Figure 4).
Russian olive: 3/8- to ½-inch long, elliptical, dry,
mealy yellow-brown berries with silvery scales that
become shiny when mature in late summer and fall.
Fruits persist throughout the winter. Seeds remain
viable in the soil for approximately three years.

Figure 4. Autumn olive fruit.

Figure 2. Russian olive leaves.

Flowers
Conspicuous clusters along twigs at the base
of leaves, appearing early spring to early summer.
Creamy-colored to light yellow with silvery exterior;
bell-shaped and aromatically fragrant (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Autumn olive flowers.

Fruits
Autumn olive: ¼-inch silvery, juicy berries dotted with brown scales that ripen to red or pink when

Twigs
Silvery or golden brown, scaly when young, often
thorny or with short spines at the tips (more typical
of Russian olive).

Control Methods

When trying to control or eliminate a woody, nonnative invasive shrub like autumn or Russian olive,
several methods may be considered. The method used
depends on plant size, size of the infestation (area), and
a landowner’s comfort level with a particular method.
For a more detailed description of the methods covered below, see OSU Extension fact sheet Controlling
Undesirable Trees, Shrubs, and Vines, OSU Extension
Forestry Fact Sheet F-45, and Herbicides Commonly
Used for Controlling Undesirable Trees, Shrubs, and
Vines in Your Woodland, F-45 Supplement-06.
Environmental note: Many of the following herbicides
are labeled to be mixed with a penetrating basal oil,
diesel fuel, or kerosene as their carrier agent. The
choice to utilize a methylated, seed oil-based basal oil
instead of diesel fuel or kerosene will result in a more
environmentally friendly practice. However, read the
label to ensure that use of a basal oil is appropriate for
the herbicide you have chosen.
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Mechanical Control
Small infestations of small plants can be pulled,
dug, cut, or mowed fairly easily. Pulling or digging
of small plants is most effective if done following a
rain. Cutting and mowing is most effective when initiated in early summer, when stored food reserves are
at their lowest. In order to achieve effective control,
pulling or digging must be done so that every root
is removed. While this is perhaps impossible, if it is
repeated frequently, small shrubs can ultimately be
eliminated once their food reserves are exhausted. The
key to this type of control method is to be vigilant.
Mechanical treatment alone is usually not completely effective in controlling medium- to large-size
shrubs. Simply cutting the shrub off at the base will
cause prolific sprouting and increase the number of
stems. An effective strategy for controlling autumn
and Russian olive is to kill both the above ground
portion and the root system, which eliminates the
potential for sprouting. This is most effectively
achieved through herbicide use.
When infestations are so dense that access to the
area is difficult, landowners may elect to use mechanical means of removing large plants and vast numbers
of plants. Whether using a skid steer, tractor, or some
other piece of equipment to pull the shrub out of the
ground, realize that some follow-up maintenance will
be needed. Care needs to be taken to ensure that any
damage to the residual forest stand is minimal, and
a follow-up application of a foliar herbicide should

be applied when the remaining roots begin to sprout
(Table 1). Also, be cautious of the timing of removal.
Removing vast numbers of plants may result in a
large area of disturbed soil, so care should be taken
to minimize any erosion potential created when the
plants are removed.
Foliar Spraying
Foliar spraying is a method of control in which a
dilute concentration of herbicide is sprayed directly
on the leaves. Herbicides need to be applied sometime
after the plant is in full leaf and before the onset of fall
color in order to maximize effectiveness. Herbicides
are generally applied to wet the leaves but not to the
point of runoff.
Exercise caution when applying foliar herbicides.
This method should only be used when the target
plants are within easy reach of the sprayer. Spraying
directed at taller or otherwise less accessible plants
can damage or kill valuable non-target plants through
herbicide drift or overspray. Herbicides recommended
for foliar spraying of autumn and Russian olive in a
forest setting are listed in Table 1.
Several other herbicides—including Tordon 101
and Banvel—have been used successfully to control
autumn olive by foliar spraying, but because of the
potential for significant damage to non-target species
due to the active ingredients in these herbicides, they
have limited use in a forest setting.

Table 1. Foliar herbicides recommended for control of autumn and Russian olive.
Common Name

Example Brand
Names

glyphosate

Roundup
Apply solution of 2% herbicide (vol/vol) in water when leaves are green; add a
herbicides,
surfactant if not in herbicide.
Accord
herbicides, and
other herbicides
containing at least
41% glyphosate

2,4-D + triclopyr

Crossbow

Apply solution of 1.5% herbicide (vol/vol) in water.

triclopyr

Garlon 3A

Apply solution of 2% herbicide (vol/vol) in water; use non-ionic surfactant.

Garlon 4, Garlon
4 Ultra, Tahoe 4E,
Remedy

Apply solution of 1% herbicide (vol/vol) in water; surfactant may be used.

Arsenal

Apply solution of 1% herbicide (vol/vol) in water + non-ionic surfactant.

imazapyr

Comments1
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Basal Spraying With Herbicide
A basal application for autumn and Russian olive
refers to the spraying of a labeled herbicide mixed
with an oil-based carrier on the lower 12–18 inches
of the main stems. The herbicide is sprayed, ensuring
that the main stems are wet but not to the point of
runoff. Basal bark treatments should only be applied
when the areas to be treated are dry and not frozen.
The basal bark treatments recommended in Table 2
should be applied during the dormant season. Due
to the spreading growth habit of autumn and Russian
olive, access to the lower stem portions of the shrub
is not always easy to achieve. Care should be taken
to ensure that the chemical being applied is reaching
the lower stem portions of the shrubs and not merely
being applied in its general vicinity.
Cut-Stump Herbicide Treatment
Cut-stump treatments are very effective for controlling many undesirable woody shrubs (Table 3), and
they work well on autumn and Russian olive. This
method involves cutting the shrub off close to the
ground and applying an herbicide to the cut surfaces
(and sometimes the bark) with a spray bottle, paintbrush, roller, or wicking device. Treatments made late
in the growing season (July–September) or during the
dormant season are the most effective. Always apply
to stumps that are dry and not frozen.
Whether to use an oil- or water-soluble herbicide
depends on the timing of the herbicide application
after the cut. Herbicides carried in water should be
applied to the outer third of the top of the stump
within minutes of making the cut.

Utilize an oil soluble herbicide when planning to
cut, then return later to treat the stumps. Apply the
oil-soluble herbicide to the entire top and sides of the
cut stump, but not to the point of excessive runoff.

Summary

Label recommendations should always be followed
to maximize the potential for successful control. At a
minimum, monitor treated shrubs for two years to determine if complete control has been achieved. Shrubs
that re-sprout or are not completely killed by the first
treatment will warrant a follow-up treatment.
Herbicides, like all pesticides, are approved (labeled) for specific uses by the Environmental Protection Agency. Approved uses and application methods
are listed and described on the pesticide’s label. The
herbicides listed in this fact sheet were appropriately
labeled at the time of publication. Because pesticide
labeling may change at any time, you should verify
that a particular herbicide is still labeled for your
intended use. At the time of this writing, copies of
most herbicide labels and Material Safety and Data
Sheet (MSDS) could be obtained online at the Crop
Data Management System web site (www.cdms.net/
manuf/manuf.asp). Others are available through the
individual manufacturer’s web site. Ohio State University Extension and the Ohio Division of Forestry
do not endorse any of the products mentioned and
assume no liability resulting from the implementation
of these recommendations.

Comments are not intended to be a substitute for the herbicide
labels. To ensure the safe and effective use of the herbicides recommended in this publication, read the label and MSDS.
1

Table 2. Herbicides recommended for basal spraying of autumn and Russian olive.
Common Name

Example Brand
Names

Comments1

triclopyr

Garlon 4, Garlon
4 Ultra, Tahoe 4E,
Remedy

20% Garlon 4 + 10% penetrate (e.g. Cide-Kick II) in diesel oil, fuel oil, kerosene, or
basal oil (penetrate not needed with basal oil).

Pathfinder II

Apply full strength as would an oil-carried herbicide.

imazapyr

Chopper, Stalker

8–12 oz. in a gallon of diesel oil or penetrating oil.

2,4-D + triclopyr

Crossbow

4% Crossbow in diesel oil, fuel oil, or kerosene.
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Table 3. Herbicides recommended for cut-stump treatment of autumn and Russian olive.
Common Name

Example Brand
Names

Comments1

glyphosate

Roundup, Accord,
and others;
(choose product
with 20% active
ingredient)

Apply 20% glyphosate mixed in water to outer third of cut stem/stump surface
immediately after cutting (timing is critical).

triclopyr

Garlon 3A, Tahoe
3A

Apply full strength.

Garlon 4, Garlon
4 Ultra, Tahoe 4E,
Remedy

20% in basal oil, fuel oil, diesel, or kerosene.

Pathfinder II (a
ready-to-use
product)

Apply full strength.

imazapyr

Chopper, Stalker

Apply 8–12 oz. in a gallon of penetrating oil or diesel oil.

2,4-D + triclopyr

Crossbow

Apply 4% Crossbow in diesel oil, fuel oil, or kerosene.

picloram + 2,4-D

Tordon RTU,
Pathway

Apply full strength.

Tordon 101

Apply Tordon 101 diluted 1:1 with water.

Figure 5. Autumn olive shrub.
Credit: James H. Miller, USDA Forest
Service, bugwood.org

Visit Ohio State University Extension’s web site “Ohioline” at: http://ohioline.osu.edu
Ohio State University Extension embraces human diversity and is committed to ensuring that all research and related educational
programs are available to clientele on a nondiscriminatory basis without regard to race, color, religion, sex, age, national origin,
sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, disability, or veteran status. This statement is in accordance with United States
Civil Rights Laws and the USDA.
Keith L. Smith, Ph.D., Associate Vice President for Agricultural Administration and Director, Ohio State University Extension
TDD No. 800-589-8292 (Ohio only) or 614-292-1868
Copyright © 2011, The Ohio State University

Brush Management – Invasive Plant Control
Burning Bush – Euonymous alatus
Conservation Practice Job Sheet

Burning Bush (Euonymous alatus)
Burning Bush
Euonymus alatus was introduced into the USA from
northeastern Asia around 1860 for use as an
ornamental shrub. The bright red fall foliage of E.
alatus makes this shrub a popular ornamental
planting, and it is commonly planted along interstate
highways, as hedges, and in foundation plantings.
While it behaves well in urban areas, E. alatus planted
near woodlands, mature second-growth forests, and
pastures can be problematic. It has been observed
escaping from cultivation in the northeast and
midwest. E. alatus threatens a variety of habitats
including forests, fields, and coastal scrublands where
it forms dense thickets, displacing many native woody
and herbaceous plant species. Hundreds of seedlings
are often found below the parent plant.
Like most invasive plants, seed production is
prodigious. Birds relish eating the fruit, and seeds
passing through their digestive tract are viable and
easily germinate. E. alatus can also spread through
vegetative reproduction.
There are several key characteristics of E. alatus that
contribute to its effectiveness as an invader. It is
adaptable to various environmental conditions; it
grows well in different soil types and pH levels, has
no serious pest problems in North America and is
tolerant of full shade. Combined with its vibrant fall
Job Sheet –Brush Management (314)
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Burning Bush twigs
foliage making it a popular landscape ornamental, this
species is difficult to contain.
Description
E. alatus is a deciduous multiple stemmed, angular
branching shrub with conspicuously winged stems,
normally 5-10 feet high. The leaves are oppositely
positioned dark green turning bright scarlet to purplish
red in autumn. The flowers, fruits and seeds are
inconspicuous. Greenish flowers occur in late spring
and red-purple fruits mature during the summer.
Similar Natives
E. alatus can resemble the larger leaved species of
blueberry, Vaccinium spp., but their leaves are
alternate. Dormant twigs may also resemble winged
elm, Ulmus alata, and sweetgum, Liquidambar
styraciflua, which are usually two-winged instead of
four.
Control
The allure of burning bush as an ornamental shrub
adds a unique element to its control strategy. One of
the first steps in controlling the spread of burning bush
is simply to stop planting it. Its popularity has caused
the state of New Hampshire to restrict the sale of
burning bush at nurseries.
Similar to other invasive plants control of this plant is
difficult because it produces a tremendous amount of
seed. Manual, mechanical and chemical means are
Page 1 of 2

available to control established plantings. Seedlings
can be pulled by hand and shrubs can be repeatedly
cut to the ground to control re-sprouts, or cut and
treated with herbicides. Once a site has been treated,
it is important to replant with native vegetation to
prevent further invasion.
Biological Control
There is no known biological control for burning
bush.
Mechanical Control
Seedlings up to 60 cm (2 feet) tall can be easily handpulled, especially when the soil is moist. Larger plants
and their root systems can be dug out with a spading
fork or pulled with a weed wrench. An extremely
labor intensive method to prevent spread is to trim off
all the flowers, thus eliminating seed production.
Larger shrub can be cut. The stump must be ground
out or the re-growth clipped.
Chemical Control
Where populations are so large or conditions are such
that cutting or other non-chemical means of control
are impractical, the use of herbicides is an effective
alternative. Scientific studies have shown that foliar,
cut-stem and basal bark treatments have all been
effective for control of burning bush1, 2. Earlysummer treatments tend to be the most effective.
Foliar spray is the best option as it is effective and
efficient. For stems too tall for foliar sprays, cut stem
applications can be effective as well.
Refer to the pesticide label for complete instructions
on the use and application of a given herbicide. Some
applications, by rule, may only be done by a certified
pesticide applicator, and/or might require the
applicator hold a special permit. You should contact
the Vermont Agency of Agriculture Agrichemical
Management Section if there are any concerns before
applying any pesticides.

Disposal
There are a few general rules of thumb that will
ensure proper disposal. Be sure the plant is dead
before placing in a mulch or compost pile. Either dry
it out in the sun, or bag it in a heavy duty black plastic
bag. If you have flowers and/or seeds on the plant,
put the flowers and seed heads into the bag head first
so that there is minimal risk in dispersing seed.

Information and Recommendations compiled
from:
 The Nature Conservancy - Element Stewardship
Abstract (and references therein)
 Miller, James H. 2003. Nonnative invasive



plants of southern forests: a field guide for
identification and control.
http://www.invasive.org/eastern/srs/WBB.ht
ml
Swearingen, J., K. Reshetiloff, B. Slattery,
and S. Zwicker. 2002. “Plant Invaders of
Mid-Atlantic Natural Areas.” National Park
Service and U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service.

CAUTION: The VT Agency of Agriculture Division
of Agricultural Resource Management and
Environmental Stewardship, Agrichemical Management
Section regulates the sale and use of pesticides in
Vermont. Many labels and registrations change from
year to year, so applicators will want to be sure they are
using a currently, registered product. Contact the
Agrichemical Section (802-828-6531) for information
on pesticide registration, how to acquire a special
permit, lists of currently-licensed pesticide applicators,
and other information pertaining to the rules and
regulations governing pesticide application in this state.

1

- The Nature Conservancy - Element Stewardship
Abstract (and references therein)
2

- Miller, James H. 2003. Nonnative invasive

plants of southern forests: a field guide for
identification and control.
http://www.invasive.org/eastern/srs/WBB.html
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Nonnative Invasive Plant

Privet Control
(Chinese, European, Japanese)
Privets are shade-tolerant, tall shrubs or small trees growing to about 30 feet or more. These plants are aggressive
and troublesome when located outside the landscaping areas. They often form dense thickets in bottomland
forests, fencerows, right-of-ways, forest edges, etc. Colonize by root- sprouting and abundant seed production;
widely spread by birds and animals.
Chinese and European privet is difficult to distinguish apart; both species have leafy stems and opposite leaves
less than 1 inch long. Chinese privet is semi-evergreen and European is deciduous. Both produce showy clusters
of small white flowers in spring, yielding clusters of spherical dark purple berries in fall. Plants were introduced
as an ornamental from China and Europe.
Japanese privet has evergreen leaves that are opposite, 1-3 inches long and leathery. It produces showy clusters of
small white flowers in spring, yielding clusters of small round dark purple berries in the fall. Plants were introduced from Japan and Korea.
not when the bark is wet or frozen. Late winter and
early spring applications often provide superior control. Summer applications provide good control, but
applications are more difficult because of the green
foliage.
The annual follow-up treatments should be no earlier
than July as resprouting may be slowed from the last
years herbicide applications.
Chinese-European Privet: Spring

Chinese-Eurpean Privet: Full

Chinese-European Privet: Winter

Commitment:
Elimination of these plants requires follow-up treatments for two or more years. Treated areas should be
checked each year and new sprouts or seedlings treated. The establishment of a thick cover of desirable
trees and/or grasses will help to discourage new
seedlings. Generally, the more southern the areas the
more difficult the eradication due to the longer growing season.

Timing:
Foliar sprays: Can be applied between June and early
October, as long as the plants are actively growing
and not under drought stress.
Cut Surface Treatments: Cut stems and stump treatments can be used any time of the year if
the herbicide does not freeze when
applied, or the bush is not frozen.
Basal Bark: Apply any time of the
year, including winter months, do

Herbicides:
For Power Driven hand spraying applications: The
frequently recommended foliage treatment is a 1 to 3
percent spray solution of Accord® Concentrate or
Glypro* Plus herbicides, in clear water. Garlon* 4 or
Garlon 3A herbicides may also be used however, if
used alone, retreatment will be required. The addition
of Arsenal AC herbicide at 1/2 percent to either of the
above solutions will improve long term control, but
do not spray near desirable plants due to the soil activity of imazapyr, the active ingredient in Arsenal AC. A
1/4 to 1/2 percent surfactant is required in Accord
Concentrate solutions, and is recommended in the
other herbicide mixtures, except for Glypro Plus.
Accord Concentrate is registered for wetland
sites.
Garlon 3A and Garlon 4 are selective broadleaf herbicides that
do not control grasses and
sedges. Desirable plants
left to grow and

reproduce will be competitors with resprouts and seed
regenerates.
For Backpack foliage spraying: The spray mixture,
for small infestations and follow-up spot treatments, is
2 to 3 ounces of either of the above herbicides in 1
gallon of clear water. Add Arsenal AC with these
other herbicide solutions at a rate of 0.5 to 24 ounces
in 1 gal. water, with the appropriate surfactant at the
concentrations listed above.
For Basal treatments: Garlon 4 herbicide is mixed at
20 to 25 percent in basal oil. Various commercially
prepared basal oils are available.
Pathfinder II herbicide is a ready-to-use product for
basal bark treatments containing the same active
ingredient as in Garlon 4.
Cut Surface Treatments: Apply Garlon 3A undiluted
or dilute 1 to 1 with water, or Accord Concentrate or
Glypro Plus diluted 1 to 1 with clear water.

Equipment:
The power foliage spray equipment may consist of a
diaphragm pump driven by a gasoline engine or a
self-contained 12-volt pump unit, capable of producing 40 to 50psi at the spray tip and a spray volume
equal to or greater than the rated volume of the tip.
The equipment includes a hand spray gun, 200 feet or
more of hose (often on a reel), and a large volume
vehicular mounted spray tank.
Routinely used spray guns are Spraying Systems
Model 30 Gunjet with a rollover valve. The rollover
valve accommodates two spray tips; such as wide
angle tip for low growing plants and narrow angle for
tall plants. The most used spray tips are Teejet 4010E
or 8015E for low growing plants and DE-6 spray disk
for tall plants.
The backpack sprayers are usually Solo Model 475 or
a Swissmex SPI, with diaphragm pumps. These are
equipped with a spray wand having an adjustable
spray tip. Spray tips producing more consistently large
spray droplets may be installed such Teejet 2503 or
4004E.
To apply basal bark treatments, the above backpack
sprayers are used.

For low volume basal bark, the adjustable spray tip is
adjusted to produce a medium spray or install Teejet
1502 or 1503 flat spray tip.
For streamline basal bark (southern states) a Spraying
Systems Model 30 Gunjet is installed on the backpack
sprayer and a Teejet 0002 spray tip or DE-2 disk is
installed into this gun.
Cut Surface
For cut stems and stumps use a quart spray bottle or
the backpack sprayer described above.
The described application equipment may be purchased from Chemical Containers 800-346-7867, or
another Spraying Systems Dealer. Chemical
Containers stocks or Manufactures all the equipment
described in this document.

Applications:
For power hand spraying application: Adjust the
spray pump to deliver optimum pressure to the spraytip for producing large droplet. If 200 or more feet of
spray hose are utilized, a pump pressure of 80 to 90
psi is often required to produce 40 to 50 psi at the
spray-tip. The greater the spray pressures at the spraytip, the smaller the spray droplets.
For backpack spraying, adjust the spray tip to produce a heavy spray, or install a flat spray tip such as a
Teejet 2503 or 4004E. Backpack spraying is efficient
for minor infestations and follow-up spot treatments.
Apply the spray to all of the plants growing tips,
spraying to wet at least 80% of the foliage.
Backpack basal applications. To apply low volume
basal, adjust the adjustable spray tip to produce a
medium spray, or install a Teejet 1502 or 1503 spray
tip so the spray angle is vertical to the ground. Spray
evenly around the stem(s) wetting the lower 15 inches. Smaller stems require less spray.
To apply streamline basal, spray evenly around the
stem(s) moderately wetting 10 inches of stems at a
convenient height. This method is more for 1 inch or
below multiple stems.
Cut surface treatments. Cut stems and
stumps should be treated soon after
cutting, no longer than 1

hour. Spray the stems and outer one-inch of
stumps to wet.
Stems and stumps cut longer than 1 hour may be
treated with the basal bark herbicide mixture or
with Pathfinder* II herbicide. Thoroughly spray
the outer one-inch of stumps, the root, and the
collar areas to wet.
Accord Concentrate, Glypro Plus and Garlon
herbicide products may be sprayed near desirable plants (do not spray the desirable plants), or
may be sprayed on areas scheduled for immediately revegetation, since these herbicides have
not demonstrated any residual soil activity in
field studies.
Do not spray Arsenal AC near desirable
plants as they may be damaged or killed.
For hand applications the herbicide should be
applied while backing away from the treated
areas to avoid contacting the wet herbicide.

*Trademark of Dow AgroSciences LLC
®Trademark of and used under license from Monsanto Company
Always read and follow product labeling.
V01-000-060 (3/03) cii
010-50225

Invasive Plants in Pennsylvania

Japanese and European Barberry
Berberis thunbergii and B. vulgaris

Leslie J. Mehrhoff, U. of Connecticut
www.forestryimages.org

Background:

Description:

Biology and Spread:

Both species are dense, spiny
shrubs with oval leaves, which
are serrate in European
barberry and often red-tinged
in Japanese barberry. The
spines of European barberry
are three-pronged. In midspring to early summer,
drooping clusters of pale
yellow flowers develop,
turning into bright red berries.

Barberry produces a large
number of seeds that have a
high germination rate. Seeds
are dispersed by birds and
small mammals, which feed
on the berries. Barberry can
spread vegetatively by rooting
from branches touching the
ground.

Japanese barberry was
introduced into the United
States as an ornamental plant
in 1875. It was promoted as a
substitute for European
barberry, the latter which was
found to be a host for the black
stem grain rust. European
barberry was originally
planted by settlers for hedgerows, dye and jam-making.
Japanese barberry is still
widely planted for
landscaping and hedges.

Range:
Japanese and European
barberry, native to Japan and
Europe respectively, can now
be found throughout the
northern half of the U.S.,
particularly the Northeast.

Leslie J. Mehrhoff, U. of Connecticut
www.forestryimages.org

Ecological Threat:
Barberry forms dense stands
in natural habitats including
forests, open woodlands,
wetlands and meadows. Once
established, it displaces native
plants and reduces wildlife
habitat and forage, increasing
pressure on natives by whitetailed deer. It has been found
to alter the pH and biological
activity of soil. Barberry is also
a human health hazard, not
only because it has sharp
spines, but also because it acts
as a nursery for deer ticks,
which can transmit Lyme
disease.

Habitat:
Barberry is shade tolerant,
drought resistant and
adaptable to a variety of
wooded habitats, wetlands
and disturbed areas. Japanese
barberry is a more pressing
problem than its European
relative.

Leslie J. Mehrhoff, U. of Connecticut
www.forestryimages.org

How to Control this Species:

Native Alternatives:

Physical

Chemical

Many attractive native shrubs
are available for purchase:

Barberry is easy to identify in
spring because it is one of the
first shrubs to leaf out.

Systemic herbicides, such as
glyphosate and triclopyr, are
effective in managing
barberry.

Using thick gloves, small
plants can be pulled by hand,
while larger plants should be
dug up. Be sure to remove
the entire root system and to
bag and dispose of any plant
material, including fallen
fruits.
Mowing or cutting is not
advisable except to make
removal easier.
This plant is sensitive to fire;
prescribed burns and weed
torches are good options.

Herbicide can be applied as a
basal bark or cut stump
application. Late summer
during fruiting may be the
best time to apply herbicide,
but early spring applications
may avoid non-target impacts.
Large thickets of barberry can
be controlled with foliar spray
applications. Triclopyr only
targets broadleaf species, but
glyphosate is non-selective.

Bush Honeysuckle

Julie Makin
www.wildflower.org
Inkberry

Sally & Andy Wasowski
www.wildflower.org
Virginia Sweetspire

Look-A-Likes:
American barberry (Berberis
canadensis), an uncommon
plant of open hillside slopes
thought to be extirpated from
Pennsylvania, could be
mistaken for an invasive
barberry.

James H. Miller & Ted Bodner, SWSS
www.forestryimages.org

References:
Global Invasive Species Database: http://www.issg.org/database/
species/ecology.asp?si=592&fr=1&sts=
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources:
http://dnr.wi.gov/invasives/fact/barberry.htm

American Barberry

For More Information:
DCNR Invasive Species Site: http://www.dcnr.state.pa.us/
conservationscience/invasivespecies/index.htm

Will Cook, Duke University
www.duke.edu

DCNR Invasive Exotic Plant Tutorial for Natural Lands Managers:
http://www.dcnr.state.pa.us/forestry/invasivetutorial/
japanese_euro_barberry.htm

Invasive Plant Control

COMMON REED (Phragmites australis) control
Using herbicides with no residual soil activity
Common reed (Phragmites australis) is a rapidly expanding cane-like grass that is found throughout eastern
Canada and the United States. It’s most often found around ponds, lakes, sloughs, along ditches, streams, and fresh
or brackish marshes. The plant has a thick stalk often growing to 12 feet, and the leaves are flat, smooth, elongated, and up to 21⁄2 inches broad. It flowers July - September with large plumes that persist through the winter.
Common reed can spread by seed but most often by creeping rhizomes (roots). Dense stands of common reed are
usually on areas where the soil has been exposed or disturbed. Recent research has shown that native and introduced genotypes of this species exist in North America.

Commitment:
Elimination of this plant requires follow-up treatments.
Treated areas should be checked each year and new
sprouts or seedlings treated. Establishing a thick cover
of desirable grasses helps discourage new seedlings.

Timing:
Foliar sprays: Can be applied between June and early
October, as long as the plants are actively growing
and not under drought stress. The optimal time to
treat is after flowering into the fall. The annual follow-up treatments should not be before June or July,
because new plant development may have been
slowed from the last treatment.
Common Reed

Herbicides:
For Power Driven hand spraying applications: The
frequently recommended foliage spray mixture is a
1.5 to 2 percent spray solution of Rodeo® or Accord®
Concentrate in clear water. To either herbicide add a 1⁄4
to 1⁄2 percent surfactant.
Rodeo and Accord Concentrate are registered for wetland and acquatic sites.
For Backpack foliage spraying: The spray mixture,
for small infestations and follow-up spot treatments,
is 2 to 3 ounces of either of the above herbicides in 1
gallon of clear water, with the appropriate surfactant
at the concentrations listed above.

Common Reed Closeup

Equipment:

Applications:

The power foliage spray equipment may consist of a
diaphragm pump driven by a gasoline engine or a
self-contained 12-volt pump unit, capable of producing 40 to 50 psi at the spray tip and a spray volume
equal to or greater than the rated volume of the tip.
The equipment includes a hand spray gun, 200 feet or
more of hose (often on a reel), and a large volume
vehicular mounted spray tank.

For power hand spraying applications: Adjust the
spray pump to deliver optimum pressure at the spraytip for producing large spray droplets.

Routinely used spray guns are Spraying Systems
Model 30 Gunjet with a rollover valve. The rollover
valve accommodates two spray tips such as wide
angle tip for low growing plants and narrow angle for
tall plants. The most used spray tips are Teejet 4010E
or 8015E for low growing plants, 1504 tip for tall
plants and spot spraying.

For backpack spraying, adjust the spray tip to produce a heavy spray, or install a flat spray tip such as a
Teejet 2503 or 4004E. Backpack spraying is efficient
for minor infestations and follow-up spot treatments.

To spot spray from a farm tractor seat or ATV, install
in the spray gun a 1504 tip or DE-6 spray disk.

If 200 or more feet of spray hose is used, a pump
pressure of 80 to 90 psi is often required to produce
40 to 50 psi at the spray tip. The greater the spray
pressure at the spray tip, the smaller spray droplets.

Apply the spray to all of the plants growing tips,
spraying to wet at least 80% of the foliage.
For hand applications, the herbicide should be
applied while backing away from the treated areas to
avoid contacting the wet herbicide.

The backpack sprayers are usually Solo Model 475 or
a Swissmex SPI with diaphragm pumps. These are
equipped with a spray wand having an adjustable
spray tip. Spray tips producing more consistently large
spray droplets may be installed such Teejet 2503 or
4004E.

Common Reed Stem

Common Reed

*Trademark of Dow AgroSciences LLC
Always read and follow product labeling.
V01-000-047 (3/03) cii
010-50169

Common Reed Closeup

Invasive Plant Control

GARLIC MUSTARD control
Using herbicides with no residual soil activity
Garlic mustard is a cool season biennial herb with basal rosettes of round to kidney-shaped green leaves the first
year, becoming 2-4 feet tall the second year. The rosettes remain green through the winter and develop into
mature flowering plants the following spring. Mature plant leaves are alternate and larger near the base of stem,
triangular to heart shaped, coarsely toothed and give off a garlic odor when crushed. In early spring, white petal
flowers grow in clusters at the end of the stems. From these, numerous seeds are produced in erect slender pods
and become shiny black when mature. These seeds lay dormant for 2-6 years before germination. By late June,
most second year garlic mustard plants have died.
Introduced from Europe in the 1800’s, garlic mustard frequently grows in forested areas under partial shade,
shaded flood plains, right-of-ways, edge of forests, trail edges, ditch banks, vacant lots, parks, and natural areas.
Disturbed areas are more susceptible to invasion. Once established, garlic mustard out competes native plants by
monopolizing moister, light nutrients, and soil space.

Timing:
Foliar sprays: The optimum timing is April through
June when new plants have developed and the second
year plants are flowering, thus controlling first and
second year plants. The second year plants must not
be allowed to set seed. Herbicides may be applied any
time of the year including winter. Herbicide use is
safest when sensitive native plants are dormant, but
garlic mustard is green and vulnerable. Do not apply
the herbicides when the temperature is below 40o F,
plants are in drought stress, or rain is expected within
four hours.

Herbicides:

Garlic Mustard Bloom

Garlic Mustard

Commitment:
Because of the long life of the seeds in the soil (six
years or more), successful management of garlic mustard requires a long term commitment. The goal must
be to prevent seed production until the stored seed is
exhausted. Treated areas should be checked each year
and new plants treated appropriately. Establishing a
thick cover of desirable grasses helps
discourage new plants.

For Power Driven hand spraying applications: The
frequently recommended foliage spray mixture is 0.5
to 0.75 percent spray solution. Most often used is
Glypro* Plus or Accord® Concentrate in clear water.
A 1⁄4 to 1⁄2 percent surfactant is required in Accord
Concentrate solutions.
Accord Concentrate is registered for wetland sites.
For Backpack foliage spraying: The spray mixture,
for small infestations and follow-up spot treatments,
is 2 to 3 ounces of either of the above herbicides in 1
gallon of clear water, with the appropriate surfactant at the concentrations listed above.

Equipment:
The power foliage spray equipment may consist of a
diaphragm pump driven by a gasoline engine or a
self-contained 12-volt pump unit, capable of producing 40 to 50 psi at the spray tip and a spray volume
equal to or greater than the rated volume of the tip.
The equipment includes a hand spray gun, 200 feet or
more of hose (often on a reel), and a large volume
vehicular mounted spray tank.
Routinely used spray guns are Spraying Systems
Model 30 Gunjet with a rollover valve. The rollover
valve accommodates two spray tips such as wide
angle tip for dense groups and narrow angle for spot
treatments.
The most used spray tips are Teejet 4010E or 8015E
for dense groups and 1504 tip for spot spraying.
To spot spray from a farm tractor seat or ATV, install
in the spray gun a 1504 tip or DE-6 spray disk.

The backpack sprayers are usually Solo Model 475 or
a Swissmex SPI with diaphragm pumps. These are
equipped with a spray wand having an adjustable
spray tip. Spray tips producing more consistently large
spray droplets may be installed such Teejet 2503 or
4004E.

Applications:
For power hand spraying applications: Adjust the
spray pump to deliver optimum pressure at the spraytip for producing large spray droplets.
If 200 or more feet of spray hose is used, a pump
pressure of 80 to 90 psi is often required to produce
40 to 50 psi at the spray tip. The greater the spray
pressure at the spray tip, the smaller the spray
droplets.
For backpack spraying, adjust the spray tip to produce a heavy spray, or install a flat spray tip such as a
Teejet 2503 or 4004E. Backpack spraying is efficient
for minor infestations and follow-up spot treatments.
Apply the spray to all of the plants’ growing tips,
spraying to wet at least 80% of the foliage.
For hand applications, the herbicide should be
applied while backing away from the treated areas to
avoid contacting the wet herbicide.

Garlic Mustard Plant and Bloom

*Trademark of Dow AgroSciences LLC
Always read and follow product labeling.
V01-000-046 (3/03) cii
010-50168

Eutypella Canker On Maple

The fungus Eutypella parasitica kills the
growing layer of cells under the bark, the
cambium, and causes a pronounced bulge of
callus to develop around the infected area of
red, sugar, silver, Norway, and other maples.
Dead bark remains attached to the canker which may be on
one side of the trunk or completely girdle the tree. Often, there
is a dead branch stub in the center of the swollen, cankered
area.
Maples, especially young trees, in ornamental plantings and in
the forest are susceptible to this fungus. In most cases,
between 2% and 10% of the trees may be affected. However,
it has been observed in some stands to canker over 20% of the
maples. Not only is the aesthetic value of the tree reduced by
the presence of the swollen, callused trunk, the tree is very
susceptible to attack by wood decay fungi and then to wind
breakage. The infected tree becomes a hazard to people and
property in the vicinity.
The canker is most often seen between 3 and 10 feet above the
ground. This perennial canker enlarges year after year and
may become 3 feet long. The tree produces callus during the
growing season in response to the presence of the fungus. The
fungus kills this callus and invades more cambium and bark
during the tree's dormant season. Sometimes the fungus dies in
the tree and the tree produces a large roll of callus along the
canker's edge.
The fungus produces spores (ascospores) sexually in the
centers of old cankers (more than 5 yrs. old). These spores are
forcibly discharged during mild, moist weather and are carried
by the wind 75 feet or more. Although the fungus also
produces a sickle-shaped spore (conidia) asexually, these
spores are thought to be unimportant in the disease spread.

Symptoms And Signs
• A large roughened area of bark, sunken in the center with
heavy callus around the margin, is observed on the branch
or main trunk. Usually there is a branch stub in the center
of the canker and the canker is within 10 to 12 feet of the
ground.

• When bark is removed from the upper and lower ends of
the canker at the junction between the diseased and
healthy wood, a light tan to cream colored mat of fungus

is observed.

• Black fungal fruiting structures protrude from the bark
near the centers of 5 year old or older cankers.

Management
• Remove trees with cankers on the main trunk.
• Remove all cankered branches, cutting 4-6 inches below
the canker. Do this pruning when the weather is dry.

• In the case of highly valuable trees, use a sharp chisel to
remove all of the cankered wood and fungal mat plus 1" to
1.5" of the surrounding, apparently-healthy bark and
wood.

• When the long range plan for a tree is to remove the lower
limbs, do so when those limbs are less than 1 inch in
diameter.

• When a limbs breaks, remove the remains with a clean cut
close to the branch collar without damaging the collar. If
the collar has been damaged or the bark has been stripped
down the trunk, use a sharp chisel to shape the outline of
the damaged area into a clean-edged, vertically-oriented
oval if possible. Do not point the ends of the oval. If some
callus has already begun to form, do not damage that
callus.
Prepared by Gary W. Moorman, Professor of Plant Pathology
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Flood Tolerance of Trees
Numerous studies have been conducted to help foresters and natural resource managers
understand the impact of flooding on trees (see bibliography). The state-of-the-art, however; has
not developed sufficiently to warrant a precise statement on the adaptability of a species to a
specific flooding situation. Conclusions from different studies are often contradictory, caused in part
by the physiological responses of the tree as it interacts with environmental conditions. Since these
environmental conditions are not well understood, as well as the difficulty in categorizing tree
species over their entire range, flood tolerance predictions must be carefully evaluated in general
terms. A brief review of soil, tree, and flood characteristics indicates the complexity of these
interactions.

Soils
The following soil-related points are important in understanding flooding effects on trees.
Soil Aeration
Flooding results in poor soil aeration because the supply of oxygen to flooded soil is severely
limited. Oxygen deficiency is likely the most important environmental factor that triggers
growth inhibition and injury in flooded plants.
pH
Flooding of soil increases the pH of acid soils and decreases the pH of alkaline soils.
Organic Matter
The rate of decomposition of organic matter in flooded soil tends to be only half that in an
unflooded soil. The major end products of decomposition of organic matter in flooded soils
are carbon dioxide, methane, and humic materials. In addition, high concentrations of ethanol
and hydrogen sulfide are produced in waterlogged soils which can be damaging to root
systems.
Sedimentation
Deposits of silt or sand as shallow as three inches may seal over and smother tree roots by
limiting the supply of oxygen. Species vary in tolerance to sedimentation, but all seedlings are
susceptible to root injury. Eastern cottonwood, baldcypress, tupelo, and black willow
seedlings can withstand moderate siltation.
Scouring
Strong currents, waves, or suspended particulates may cause soil around the base of the tree
www.na.fs.fed.us/spfo/pubs/n_resource/flood/toler.htm
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to be washed away, exposing tree roots. Exposed roots can lead to not only tree stress but
can make the tree more vulnerable to windthrow.

Trees
Various characteristics of a tree affect its flood tolerance with the most prominent presented below.
Height
Tree injury increases in proportion to the percent of crown covered by water. Species that
can survive standing in several feet of water for months may die in less than one month when
their foliage is completely covered. Few species can tolerate more than one month of
complete submersion during the growing season.
Crown Class
Trees in the dominant crown class survive flooding much better than trees in lower crown
classes.
Age
Adult trees tolerate flooding better than overmature trees or seedlings of the same species.
Therefore, some species rated as flood tolerant may be quite sensitive in the seedling stage.
Seedlings often die because they are pushed over, buried in mud, or uprooted.
Vigor
Tree vigor at time of flooding influences tolerance. Vigorously growing, healthy trees
withstand flooding better than less vigorous trees. Tree vigor may be irrelevant, however; if
the tree is totally submersed in water.
Roots
Long-term flooding leads to death and decay of large portions of a tree's root system (see
section on Management Implications for windthrow problems). During flooding, some
species can maintain normal roots in an active or dormant condition; others rely upon new
secondary and adventitious roots that may form from the root collar or on the trunk near the
water surface. Species unable to either maintain normal roots or grow new ones can quickly
die.
Species Variations
Flood tolerance variations within a species are not well understood. Flood tolerance may be
an inherited trait and this may explain some of the discrepancies in reports on survival.
(Research methodologies also may vary from one study to another; contributing to
contradictory conclusions). However, it is generally accepted that some species have greater
tolerance for flooding than others (see Tables 1, 2, and 3).

Floods
Determining flood tolerance is complicated by the diverse characteristics of floods.
Season
www.na.fs.fed.us/spfo/pubs/n_resource/flood/toler.htm
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Flooding during the growing season usually is more harmful to woody plants than flooding
during the dormant season. Specifically, trees are most susceptible to flooding in late spring
just after the first flush of growth. The timing of a spring flood influences species
differentiation. For example, since silver maple flushes earlier than green ash, an early flood
might be more damaging to silver maple while a later flood more injurious to green ash.
Duration
The longer trees are exposed to flooding, the greater the potential for injury. Most trees can
withstand only 1-4 months with water being continuously over the soil surface. Short periods
of flooding during the growing season can be tolerated by most trees. However, if flooding is
recurrent and keeps the soil saturated or prevents recovery from previous flooding, injuries
will accumulate and serious damage may occur.
Water Level
The depth of water influences flood tolerance. The mortality rate is less for trees in saturated
soils than for trees with water covering the soil. After water covers the soil, the depth may
have little significance until the lower foliage is covered; research results, however; differ on
this point. Tolerance to complete submersion is much lower than tolerance to shallower
depths of water.
Temperature and Oxygen
Cold water is less injurious than warm water due to cold water's capacity to hold more
dissolved oxygen. Rapidly flowing water (with higher oxygen content) is less harmful than
stagnant water.
Mechanical injuries
An often overlooked aspect of flood damage is mechanical injury caused by cur- rent, wave
action, and floating debris. Young tree plantings may be especially damaged by current and
wave action. Floating debris can injure both small and large trees.
Chemicals
Floods may carry various chemicals that have been picked up as runoff from agricultural
fields and other areas or from sewage released when treatment facilities become unable to
handle large volumes of water. The impact depends upon the type and dosage of chemicals.

Tolerance Categories
Table 1 and Table 2 present a summary of the research pertinent to flood-tolerant trees and
shrubs for three geographical divisions (districts) of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers: Lower
Mississippi Valley, Missouri River; and North Central (see Figure 1). These three divisions include
a majority of the forestland flooded during 1993.

www.na.fs.fed.us/spfo/pubs/n_resource/flood/toler.htm
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Table 1 combines research results from the Lower Mississippi Valley and the Missouri River
divisions. Since classification is relative, flood tolerances are best viewed as overlapping from one
tolerance category to the next. Where research results differed between Lower Mississippi Valley
and Missouri River studies, species are classified into two tolerance categories. The tolerance
categories in Table 1 should be interpreted as follows:
Very
Tolerant

Able to survive deep, prolonged flooding for
more than one year.

Tolerant

Able to survive deep flooding for one growing
season, with significant mortality occurring if
flooding is repeated the
following year.

Somewhat Able to survive flooding or saturated soils for 30
Tolerant
consecutive days during the growing season.
Intolerant Unable to survive more than a few days of
flooding during the growing season without
significant mortality.
Table 2, which presents the results of an Illinois study, is the most comprehensive in the North
Central Division. It is important to note that the flood tolerance categories in Table 2 differ from
Table 1 in both name and definition. Table 2 tolerance categories should be interpreted as follows:
Tolerant

Most individuals survived more than 150 days
of flooding during the growing season.

Somewhat Some individuals killed by less than 90 days of
www.na.fs.fed.us/spfo/pubs/n_resource/flood/toler.htm
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Tolerant

flooding and some individuals survived greater
than 150 days of flooding.

Slightly
Tolerant

Most individuals survived more than 50 days
but less than 100 days of flooding.

Intolerant Severe effects with less than 50 days of
flooding.
Table 3 provides flood tolerance ratings for cultivated woody plants in New York subjected to a
growing season flood (June 1972). The species listed in Table 3 are commonly available in the
landscape trade and are frequently used in park landscapes and urban settings in the Midwest and
the Great Plains. Because Table 3 is based on a short duration flood (10 days), information on the
intolerant species (those killed or damaged) will be of the most use to practitioners.
It should be noted that Tables 1-3 classify tree and shrub species tolerance relative to continuous,
rather than intermittent, flooding. Some species, for example, might tolerate one year of continuous
inundation but only 3-4 months of intermittent flooding. Also, some sites affected by the 1993
floods in the Midwest and the Great Plains had soil saturation up to 90 days prior to flooding.
Consequently, the factors of soil saturation prior to flooding and continuous versus intermittent
flooding must be considered when predicting the relative flood tolerance of species.
With the exception of the tolerance ratings for hackberry, green ash, and shingle oak, Table 1 is
more conservative in its tolerance ratings than Table 2. Table 1 includes more species than Table 2
and is based on a summary of studies from a broader geographical area. Consequently, Table 1 is
recommended as the field guide" for foresters and other resource managers who are
evaluating flood- damaged trees in the Midwest and the Great Plains.
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TABLE 2
Relative tolerance of Illinois trees to flooding during the growing season.
(Source: Bell and Johnson 1974).
NOTE: Flood tolerance categories in Table 2 differ from Table 1 in both name and definition.

Tolerant1

Somewhat

Slightly

Tolerant2

Tolerant3

Species

Common Name

Acer negundo

Boxelder

X

Acer saccharinum

Silver maple

X

Carya ovata

Shagbark hickory

Carya tomentosa

Mockernut hickory

Celtis occidentalis

Hackberry

X

Cercis canadensis

Redbud

X

Crataegus mollis

Downy hawthorn

X

Diospyros virginiana

Persimmon

X

Juglans nigra

Black walnut

X

Fraxinus pennsylvanica

Green ash

X

Gleditsia triacanthos

Honeylocust

X

Platanus occidentalis

Sycamore

X

Populus deltoides

Eastern cottonwood

X

Prunus serotina

Black cherry

Quercus alba

White oak

Quercus bicolor

Swamp white oak

Quercus impricaria

Shingle oak

Quercus macrocarpa

Bur oak

X

Quercus palustris

Pin oak

X

Quercus rubra

Red oak

www.na.fs.fed.us/spfo/pubs/n_resource/flood/floodtbl2.htm
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Quercus velutina

Black oak

Salix nigra

Black willow

Sassafras albidum

Sassafras

Ulmus americana

American elm

X

X
X

X

1 Tolerant: most individuals survived

more than 150 days of flooding during the growing season.
by less than 90 days of flooding and some individuals
survived greater than 150 days of flooding.
3 Slightly Tolerant: most individuals survived more than 50 days but less than 100 days of flooding.
4 Intolerant: severe effects with less than 50 days of flooding.
2 Somewhat Tolerant: some individuals killed

Back
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Forest Health Pest Alert
Beech Leaf Disease
July 2016

Hosts and Distribution
Beech leaf disease (BLD) affects American beech (Fagus grandifolia) and possibly European beech (Fagus sylvatica) and
no causal agent has yet been identified. BLD was discovered in Lake County, Ohio in 2012. It seems to have spread
quickly, especially to the east, and has been documented in the northeastern Ohio counties of Lake, Ashtabula, Geauga,
Cuyahoga, Portage, and Trumbull as well as Crawford County Pennsylvania. BLD has also been reported from other areas
of Ohio, NW Pennsylvania, and SW New York.

Symptoms
Symptoms of BLD have only been noted on leaves and
buds. Striping or banding on several leaves on an
otherwise healthy-appearing tree is the first noticeable
symptom. The striping is formed by a darkening
between leaf veins giving the leaf a distinctive striped
appearance. This striping is often most apparent when
viewing from below, looking upwards into the canopy.
The darkened leaf area is raised and slightly thicker than
the rest of the leaf tissue. Eventually, lighter, chlorotic
striping may also occur. This striping is present upon
leaf-out in the spring. Most leaves will remain on the
tree until autumn. Very little premature leaf drop
occurs.
Later stages result in heavily shriveled, discolored,
deformed leaves clustered near the branch tips as well
as reduced leaf and bud production. Buds that are
produced are small and weakly attached to the twig.
Mortality has been noted, mainly in saplings.
Disease progression varies with tree size. In saplingsized trees, the progression from a few striped leaves to
severe decline is rapid and may only take one to two
years. In larger overstory trees, disease progression has
been slower, usually moving from lower branches
upwards. Some foliage and branches that appear to be
unaffected may persist on an otherwise heavily affected
tree.

Top photo: early leaf striping symptoms of BLD
Bottom photo: later stages of BLD resulting in leathery, curled leaves

Biology and Spread
BLD appears to spread rapidly. Incidence of BLD does not appear to be influenced by slope, aspect, or soil conditions. In
established areas, the proportion of American beech showing symptoms has been nearly 100%.
Symptomatic trees may show a wide variety of other insects and pathogens, including beech blight aphid
(Grylloprociphilus imbricator), European beech scale (Cryptococcus fagisuga), erineum patches produced by eriophyid
mites (Acalitus fagerinea), and leaf fungi such as anthracnose (Discula umbrinella). All appear to be independent of BLD.

Author contact info:
John Pogacnik, Biologist
Lake Metroparks
11211 Spear Rd.
Concord Twp., OH 44077
(440) 639-7275
jpogacnik@lakemetroparks.com

Clockwise from top left: advanced stages of BLD showing deformed
leaves, loss of leaves and lack of bud production, and branch dieback
resulting in a more open understory

Tom Macy, Forest Health Program Administrator
Ohio Department of Natural Resources
Division of Forestry
2045 Morse Rd., Bldg. H-1
Columbus, OH 43229
(614) 265-6705
thomas.macy@dnr.state.oh.us

TIMBER STAND IMPROVEMENT (TSI) & THINNING
Definition of TSI:
Timber stand improvement (TSI) and thinning of the forest are practices that
require the selective removal of undesirable trees, vines or large shrubby species
from forest stands to concentrate the growth energy of the site on the more
desirable trees.
The species composition, in other words, the tree species which make up a
stand, can be greatly effected by the landowner who chooses to implement TSI
practices. The diameter growth rate of some tree species you choose to leave in a
stand, can be doubled by implementing certain TSI practices. If the material to be
removed is salable or usable, it is harvested; otherwise it is killed with an herbicide
and utilized for wildlife habitat.
Grapevine control is a primary TSI activity and should be accomplished
before any other practices are completed. Refer to the grapevine control
Instruction Sheet and the OSU Fact Sheet F-45 included in this package.
Thinning is especially beneficial in natural stands or plantations where the
trees were all planted or started to grow at nearly the same time. In this type of
situation, the trees are even-aged and relatively uniform in height and diameter.
TSI is most often applied to stands that are more variable in age, height, diameter
and species composition, but is a key component of management in any forest
stand.
TSI is one of the basic forest practices necessary to initiate forest
management on hardwood forest areas. Ohio timberlands have been producing
commercial wood products since the early 1800s. The cutting cycle in a managed
woodland can occur about every 15 to 20 years. This means that most established
woodlands could have had as many as nine harvest cuttings.
Traditionally in the past, during most of the harvest cuttings, only the highest
value timber was removed from the stand of timber. From a timber buyer's
standpoint, this method of operation is economic common sense. For a forest
landowner, it will mean that less desirable trees are left after each harvest. After
one or two harvests such as this, it is possible to build up a high proportion of
undesirable trees that may not be salable for any purpose.
A landowner who uses TSI or thinning can manipulate forest vegetation and
produce the kind of forest that matches ownership objectives.

DETERMINING WHICH TREES TO THIN and WHICH NOT TO THIN:
SOME DEFINITIONS TO HELP IN DECISION MAKING:
Many unmanaged woodlots in Ohio are too dense and have a high
proportion of defective trees. Grapevines in the crowns of desirable trees can also
be a serious problem, especially on the better timber-growing sites. Occasionally, a
woodlot will have large over-mature beech or other species scattered throughout a
younger, even-aged stand. All of these situations offer opportunities for applying
TSI to achieve various forest management objectives.

The decision on whether a particular tree should be cut depends mainly on the
answers to the following questions:
1)

Is the tree defective or an undesirable species according to
management objectives in regard to wildlife, timber or other
purposes?

2)

Is the tree crowding a more desirable (crop) tree?

If the answer to either or both of these questions is "yes", the tree is a
likely candidate for killing or removal. However, care must be taken to avoid
over-cutting to the extent that the stand becomes poorly stocked.
Consideration must be given to proper spacing between potential crop
trees.

Crop Tree – A tree that is to be grown to maturity. It is selected on the basis of
management objectives. Selection criteria may include diameter, form, species,
timber value, aesthetics, wildlife value, and/or location in respect to other trees.
Cull Tree - Trees that are of merchantable size but are unmarketable because of
excessive defects. Culls have no potential for increased value therefore they are
normally cut or killed and utilized for wildlife habitat, or firewood during TSI
operations.
Diseased Tree- Trees with evidence of serious decay or damage, such as hollow
or partly overgrown branch stubs or hollow areas in the bole are subject to removal
for other uses. Large wounds that have healed over are usually indicative of heart
rot, but the extent of decay is uncertain.

Multiple Stemmed Tree - Stumps often produce two or more competing sprouts.
Multiple stems are likely to develop decay or compete so severely with each other
that only one or two poor quality stems will survive. They should be discriminated
against and limited to one good stem whenever possible.
Occasionally some stands will contain a large percentage of multiple
stemmed trees. These trees may need to be kept because they are the most
desirable trees in the stand in terms of species or quality. Changes in the quality of
these stands may only occur through harvesting practices. Generally, multiple
stems should be treated as follows:
a)

The straightest good quality stem that is the closest to the ground
and appears to have its own root system and with the fullest crown,
should be saved. The others should be cut away from the group.
This practice is best done when the trees are young and in the early
pole sized stages.

b)

Both stems should be cut or both should be saved in the case of Vshaped unions. Removing one stem of such a union eventually
transfers decay from the cut stump to the remaining stem.

c)

Where several young stems are growing from a stump, save one
desirable sprout that originates near the ground and cut all others.

Damaged Trees – These are trees with stems damaged or scarred by fire,
log skidding or other mechanical injury, or those with severe breakage of the main
branches or top due to grapevines, ice, or wind.
Poorly Formed Trees - Main stems that are forked low on the tree or badly
crooked within the first 16 feet; trees badly crooked above 16 feet to the extent that
wind breakage or poor future growth is likely.
Weed Tree - A tree that has little or no sale value as sawtimber by virtue of
species. Examples of these are American hornbeam (blue beech, musclewood),
ironwood (hophornbeam) and blackgum (sourgum).
Wolf Tree - Tree occupying more space in the forest than its timber value justifies.
Wolf trees are usually larger than other trees in the stand and have large,
spreading crowns. When these are a mast-producing species or hollow, they are
highly beneficial to wildlife. Wolf trees may be used for firewood in a TSI cut to
allow more valuable tree reproduction to occupy the growing space.

Den Tree - Any of the above trees that provides a cavity for wildlife. In selecting
den trees to leave for wildlife, the most useful ones are those that are weather-tight
and provide food as well as shelter.

THINNING THE FOREST
What is Thinning?:
A well-managed forest will require that a number of cultural practices be done
to it in order to continually sustain a periodic harvest of commercially valuable trees
over a long period of time. Thinning, through natural competition, is going to occur
in every timber stand continually. Managed thinning insures that you will
determine which species will grow on the site. You will choose the tree species
which will meet your goals, and you will choose which species will not be allowed
to inhibit the growth of your selected trees.
Natural thinning will occur over time. You can determine the species and
form of the trees that compose your timber stands by implementing Timber Stand
Improvement practices. The goal in accomplishing TSI and Thinning, is to improve
the forest stand in order for it to meet the goals of the landowner.

Practices can be divided into two broad categories:
Intermediate Thinnings or Killings: Intermediate cuttings are used to aid
newly established reproductions and to maintain vigorously growing trees until the
next harvest. These are generally cuttings or killings, which can focus on
grapevine control, cull tree control, and crop tree release thinning.
Thinning is an important intermediate cutting. It is the practice of removing
some trees in order to increase the growth of those remaining. By redistributing
the growth potential of the forest to benefit certain trees, the quantity and value of
usable wood is increased
Thinning is used in pole and saw-timber sized stands to increase the diameter
growth rate of the trees. The result is larger trees in a shorter period of time.
Harvest cuttings. Harvest cuttings are used to remove mature trees and
create the conditions for new trees to grow. Harvest cuttings can be designed to
act as timber stand improvement practices for long term timber production.

NATURAL STAND DEVELOPMENT
To understand thinning it is necessary to have some knowledge of the natural
development of a forest in this area. A typical forest begins with thousands, or
tens of thousands of seedlings per acre after a disturbance of some kind in the
woodland. Disturbances can be man made, such as harvests, or natural, such as
storms and fire.
The number of trees per acre declines as the trees grow larger and compete
against each other for growing space. This happens rapidly at first, but more
slowly with each passing decade.
When the stand is ready for a harvest cutting, it has been reduced to a
few hundred, or even less than one hundred, trees per acre. This continual
reduction in numbers is an expression of one of the most basic laws of nature:
those trees that are the most vigorous or best adapted to the environment are most
likely to survive the competition for light, moisture and nutrients. However, this
process is not always steady, and the trees that are the fittest from the natural
selection point of view may not be the most desirable from a landowner's or
forester's point of view.
The tallest (dominant) trees invariably have the largest crowns and crowd out
the weaker trees. Unless freed by a random accident of nature, the smaller trees
ultimately become overtopped and die. Very few trees ever recover a dominant
position once they have fallen behind. In thinning, therefore, the object is to
encourage the leaders rather that resuscitate the stragglers.
The struggle for existence in dense, un-thinned stands is so intense that even
the dominant trees develop a live crown that is too small compared to the total
height of the tree.
Through the process of thinning, the number of trees per acre is reduced, as it
would be under purely natural conditions. The difference being, that the thinning is
happening at a much more rapid rate than it would be, if left entirely up to nature.

EFFECTS OF THINNING ON GROWTH AND YEILD
On a given acre of forest, the total amounts of light, moisture and nutrients are
fixed. This means that the total potential growth of wood fiber is also fixed and
cannot be increased by thinning. But what can be increased is the total amount of
usable fiber concentrated in the tree species that we have chosen to occupy our
stand.
A thinning will result in a major increase in the volume in board-foot per
acre, and an even greater increase in the real value of the stand.

EFFECTS OF THINNING ON ECONOMIC YIELD
As mentioned earlier, one objective of thinning is to increase the diameter
growth rate of the trees. Large logs usually have a higher value than small logs.
Reasons:
1.

Larger trees usually yield higher value products, such as veneer or
clear high grade lumber. These trees have had time to grow ample
trunk sizes that cover the defects caused by branches that develop
early in a trees development. The highest grade lumber comes from
the outside layers of the log, not the inside layers.

2.

Wood products can be harvested and manufactured more cheaply
from larger trees. Additionally, thinning salvages merchantable
volume that would have been lost to natural mortality, produces
periodic income, or creates wildlife habitat between harvest cuts, and
results in higher quality products at harvest.

Some of the Most Common Thinning Methods
Include:
Crop Tree Release Thinning:
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Ohio woodland owners have many different reasons for owning and managing
their woodlands. Some desire woodlands that provide habitat for a variety of
wildlife. Others want a woodland that supports particular types of recreation such
as hiking, hunting, and bird watching. Still others want to harvest timber and nontimber products from their woods for home and farm use or to provide periodic
income. Most aspire to maintain or improve the health, vigor, and attractiveness of
their forest. For many private woodland owners, the ability of their woodlands to
provide these and many other values can be enhanced through crop tree
management.
Crop trees are trees that produce or have the potential to produce the desired
landowner benefits. If, for example, improved squirrel habitat is desired, a largecrowned white oak that produces abundant acorns would be a valuable crop tree.
If increased economic value is an important ownership objective, a 14-inchdiameter black walnut tree with a straight and relatively defect-free trunk and a
fairly small crown would be a valuable crop tree. On the other hand, if fall color was
important, a group of black gum trees, which turn brilliant red in the fall, might all
be potential crop trees.

In an unmanaged woodland, competition among trees for light, water, and nutrients
is often severe and can result in slow growth or even the death of the more
desirable trees. In a woodland under crop-tree management, these crop trees are
freed from excessive competition by reducing or eliminating some of the less
desirable competing trees. The released1 crop trees are healthier and more
vigorous, more insect and disease resistant, grow faster, and produce additional
landowner benefits.
In application, crop tree management is simple. Once
ownership goals and objectives have been clearly identified,
criteria are developed for selecting crop trees based on
those goals and objectives. Next, trees meeting those criteria
are located in the woodland, and then some or all of those
trees are released from competing trees (Figure 1). An
important tangible advantage of crop-tree management for
the private nonindustrial forest landowner is that it focuses
management activities on improving the health, vigor, and
growth rate of trees that directly satisfy ownership objectives.
This fact sheet is intended to introduce the crop-tree
management process and to provide some guidance in its
application. Landowners and others seeking a more in-depth Figure 1. Crop tree
written reference to crop-tree management are encouraged after release.
to obtain a copy of Crop Tree Management in Eastern Hardwoods.2 Although
written for professionals, its content is well within the grasp of knowledgeable
forest landowners.

Identifying Goals and Objectives
The first and most important step in managing any resource is identifying
ownership goals. In this case, why do you own your woodlot? Do you like to hike
and bird watch? Are you a hunter? Do you hope to produce income from timber
now or in the future? Is it the fall foliage and spring wild flowers that grab your
attention? Ever thought about how your forest can improve the quality of water
flowing through your property?
Clearly, identifying goals for your woodland is critical. They provide the basis for
determining what should and should not be done in your woods to improve its
ability to satisfy your needs and desires. Said another way, ownership goals define
the target for management activities such as crop-tree management.
The next step is to translate the more general ownership goals into stand-specific3
objectives. For example, if enhancing the quality of wildlife habitat is an ownership
goal, shortening the time to mast4 production and increasing the amount of mast
produced using crop-tree release might be an objective for a young oak-hickory
stand. Or, if future income was a goal in a mixed species stand, increasing the

growth rate of the economically more valuable trees through crop-tree release
might be an objective.
And just as we can have more than one goal for our woodland, we can and most
likely will have more than one objective for individual stands. We could, for
example, be looking at a 30-year-old mixed oak-hickory stand with overall goals of
improving timber production and wildlife habitat. In such a stand, crop- tree
management could be used to selectively release some trees that satisfied the
timber production goal (high-value species, good quality, fast growing), some that
satisfied the wildlife habitat goal (mast-producing species, variety of species, large
crowns, etc.), and some that might satisfy both goals.
Table 1. Examples of Crop Tree Selection Criteria for Woodland Owners With
Wildlife, Timber, Aesthetics, and Water Quality as Primary Objectives.
WILDLIFE
•
•
•
•
•

Crown is large, healthy, and in or above the main canopy.
Mast-producing species (prefer hard over soft).
Trees with dead branches and open cavities are desirable.
Species variety is highly desirable.
Expected longevity of 20+ years.

TIMBER
•
•
•

•
•

Crown is large, healthy, and in or above the main canopy.
High-value commercial species.
High-quality tree with:
o Butt log with high-grade potential.
o No sprouts on butt log.
o No lean, low forks, etc.
Species well adapted to the site.
Expected longevity of 20+ years.

AESTHETICS
•

•
•

Select trees and species that are unique in appearance or character,
produce attractive flowers and colorful foliage, and have attractive or unique
bark.
Visible from travel lanes, vantage points, etc.
Expected longevity of 20+ years.

WATER QUALITY
•
•
•

Crown is large, healthy, and in or above the main canopy.
Species that are good nutrient accumulators (young, deciduous).
Species tolerant to flooding.

Developing Crop Tree Selection Criteria
Once specific goals and objectives have been established, criteria can be
developed for selecting crop trees. These criteria are simply characteristics looked
for when selecting crop trees. Table 1 shows examples of selection criteria for
landowners with wildlife, timber, aesthetics, or water quality as their primary
objective. Remember, these are only examples. You can—and should—develop
criteria to suit your specific goals. And, as we noted earlier with our timber and
wildlife example, several criteria aimed at achieving more than one objective can
be used in a single stand.

Inventory—Identifying Crop Trees
Now it's time to inventory your property, utilizing your selection criteria, to see how
many potential crop trees are present. How extensive and sophisticated this
inventory needs to be depends on the size and character of the woodland and the
intensity of crop-tree management planned. A woodland owner with 10 acres who
intends only to release three or four hard mast- producing trees per acre to
improve wildlife habitat may need to do little more than walk over the property and
select the trees based on the selection criteria and their spacing throughout the
woodland.
On the other hand, a woodland owner with 50 acres who intends on releasing 20 to
30 crop trees per acre to favor timber production and wildlife habitat may need a
fairly detailed inventory to determine the number of suitable crop trees, identify
their location, evaluate their potential to respond to release, and indicate how many
trees need to be removed to release the crop trees. Also, if the trees to be
removed are merchantable and the removal is to be a commercial sale, some form
of formal inventory will be desirable for marketing purposes.
The methodology to perform a formal inventory is beyond the scope of this fact
sheet. However, when a complete or sample inventory is performed for crop tree
management, it should include the species, diameter, height, and free-to-grow
rating (described in the next paragraph) of the potential crop trees, along with a
record of the trees competing with the crop trees that would be removed if the crop
trees were released.
The free-to-grow rating is an index of competition which rates the available growing
space for the crop tree by determining on how many sides of the crown there is
room for growth. The rating is accomplished by visually dividing the crown of the
tree into four sections and then determining how many of the sections have room
to grow (Figure 2). Ratings range from 0 for trees with no room to grow to 4 for
trees with room to grow in all four directions.

Figure 2. The center "crop tree" has a
free-to-grow rating of 3. It has space to
grow on three of its four sides. (From:
Crop Tree Management in Eastern
Hardwoods. USDA-FS. Used with
permission.)

Application
The application of crop-tree release involves removing or deadening all of the trees
that directly compete with the designated crop trees. Essentially, this involves
removing or deadening all of the trees whose crowns touch the sides of or overtop
the crowns of the crop trees. Trees whose crowns are below those of the crop
trees' crowns do not provide significant competition and are usually not removed or
deadened.
The number of crop trees released and the number of competing trees is
dependent on several factors including number of potential crop trees occupying
the site, age and size of the forest stand, and landowner preference. Ideally, a
released crop tree should have a free-to-grow rating of 4, meaning it has been
released from competing crowns on all four sides of its crown. Occasionally, two
crop trees will be so close that both cannot be released on four sides. If the
decision is made to keep both trees, each can be released on three sides and their
crowns allowed to touch. In general, younger stands will require more crop trees to
be released since not all crop trees will survive until the stand matures.
Once the crop trees and trees to be removed have been identified, it is usually a
good idea to mark them with different colored flagging and evaluate the planned
release. While a crop- tree release that releases only a few crop trees per acre will
have little effect on the woodland's appearance, a moderate to heavy crop-tree
release may substantially alter its appearance. Evaluating the visual impact before
cutting will allow modifications if the anticipated results are not as desired.
If releasing all of your crop trees will result in an unacceptable visual effect, release
fewer crop trees. It is far more desirable to completely release fewer crop trees
than to partially release more. Partially released trees, with lower free-to-grow

ratings, grow at a much slower rate than completely released trees. For example,
using the data from Figure 3, a 10-inch-diameter tree with a free-to-grow rating of 4
would increase to more than 14 inches in 10 years while the same-sized tree with
a 0 free-to-grow rating would only increase to less than 12 inches. Based on a
conservative estimate, the tree with a free-to-grow rating of 4 would have
approximately 80% more board foot volume after 10 years than the tree with a
free-to-grow rating of 0. Larger trees not only produce more timber volume but also
produce substantially more wildlife food and other benefits. Consequently, crop
trees that are free-to-grow are much more likely to contribute toward reaching
woodland ownership goals.

Figure 3. This graph shows how an increase in
free-to-grow rating from a crown-touching
release can dramatically increase crop-tree
growth. (From: Crop Tree Management in
Eastern Hardwoods. USDA-FS.)
Trees to be removed may be cut or deadened. In some instances, enough trees of
suitable size may be cut to warrant a commercial timber sale. More commonly, the
trees being removed will be too few or too small to be marketable. In such
instances, the trees can be cut for landowner use (firewood, fence posts, etc.) or
deadened in place by girdling or other appropriate technique. Girdling can be
accomplished by using a chain saw to cut through the bark and about one inch into
the wood of the tree around its entire perimeter. Double girdling, with a second
girdle about three inches above the first girdle, is even more effective. Properly
girdled trees will die standing and will slowly decay, providing habitat for wildlife in
the process. For more information on girdling and other techniques to free your
crop trees from competition, refer to OSU Fact Sheet F-45, Controlling Undesirable
Trees, Shrubs, and Vines in Your Woodland.
|

Low Thinning:
This is sometimes called "thinning from below." In this method trees are
removed from the lower portions of the forest canopy. While this method closely
resembles the natural process of loss of overtopped trees, it is more difficult to

utilize the smaller trees profitably. A low thinning would have to be quite heavy in
order to create openings in the canopy that would actually benefit the crop trees.

High Thinning:
Also referred to as "crown thinning" or "thinning from above," the objective
of this method is to release the dominant trees that are too close. There are two
approaches to this practice: 1) select and mark the future crop trees and thin
around them, or 2) release any dominant tree that could be a candidate for
becoming a crop tree. In subsequent thinning, further choices can be made
regarding which trees are developing into better crop trees.

Mechanical Thinning:
In mechanical thinning, the trees to be cut are chosen on the basis of a
predetermined spacing or pattern with little or no regard to their size, quality or
vigor. An example would be a pine plantation thinning where every third row was
removed.

Free Thinning;
As its name implies, trees are removed without conforming to any specific
method. Individual trees are marked for cutting based on the forester's opinion as
to what is best for the forest stand. Some criteria he or she may use include form,
vigor, spacing, and quality.

WHEN TO THIN:
Ideally, the first thinning can be carried out just as soon as the crowns of
individual trees begin to interfere with each other. One way to determine this
is to look at the live crown ratio of the trees. This is the proportion of a tree's total
height that consists of live branches. A forester can help you determine when the
ratio has become dangerously low, thus necessitating a thinning operation.
Practically speaking, though, thinning might not be possible until the value of
the trees you cut will at least pay for the cost of removal. Unfortunately this may
prevent a needed operation. A forester, public or private, can help you determine if
a thinning is needed and if the products are marketable. You would be wise not to
initiate a thinning without his or her assistance.

CONCLUSION

TSI and Thinning represents an important means by which you can greatly
increase the productivity of your forest beyond what might be achieved under
natural conditions.
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Timber stand improvement is the removal or deadening of undesirable vines, shrubs and
trees in a forest stand. It is a major forest management tool to help woodland owners
achieve their management objectives. Once ownership objectives are identified, the less
desirable trees can be removed to favor the growth of those that better satisfy the owner's
objectives (e.g., quality timber, wildlife habitat, etc.). At the same time, woody plants that
pose a threat to human health or safety, such as poison ivy, can be eliminated. Several
timber stand improvement techniques can also be used to develop standing dead trees to
provide various types of wildlife habitat such as perches, dens and foraging trees for
animals and birds.
Timber stand improvement can be accomplished by cutting the less desirable woody
vegetation or by killing it in place. Undesirable trees with commercial value can be sold,
making the timber stand improvement operation an income-generating forest
management activity. Some undesirable trees may be used for lumber, firewood or other
products. Grapevines might be used for wreaths. In most timber stand improvement
operations, however, the undesirable vegetation is of little economic value or use.
Although it can be cut and left in the woods, the safest and most efficient way to remove
undesirable vegetation is often to kill the trees, shrubs or vines and leave them standing.
The most effective method for killing standing trees, shrubs and vines will usually
involve the use of an herbicide. For those who prefer not to use pesticides, cutting,
frilling or girdling can be used without herbicides. However, physical methods of
deadening standing trees that do not use herbicides are generally less dependable
(particularly with hard-to-kill species such as red maple, hickories and dogwoods) and
require longer to be effective than those that incorporate herbicides into the treatment.

Selected Timber Stand Improvement Techniques
The remainder of this fact sheet discusses when and how to use four commonly applied
timber stand improvement techniques: frilling or girdling, spaced cuts or injection, basal
bark spraying, and cut stump application. Tables 1-5 present herbicides commonly used
with each method, along with brief recommendations for their use. These
recommendations are not complete instructions; they are provided to help you select
among the herbicides. It is essential that you read the entire label before using any
herbicide. The label contains complete instructions for use, along with other valuable
information such as personal and environmental safety considerations and procedures.
Many of the labels also list information about the effectiveness of the herbicide in
controlling different species of trees, shrubs and vines. All herbicides are not equally
effective in controlling different species.
Herbicides, like all pesticides, are approved (labeled) for specific uses by the
Environmental Protection Agency. These approved uses are listed and described on the
pesticide's label. The herbicides listed in Tables 1-5 were appropriately labeled at the
time of publication (Winter 1993-94). Because pesticide labeling may change at any time,
you should verify that a particular herbicide is still labeled for your intended use.

Frilling or Girdling
Girdling and frilling are methods of killing standing trees that may be done with or
without an herbicide.
Girdling involves cutting a groove or notch into the trunk of a tree to interrupt the flow of
sap between the roots and crown of the tree (Figure 1). The groove must completely
encircle the trunk and should penetrate into the wood to a depth of at least 1/2 inch,
preferably 1 to 11/2 inches on larger trees. Girdling can be done with an ax, hatchet or
chainsaw. When done with an ax or hatchet, the girdle is made by striking from above
and below along a line around the trunk so that a notch of wood and bark is removed. The
width of the notch varies with the size of the tree. Effective girdles may be as narrow as 1
or 2 inches on small-diameter trees, and as wide as 6 or 8 inches on very large-diameter
trees. When a chain saw is used to girdle, usually two horizontal cuts between 2 and 4
vertical inches apart are made completely around the tree (Figure 2).
Frilling is a variation of girdling in which a series of downward angled cuts are made
completely around the tree, leaving the partially severed bark and wood anchored at the
bottom (Figure 3). Frilling is done with an ax or hatchet.

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

By themselves, girdling and frilling are physical methods to deaden trees that require
very little equipment and may be done without herbicides. Both techniques require
considerable time to carry out, particularly with an ax or hatchet. Girdling with a chain
saw is much faster. The effectiveness of girdling and frilling depends on the tree species
and on the size and completeness of the girdle or frill. To be effective, girdles and frills
must completely encircle the tree. Because frills can heal-over more easily, girdling is
usually more effective.
Table 1. Herbicides commonly used when girdling or frilling undesirable trees in a
timber stand improvement operation. Column one contains the common names of
frequently used herbicides; column two contains one or more examples of commonly
used brands along with their manufacturers or distributors; and column three contains a
brief summary of use recommendations.
COMMON
NAMES
Dicamba

Glyphosate

Imazapyr

BRAND NAMES
(MANUFACTURER
OR DISTRIBUTOR)

RECOMMENDATIONS

Banvel CST (Sandoz or
Riverdale)

Spray or paint cut surface of girdle with
undiluted Banvel CST.

Accord (Monsanto)

Spray or paint Accord on the cut surface of
girdle or frill at a rate of 1 ml for each 2 inches
of trunk diameter, either undiluted or mixed
with water at a concentration of no less than 25
percent. For best results, application should be
made during periods of active growth and full
leaf expansion.

Roundup (Monsanto)

Spray or paint Roundup on the cut surface of
girdle or frill at a rate of 1 ml for each 2 to 3
inches of trunk diameter, either undiluted or
mixed with water at a concentration of no less
than 50 percent. For best results, application
should be made during periods of active growth
and full leaf expansion.

Chopper (American
Cyanamid)

Mix 8-12 oz. of Chopper in one gallon of water,
diesel oil, or penetrating oil (such as Cide-Kick,

Cide-Kick II, or ArborChem Basal Oil) and
spray or paint mixture on cut surface of girdle
or frill. Apply enough of the spray mixture to
completely wet the cut surface.
Picloram +
2,4-D

Triclopyr

Pathway, Tordon RTU
(DowElanco)

Spray or paint the girdle or frill with undiluted
Pathway or Tordon RTU. Apply enough
herbicide to wet the cut surface completely.

Tordon 101*, Forestry
Tordon 101*
(DowElanco)

Spray or paint the cut surface of the girdle with
Tordon 101 or Forestry Tordon 101 diluted 1:1
with water. Apply enough of the spray mixture
to completely wet the cut surface.

Wet the cut surface of a single girdle that
Garlon 3A (DowElanco) completely encircles the tree with Garlon 3A,
undiluted or diluted 1:1 with water.

2,4-D + 2,4- Weedone 170 (RhoneDP Ester
Poulenc)

Fill frill with mixture of Weedone 170 or Brush
Killer 2D + 2DP and oil mixed at a rate of 3.8
to 5.1 ounces of herbicide in 1 gallon of oil.

Brush Killer 2D + 2DP
(Riverdale)
2,4-D + 2,4- Riverdale 2D +2DP
DP Amine
Amine (Riverdale)

Fill fresh frill with mixture equivalent to 3.8-5.1
oz. of Riverdale 2D + 2DP Amine in 1 gallon of
water.

2,4-D + 2,4- Acme Super Brush
DP Ester +
Killer, BK 800
Dicamba
(pbi/Gordon)

Fill fresh frill full with mixture equivalent to
3.8-5.1 oz. of Acme Super Brush Killer or BK
800 in 1 gallon of diesel oil or mineral oil.

* Restricted Use Pesticide, must be certified applicator to purchase and use.

The effectiveness of both girdling and frilling can be increased by using herbicides
(Table 1). With frilling and girdling, water soluble forms of herbicides are most
commonly used to get maximum movement of herbicide within the plant. When using
water-soluble herbicides, the herbicide/water mixture is commonly applied by squirting it
on the girdle or frill until the cut surface is wet. Hand-held, pint or quart spray bottles,
such as those available at local garden stores, are ideal for applying herbicide to the girdle
(Figure 4). Exceptions to the above recommendations are the commonly-used forestry
herbicides that contain the ester formulation of 2,4-D + 2,4-DP, such as Weedone 170
and Acme Super Brush Killer. They are labeled for use with frilling in an oil carrier, and
the recommendation is to fill the frill with the mixture. They are commonly applied with
a backpack or hand-held, hand-pumped sprayer.

Spaced Cuts - Tree Injection
Tree injection involves introducing an herbicide into the undesirable
tree through spaced cuts made around the trunk of the tree with an
ax, hatchet or tree injector (Figure 5). The procedure can be
visualized as a discontinuous frill with a small amount of
herbicide placed in each cut. With an ax or hatchet, nonoverlapping horizontal cuts penetrating into the sapwood (the
outer area of lighter-colored wood in the stem cross section)
are made completely around the tree. Cuts are approximately 2
inches long and are spaced 1 to 3 inches apart, depending on
tree species and specific herbicide being used. A small amount
of herbicide is then placed in each cut (Table 2). This can be
done conveniently with a pint or quart spray bottle (such as
those available at garden stores). The amount of herbicide to
be placed in the cut is specified on the herbicide label, but is
generally 1 to 2 milliliters. There are also various tree injectors available
including the "hypo-hatchet," which is a hatchet constructed to inject herbicide when it is
struck into the tree.

Use the method shown in figure 5 below to kill “cull”
trees.

Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Table 2. Herbicides commonly used when injecting undesirable trees in a timber stand
improvement operation. Column one contains the common names of frequently used
herbicides; column two contains one or more examples of commonly used brands along
with their manufacturers or distributors; and column three contains a brief summary of
use recommendations.
COMMON
NAMES

BRAND NAMES
(MANUFACTURER
OR DISTRIBUTOR)

Glyphosate Accord (Monsanto)

RECOMMENDATIONS
Inject the equivalent of 1 ml of Accord for each

2 inches of trunk diameter full strength or diluted
with water to a concentration of not less than
25%. Injections should be evenly spaced around
tree. With larger trees, a continuous frill is more
effective than spaced injections. Best results will
be obtained if treatment is made during periods
of active growth and after full leaf expansion.

Imazapyr

Picloram +
2,4-D

2,4-D
Amine

Roundup (Monsanto)

Inject the equivalent of 1 ml of Roundup for
each 2ñ3 inches of trunk diameter full strength or
diluted with water to a concentration of not less
than 50%. Injections should be evenly spaced
around tree. With larger trees, a continuous frill
is more effective than spaced injections. Best
results will be obtained if treatment is made
during periods of active growth and after full leaf
expansion.

Chopper (American
Cyanamid)

Mix 8 to 12 ounces of Chopper in 1 gallon of
water, diesel oil, or a penetrating oil such as
Cide-Kick, Cide-Kick II, or ArborChem Basal
Oil. Inject 1 ml of the solution at each injection
site completely around the tree with no more
than 1-inch intervals between cut edges.

Pathway, Tordon RTU
(DowElanco)

Inject 1 ml of undiluted Pathway solution around
the tree trunk at intervals of 2 to 3 inches
between edges of the injector wounds. Treatment
can be done any time during the year except for
species which have a spring sap flow. Those
species, such as the maples, should not be treated
during the flow period. Difficult to control
species, such as dogwood, hickory, and sugar
maple, may require edge to edge injections,
essentially a complete frill.

Tordon 101*, Forestry
Tordon 101*
(DowElanco)

Inject 1/2 ml of undiluted or 1 ml of diluted (1:1
with water) through the bark at intervals of 3
inches between edges of the injector wound.
Injections should completely surround the tree.

Weedar 64 (RhonePoulenc)

In one injection per inch of trunk diameter
(measured 41/2 feet above the ground), inject 1
to 2 ml of undiluted Weedar 64. Injections must
penetrate the bark. For best results, injections
should be made during the growing season, May
15 through October 15.

Weedestroy AM-40
(Riverdale)

In injections spaced 2 inches apart (edge to edge)
around the tree trunk, inject 1 ml of undiluted

Weedestroy AM-40. Injections must penetrate
the bark. For difficult to control species, such as
hickory, dogwood, red maple, and blue beech,
space injections 11/2 inches apart. For best
results, injections should be made during the
growing season, May 15 through October 15.

2,4-D Ester

Solution Water Soluble
(Riverdale)

Dissolve a 2 lb. 13 oz. packet of Solution Water
Soluble in 11/2 gallons of water. Inject 3/4 ml of
the solution in each injection. For most species,
space injections 2 inches apart, edge to edge. For
hard to kill species, such as hickory, dogwood,
red maple, blue beech, and ash, space injections
11/2 inch apart, edge to edge. For best results,
injections should be made during the growing
season, May 15 through October 15.

2,4-D L.V. 4 Ester
(Riverdale)

In injections spaced 2 inches apart (edge to edge)
around the tree trunk, inject 1 ml of undiluted
2,4-D L.V. 4 Ester. Injections must penetrate the
bark. For difficult to control species, such as
hickory, dogwood, red maple, and blue beech,
space injections 11/2 inches apart. For best
results, injections should be made during the
growing season, May 15 through October 15.

* Restricted Use Pesticide, must be certified applicator to purchase and use.

Tree injection is generally more effective than mechanical girdling or frilling without
herbicide because of the use of the herbicide. However, on difficult-to-control species,
such as red maple, hickories and dogwoods, a continuous frill or girdle with herbicide
may be necessary to obtain acceptable control. For this reason, many commercial TSI
(timber stand improvement) contractors routinely use a single chainsaw girdle with
herbicide on all species to maximize effectiveness.
As with most of the herbicides suggested for use with girdling and frilling, the herbicides
for tree injection are mostly water-soluble materials that move vertically and horizontally
within the tree to complete a chemical girdle.

Basal Bark Spray

Figure 6.
Basal spraying, or basal bark as it is sometimes referred to, is a technique to deaden small
trees, shrubs and occasionally vines by spraying the lower 12 to 18 inches of the trunk
with an herbicide (Figure 6). The intent is for the herbicide to penetrate the bark and kill
the tree and any basal buds that might sprout. Herbicides used for basal spraying are
generally applied in oil carriers (Table 3). The technique is effective on trees less than 4
to 6 inches in diameter. As bark becomes rougher and thicker the techniques becomes
less effective. Care must be taken when the herbicide is applied to minimize the amount
that runs into the soil. This is important not only from an environmental quality
standpoint, but also to avoid damaging non-target trees. The roots of trees often extend
well out beyond their crowns. It would not be at all unusual for the roots of an adjacent
desirable tree to extend below the trunk of a tree being basal sprayed. If excess amounts
of herbicide were applied to the treated tree, the adjacent desirable tree could absorb the
herbicide and be killed or seriously damaged.

Cut Stump
When a tree or vine, such as grapevine, is cut, there is a high probability that the
stump will sprout. When this is undesirable, the sprouting can be eliminated by
treating the cut stump with an herbicide. Herbicide can be applied to the stump in
many ways, the most common being to spray with a backpack or hand-held sprayer.
How much of the stump needs to be treated depends on the formulation of herbicide used.
Many of the herbicides labeled for cut stump application are water soluble (Table 4).
With these materials it is not necessary to treat the entire stump. The critical area of the
stump that must be treated to prevent sprouting is the sapwood and bark of the stump's
cut surface (Figure 7). Stump treatment with water soluble herbicides must be done
immediately after cutting the tree or vine in order to be effective. If treatment is delayed,
adequate downward movement of the herbicide will not occur and sprouting will not be
eliminated.
Some herbicides labeled for cut stump application are formulated to be mixed with oil
(Table 5). These materials do not move readily within the plant, but penetrate the bark.
To be effective in suppressing stump sprouting, the entire stump, particularly the bark
and exposed roots, must be thoroughly sprayed (Figure 8). Timing is less critical with
these materials because they are not so dependent on movement downward from the cut
surface to distribute the herbicide. In situations where immediate treatment of stumps is

not possible, an herbicide in an oil carrier should be used rather than one in a water
carrier.

Figure 7.

Figure 8.

Treatment with an oil-carried herbicide is also recommended in the spring when treating
species that exhibit a spring "sap flow," such as the maples (Acer), grape (Vitis) and
ironwood (Ostrya). Water-carried herbicides will usually not be adequately absorbed to
be effective during the spring "sap-flow."
Table 3. Herbicides commonly used when basal spraying undesirable trees in a timber
stand improvement operation. Column one contains the common names of frequently
used herbicides; column two contains one or more examples of commonly used brands
along with their manufacturers or distributors; and column three contains a brief
summary of use recommendations.
COMMON
NAMES

Dicamba +
2,4-D Ester

BRAND NAMES
(MANUFACTURER
OR DISTRIBUTOR)

Banvel 520

RECOMMENDATIONS
Conventional Basal Bark Treatment: Spray the
root crown, exposed roots, and the entire
circumference of the lower plant stem to a height
of 24 inches until runoff with a mixture of 3.8 to
7.6 ounces of Banvel 520 in enough oil to make
a gallon of spray mixture.
Low Volume Basal Bark Treatment: Spray the
entire circumference of the lower 24 inches of
the plant stem including the root collar to the
point of wet with a mixture of 51 to 64 ounces of
Banvel 520 in enough oil to make a gallon of
spray mixture. Wet the stem and root collar, but
do not spray to runoff.

Imazapyr

Apply undiluted Chopper RTU to the entire
Chopper RTU (American
circumference of the lower 12-18 inches of plant
Cyanamid)
stem.
Chopper (American
Cyanamid)

Mix 8.0 to 12.0 ounces of Chopper in one gallon
of water, diesel oil, or a penetrating oil such as
Cide-Kick, Cide-Kick II OR Arborchem Basal

Oil, and spray to wet the entire circumference of
the lower 12 to 18 inches of the plant stem.

Triclopyr

Garlon 4, Forestry
Garlon 4 (DowElanco)

Conventional Basal Bark Treatment: Mix 1.3 to
6.4 ounces of Garlon 4 or Forestry Garlon 4 with
enough oil to make a gallon of mixture, and
spray the entire circumference of the bottom 12
to 15 inches of the woody stems until runoff is
noted at the ground line using a low pressure
(20-40 psi) backpack or power sprayer.
Low Volume Basal Bark Treatment: Mix 25.6 to
38.4 ounces of Garlon 4 or Forestry Garlon 4
with enough oil to make a gallon and spray to
wet the entire circumference of the bottom 12 to
15 inches of the woody stems, including the root
collar area with a backpack or knapsack sprayer
using low pressure (20-40 psi) and a solid cone
or flat fan nozzle. Do not spray to the point of
runoff.

Spray to runoff the entire circumference of the
lower 15 to 20 inches of the plant stem with a
mixture of 5.1 ounces of Crossbow and enough
oil to make a gallon. Spray runoff should visibly
Triclopyr +
Crossbow (DowElanco) wet the ground surface at the base of the trunk.
2,4-D Ester
Best results will be obtained with winter or early
spring treatments, but treatments can be made at
any time of the year when snow or ice do not
prevent spraying the ground line.

Triclopyr +
Picoloram

Access* (DowElanco)

Conventional Basal Bark Treatment: Using a
low pressure (20-40 psi) backpack or power
sprayer, thoroughly wet the lower stem and root
collar with a mixture of 1.3 to 2.6 ounces of
Access in enough oil to make a gallon. Spray
until runoff at the ground line is noticeable. Best
results will be obtained with applications made
during the late dormant or active growing
season.
Low Volume Basal Bark Treatment: Using a
low pressure (20-40 psi) backpack or knapsack
sprayer, thoroughly wet the lower stem and root
collar with a mixture of 25.6 to 38.4 ounces of
Access in enough oil to make a gallon. Spray
lower stem and root collar to wet but not to
runoff.

2,4-D + 2,4- Weedone CB (Rhone-

Apply Weedone CB undiluted to the entire

DP Ester

2,4-D +
2,4DP +
Dicamba

Poulenc)

circumference of the lower 18-24 inches of the
plant stem. Treat all around the stem including
the rot collar area and any exposed roots. It is
not necessary for the herbicide to run down or
puddle in the root collar area.

Weedone 170 (RhonePoulenc)

Thoroughly wet the entire circumference of the
base of the stems and root collars until spray
collects around the root collar at ground line
using a mixture of 3.8 to 5.1 ounces of Weedone
170 or Brush Killer 2D + 2DP added to 1 gallon
of oil.

Brush Killer 2D +2 DP
(Riverdale)

Thoroughly wet the entire circumference of the
base of the stems and root collars until spray
collects around the root collar at ground line
using a mixture of 3.8 to 5.1 ounces of Weedone
170 or Brush Killer 2D + 2DP added to 1 gallon
of oil.

Acme Super Brush
Killer, BK
800(pbi/Gordon)

High Volume Basal Spray: Spray the entire
circumference of the lower 18 to 24 inches of
stems with a spray mixture of 3.8 to 6.4 ounces
in enough oil to make a gallon. Spray each stem
until runoff and pooling at the ground line is
noticed.
Low Volume Basal Spray: Spray the entire
circumference of the lower 18 to 24 inches of
the stems with a spray mixture of 42 ounces of
Acme Super Brush Killer or BK 800, 60.2 to 73
ounces of oil, and 12.8 to 25.6 ounces of
surfactant (such as Cide-Kick, Cide-Kick II or
other surfactants/penetrants appropriate for oil
soluble herbicides). Note: the spray mixture
above should total 1 gallon (128 ounces).

* Restricted Use Pesticide, must be certified applicator to purchase and use.

Table 4. Water soluble herbicides commonly used when treating cut stumps to
prevent sprouting. Column one contains the common names of frequently used
herbicides; column two contains one or more examples of commonly used brands along
with their manufacturers or distributors; and column three contains a brief summary of
use recommendations.
COMMON

BRAND NAMES

RECOMMENDATIONS

NAMES

(MANUFACTURER
OR DISTRIBUTOR)
Banvel CST (Sandoz or
Riverdale)

Spray or paint freshly cut surface with undiluted
Banvel CST. The area adjacent to the bark
should be thoroughly wet.

Glyphosate

Accord, Roundup
(Monsanto)

Apply a 50 to 100 percent solution of this
product to the freshly cut surface immediately
after cutting. For best results, treatment should
be made during periods of active growth and
full leaf expansion.

Imazapyr

Chopper RTU
(American Cyanamid)

Spray or brush Chopper RTU undiluted onto the
cambium area of the freshly cut surface and
bark of the cut stump.

Chopper (American
Cyanamid)

Mix 8.0 to 12.0 oz. of Chopper in one gallon of
water and spray or brush the mixture onto the
cambium area of the freshly cut surface and
bark of the cut stump.

Pathway, Tordon RTU
(DowElanco)

Spray or paint the cut surfaces of freshly cut
stumps and stubs with undiluted Pathway or
Tordon RTU.

Tordon 101*, Forestry
Tordon 101*
(DowElanco)

Spray or paint to wet the cut surfaces of freshly
cut stumps or stubs with Tordon 101 or Forestry
Tordon 101 undiluted or diluted 1:1 in water.

Garlon 3A (DowElanco)

Spray or paint the cut surfaces of freshly cut
stumps and stubs with undiluted Garlon 3A.

Dicamba

Picloram +
2,4-D

Triclopyr

2,4-D + 2,4- Riverdale 2D + 2DP
DP Amine Amine (Riverdale)

Mix 3.8 to 5.1 oz. of herbicide with 1 gallon of
water and thoroughly spray the entire stump,
including exposed roots and bark, as quickly as
possible after trees are cut. Freshly cut stumps 3
inches in diameter or smaller may be treated
with undiluted Riverdale 2D + 2DP Amine.

* Restricted Use Pesticide, must be certified applicator to purchase and use.
Table 5. Oil soluble herbicides commonly used when treating cut stumps to prevent
sprouting. Column one contains the common names of frequently used herbicides;
column two contains one or more examples of commonly used brands along with their
manufacturers or distributors; and column three contains a brief summary of use
recommendations.
COMMON
NAMES
Dicamba +

BRAND NAMES
(MANUFACTURER
OR DISTRIBUTOR)
Banvel 520 (Sandoz or

RECOMMENDATIONS
Conventional Stump Treatment: Spray the entire

2,4-D Ester

Riverdale)

stump, including any exposed roots, with a
spray mixture equivalent to 3.8 to 7.6 oz. of
Banvel 520 in enough oil to make a gallon.
Low Volume Stump Treatment: Spray the entire
stump, including any exposed roots, with a
spray mixture equivalent to 51 to 64 oz. of
Banvel 520 in enough oil to make a gallon.

Chopper (American
Cyanamid)

Mix 8.0 to 12.0 oz. of Chopper in one gallon of
diesel oil or a penetrating oil (e.g., Cide-Kick,
Cide-Kick II, or ArborChem Basal Oil) and
spray or brush the mixture onto the cambium
area of the freshly cut surface and bark of the
cut stump.

Triclopyr

Garlon 4, Forestry
Garlon 4 (DowElanco)

Mix 25.6 to 38.4 oz. of Garlon 4 or Forestry
Garlon 4 with enough oil to make a gallon and
apply to the outer portion of the cut stump
surface, the sides of the stump, and the root
collar area. Thoroughly wet, but do not apply to
point of runoff.

Triclopyr +
2,4-D Ester

Mix 5.1 oz. of Crossbow with enough oil to
make a gallon of spray mix and thoroughly wet
Crossbow (DowElanco) the cut surface and bark of the stump. Spray
runoff should visibly wet the ground surface at
the base of the stump.

Imazapyr

2,4-D + 2,4- Weedone CB (RhoneDP Ester
Poulenc)

Apply undiluted Weedone CB to the cut surface,
the bark, and the root collar of the remaining
stump.

Weedone 170 (RhonePoulenc)

Thoroughly drench the entire stump, including
the cut surface, the bark, and the exposed roots,
with a mixture of 3.8 to 5.1 oz. of Weedone 170
or Brush Killer 2D + 2DP in 1 gallon of oil.
Small stumps, 3 inches or less in diameter, can
be treated with undiluted Weedone 170 or Brush
Killer 2D + 2DP.

Brush Killer 2D + 2DP
(Riverdale)

2,4-D + 2,4- Acme Super Brush
DP Ester + Killer, BK 800
Dicamba
(pbi/Gordon)

Thoroughly spray (drench) the entire stump
including the cut surface, bark, and exposed
roots with a mixture equivalent to 2.6 to 5.2 oz.
of Super Brush Killer or BK 800 in 1 gallon of
oil. For painting freshly cut stumps, mix 2
quarts of Super Brush Killer or BK 800 with 1
gallon of basal oil and thoroughly paint all

surfaces of the stump.

This publication contains pesticide recommendations that are subject to change at any
time. These recommendations are provided only as a guide. It is always the pesticide
applicator's responsibility, by law, to read and follow all current label directions for the
specific pesticide being used. Due to constantly changing labels and product registration,
some of the recommendations given in this writing may no longer be legal by the time
you read them. If any information in these recommendations disagrees with the label, the
recommendation must be disregarded. No endorsement is intended for products
mentioned, nor is criticism meant for products not mentioned. The author and Ohio State
University Extension assume no liability resulting from the use of these
recommendations.
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Forest stand improvement is the selective removal or deadening of less desirable trees,
shrubs, and vines in a forest stand to improve the stand's species composition, age
structure, condition, health, and growth. It is an important forest management practice to
help woodland owners and forest managers achieve management objectives. Deadening
is most often the method of choice when the removal of the less desirable trees, shrubs,
and vines is not economically feasible. The most commonly used methods of deadening
undesirable trees, shrubs, and vines are girdling, frilling, herbicide injection, basal
herbicide spraying, and cut stump herbicide application. These techniques are described
in a variety of publications, including Ohio State University Extension (OSUE) Fact
Sheet F-45.
Several of these techniques require the use of an herbicide while with others the use of an
herbicide is optional. When use of an herbicide is desired, the selection of a specific
herbicide is usually based on a number of considerations. The first consideration is the
technique being utilized. Herbicides are labeled for specific uses. An herbicide may, for

example, be labeled for girdling or injection but not for basal spraying. It is important
that herbicides be used only for their labeled purposes. This information is clearly stated
on the herbicide label and is summarized in OSUE Fact Sheet F-45 for many of the more
commonly used herbicides.
Other important considerations when selecting an herbicide include ease of use, relative
availability, worker exposure, environmental safety, personal experience, and the relative
effectiveness of the herbicide in controlling the target plant species. While the relative
importance of these considerations may vary with the situation and the individual, it is
always important to select an herbicide that will effectively control the target species.
Unfortunately, there are few published evaluations of the effectiveness of herbicides in
deadening specific species of woody plant. Too often woodland owners and forest
managers select an herbicide because it is readily available or is the least expensive, only
to be disappointed later when control is unacceptable. Certainly cost and availability are
important considerations. However, it is important to select an herbicide that will be
effective, even if it is not the least expensive.
This publication contains two tables that provide estimates of the relative effectiveness of
several commonly used herbicides in controlling specific woody species. The evaluations
were developed from several sources, including personal experience, manufacturers'
recommendations, and several publications1.
The evaluations are not absolutes; many factors other than species determine how
effective a particular herbicide is in controlling a particular plant (e.g., the health and
vigor of the plant, the amount and concentration of herbicide used, the method and season
of application, etc.). The evaluations can, however, provide important guidance when
personal experience with a particular plant species and/or herbicide is lacking.
Table 1 should be used as a guide to the relative effectiveness of all of the listed
herbicides when frilling or girdling (or injecting, if so labeled). It can also be used as a
guide to the effectiveness of the water-soluble herbicides in the table (all but 2,4-D + 2,4DP) in preventing sprouting when applied to a stump immediately after cutting. Table 2
should be used as a guide to the relative effectiveness of the oil soluble herbicides listed
when applied as basal sprays or as cut stump treatments to prevent sprouting.
In both tables relative control is categorized as susceptible (S), intermediate (I), and
resistant (R), or occasionally borderline between two categories (e.g., S-I). A ranking of
Susceptible means that the particular species is usually susceptible to the herbicide, and
little if any re-treatment should be necessary. A ranking of Intermediate means that while
not usually as effective as an herbicide ranked S, the herbicide will kill a high proportion
of the treated stems. When an herbicide ranked I is used, a portion of the stems may
require re-treatment. A ranking of Resistant means that the herbicide will usually provide
relatively poor control of that particular species. Where no estimate is provided (a blank
in the table), no evaluation is implied. The blank simply means we do not have enough
information or experience to provide a reasonable estimate of control.

When using an herbicide the importance of careful, proper application according to label
directions cannot be over stressed. Not only will this minimize personal and
environmental risks, but it will maximize herbicide effectiveness. In particular, the care
and skill with which herbicides classified as I or S-I are applied can dramatically impact
their effectiveness.
1

Including: Anderson, D. and M. McGlamery. 1992. Brush Control in Illinois. Chapter 23. In: 1992. Illinois
Pest Control Handbook; and Arnold, G. and g. LaBarage. 1994. Weed Control in Non-Cropland Areas.
Ohio State University Extension (OSUE) Bulletin 821-9.

Table 1. Relative effectiveness in controlling woody vegetation of selected herbicides
injected or applied to a frill or girdle according to label recommendations. Also the
relative effectiveness of all of the water soluble herbicides in the table (all except 2,4D + 2,4-DP) when applied to stumps immediately after cutting to prevent sprouting.
Note that specific example products may be labeled for only some of the listed
applications. Be sure to check the label of the individual product to verify that it is
labeled for your intended use.
Commonly “Culled” species in yellow.

SPECIES

GLYPHOSATE
(Accord,
Roundup,
2,4-D Rodeo,
IMAZAPYR + 2,4- Glyphos,
(e.g.
DP
Glypro, &
TRICLOPYR PICLORAM Chopper,
(e.g.
Glyphomax
(e.g.Garlon
(e.g. Tordon Stalker, &
Patron Herbicides, and
3A)
& Pathway) Arsenal)
170)
many others)

Alder

S

S

S

I

I

Apple

S

S

S

I

I

Ash

S

S-I

S

I-R

S-I

Ash, Green

S

S-I

S

I

S-I

Ash, White

S

S-I

S

I

I-S

Aspen

S

S

S-I

S

I

Balsam Poplar

S

S

S-I

I

I

Basswood

S

S

S

I

I

Beech,
American

S

S-I

I-S

I

S-I

Birch

S

S

S

S-I

I

Blackgum

S

S

S

S-I

I

Boxelder

R

S-I

S

I

I

Cherry

S-I

S

S

S-I

I

Cottonwood, E. S

S

S

I

I-S

Crabapple

S

S

S

S-I

I

Dogwood

S

S-I

S

S-I

I

Elderbery

S

S

S

R

I

Elms

S-I

S-I

I-R

I

I

Grapes, Wild

S

S

S

S

I

Hackberry

S

S

R

I

I

Hawthorn

S

S-I

S

I

I

Hazel,
American

S

S

I

I

Hickory

S

S

S

I

I

Honeylocust

I-R

S

I-S

S

I

Honeysuckle

S

S

S

I

I

Hophornbeam,
S
E.

S

I

I-R

I

Hornbeam, A.

S

S

I

I-R

I

Locust, Black

S

S

R

I

I

Maple

S-I

S-I

S

I

R-I

Maple, Red

S-I

S-I

S

I

R-I

Maple, Silver

S

S

S

I

R-I

Maple, Sugar

S

S-I

S

I

R-I

Mulberry, Red

S

S

S

I

I

Oaks

S

S

S

S-I

S

Olive, Autumn S

S

I

I

I

Olive, Russian

S

S

I

I

I

Osage Orange

S-I

S-I

R

I

R

Persimmon, E. S-I

S

S

I

I

Plum

S-I

S-I

S

I

I

Poison Ivy

S

S

S

R

Poplar, Yellow S

S

S

S

Prickly-Ash

S

S-I

I-R

I-S

Redbud, E.

S

S-I

S

I-R

Rose,
Multiflora

S

S

S

S

Sassafras

S

S

S

I

I

Serviceberry

S

S-I

I

Sumac

S

S

S

S-I

I

Sweetgum

S

S-I

S

S

Sycamore

S

S

S

S

Tree of Heaven R

S-I

S

R

Trumpetcreeper R

I-S

S

I

Virginia
Creeper

I

S-I

S

I

Walnut, Black

S

S

S-I

S-I

S-I

Willow

S

S

S

I

I

I

Table 2. Relative effectiveness in controlling woody vegetation of selected oil soluble
herbicides applied as a basal spray or cut stump treatment according to label
recommendations.
SPECIES

TRICLOPYR
(e.g.Garlon 4)

IMAZAPYR (e.g.
Chopper, Stalker)

2,4-D + 2,4-DP
(e.g.Patron 170)

Alder

S

S

I-R

Ash, White

S

S

R

Aspen

S

S

S

Balsam Poplar

S

S

S-I

Beech,
American

S-I

I-S

S-I

Birch

S

S

I-S

Boxelder

I-S

S

I

Cherry

S-I

S

I-R

Cottonwood, E. S-I

S

R

Dogwood

S

I-R

S-I

Elderbery

S

S

S-I

Elms

S-I

I-R

S-I

Grapes, Wild

S-I

S

I

Hackberry

I-R

R

S

Hawthorn

S-I

S

I

Hickory

S-I

S

I-R

Honeylocust

S

I-S

I

Honeysuckle

S

S

S

Locust, Black

S

R

I

Maple

S-I

S

I

Maple, Red

S-I

S

R

Maple, Silver

S

S

I

Maple, Sugar

S

S

I

Mulberry, Red

S-I

S-I

I-R

Oaks

I-R

S

S

Osage Orange

R

R

I-R

Persimmon, E.

S

S

I-R

Plum

I-R

S

S-I

Poison Ivy

I-S

S

I

Poplar, Yellow

S-I

S

S

Rose, Multiflora S-I

S

I

Sassafras

S-I

S

I-R

Sumac

I

S

I-R

Sweetgum

S-I

S-I

R

Sycamore

S

S-I

S-I

Tree of Heaven I-R

S

I-R

Trumpetcreeper I-R

S

R

Virginia
Creeper

S

S

R

Willow

S

S

S

Care & Handling
of Bare Root
Seedlings

A successful tree
planting begins with
the proper care and
handling of your
tree seedlings.

Seedling Preparation
It is preferable to make the planting hole large enough
to accomodate the seedling’s entire root system. However,
sometimes pruning may be necessary for seedlings with
extremely long roots. Prune conservatively because seedlings may not survive if they do not have sufficient root
area to absorb water. Always prune with a sharp tool such
as hand pruners or garden shears. Prune in a cool place
where seedlings are out of the wind and sun. Handle roots
as little as possible.
In general, seedlings can have their roots pruned 8 to
10 inches below the root collar. The root collar is the point
on the main stem identified by a change in color or slight
swelling in the stem (see fig.1). Larger seedlings (3-year-old
or transplanted seedlings) require a larger root system, so
don’t over-prune these. When you are done, re-moisten the
seedlings and re-seal them in the original packaging.

Slit Method

Insert plating bar at
an angle, then push
forward to an
upright position.

Place seedling at
correct depth.
Vertically insert bar
2” from seedling. Pull
bar back, firming soil
at bottom of hole.

fig. 2

Push bar forward,
firming the remainder
of the hole.

Fill remaining hole.
Step on soil around
seedling to firm.

Root Collar

Use soil to help spread
roots. Slightly depress
surface for water
penetration. Pack soil
to remove air pockets.

fig.1

Planting Method
Hand planting is necessary in
rough terrain, when the seedlings
are too large for machine planting,
or when planting within an existing
forest. A shovel or planting bar are
the most common hand planting
tools. Two basic methods of hand
planting are slit planting and
wedge planting (see fig. 2 and 3).
Carry seedlings in a planting bag
or bucket along with wet burlap
or other material to keep the
roots moist (do not cover roots
with water).
An inexperienced tree planter
can hand plant 300 to 500
seedlings per day. Machine planting is well suited for large orders,
planting on even ground, and
planting hardwoods with large root
systems. Consult your local DNR
forester for more information.

Plant Seedlings Properly

Correct placement and depth
It is critically important to properly place the seedling in
the planting hole or slit.

✦

Plant a seedling by placing the root collar at the soil
line or no more than 1/2 inch deeper. The root collar
is a spot located just above the roots identified by a
change in color or slight swelling of the main stem
(see fig.1).

✦

Make the planting hole or slit deep enough to accommodate the seedling’s root system. The roots should hang
freely in the planting hole and not be bent or twisted.

✦

Pack the soil firmly around the seedling to maintain
good root-to-soil contact and eliminate air pockets.

Wedge Method

Insert a sand shovel
vertically into soil.

Insert shovel at an
angle to create a
wedge of soil.

fig. 3

Lift out soil wedge.

Place seedling
against verticle side
of hole, replace soil
wedge, then step on
wedge to firm

Take Care Before Planting
From the time bare root seedlings are taken from the nursery bed
to the time they are planted, it is critically important to keep the
seedlings moist and cool (between 33ºF to 40ºF). If seedlings dry
out, the root hairs become permanently damaged and can’t absorb
adequate water and nutrients.

Transportation
Seedlings can be damaged by overheating, too little moisture, and
physical damage during transportation. A refrigerated truck is
the best way to transport your seedlings safely. If refrigerated
transport is not available or travel distance is short, protect
seedlings from sun, wind, and excessive drying by:
✦

Placing foam insula tion
or spacer boards under
the boxes and leave
gaps around boxes.

✦

Covering packages
with a light-colored
or reflective tarp to
protect against the
sun.

✦

Traveling in the early
morning when temperatures
are cooler.

✦

Using ice packs, snow,
or a large cooler to keep
seedlings cool.

Do not place seedlings in a hot car trunk or leave them in a
sunny location. If you suspect the seedlings have not been kept
consistently cool since leaving the nursery, sprinkle cool water
on them and reseal the packages.

Sorting Guidelines for DNR State Nursery Bulk Orders:
Many of the orders from the state nurseries are bulk or ungraded tree orders which include extra
seedlings to account for weak and undersized trees. Eliminate wilted, discolored, damaged, or
undersized seedlings according to the following general guidelines for ungraded orders from
the DNR state nurseries.

Minimum height from
root collar to top most bud

Minimum root length

1-year-old Conifers

2 1/2”

6”

2-year-old Conifers

3-4”

6-8”

3-year-old Conifers

5-6”

8”

1-year-old Hardwoods

5-6”

8”

2-year-old Hardwoods

8”

8”

Storage
Plant seedlings as soon
as possible after delivery!
Seedlings stored for short
periods of time (1-5 days),
must be kept cool. The
best storage temperature
is between 33ºF and 40ºF.
Temperatures from 40ºF to
50ºF are tolerable for short
periods, and above 50ºF
seedling damage is possible.
The longer the storage
period and the warmer the
temperature, the greater
the risk of damage.

TEMPERATURE GUIDELINES FOR
DORMANT BARE ROOT
SEEDLINGS
90

UNACCEPTABLE
STORAGE CONDITIONS
(Seedling damage
is possible)

70˚

80

70

60

TOLERABLE
(example: root cellar
or cool barn)

50˚

50

40

BEST
Temperature
Range

33˚- 40˚
30

FREEZE DAMAGE RISK
20

TEMPERATURE (˚F)

Figures courtesy of Nita Upchurch and the
Iowa Department of Natural Resources.
Graphic design by Amy Hurley, UW-Extension
Environmental Resource Center.
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